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In view of the forthcoming 1980 Olympic Games, and the very heavy pressures
on my time, it will not be possible for me to be present at the 20th Session of
the International Olympic Academy.
I sincerely hope that the discussions on the subject "From the Olympic
Games to Olympism" will be creative and of assistance to the Olympic Movement in these difficult times.
LORD KILLANIN
President of the
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FOREWORD OF THE TWENTIETH SESSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC ACADEMY — 1980
We can consider this issue of the International Olympic Academy as a
special one, since the 20th session of the I.O.A. has now taken place. This
means that an institution, discreetly founded in 1961 by two distinguished personalities, Carl Diem and John Ketseas, is now solidly established in the
conscience of the true friends of the Olympic Idea all over the world.
We can honestly say that the celebration for the 20th anniversary of the
International Olympic Academy was impressive, though not official, comprising many different and significant activities at the I.O.A. lasting for over
two months. Apart from the 20th regular international session, attended by 47
countries and many delegates, other sessions took place as well: the 4th session
for Educationists, the 10th session for Greek Educationists in Second Grade
Education, the 1st session for representatives and officials of the Olympic
Committees of the Arab countries. The I.O.A. hosted groups of young pupils
from Switzerland, Lichtenstein, Germany, France, Belgium as well as students
of the Physical Education College in Israel. The I.O.A. was also visited
by the delegates of the International Congress of Diabetologists, by the member
of NATO's subcommittee P-BEIST-SE and by the Chairmen and the General
Secretaries of the Social and Economic Council of the EEC. The I.O.A.
also hosted the members of the Council of the International Sports Press
Federation.
On all those occasions, special meetings were organised with many lectures
about the aims and the educational programme of the I.O.A.
All sections of the I.O.A. functioned impeccably during all sessions. Whenever the I.O.A. hosted groups of people from different countries, not a single
complaint or remark was made about the programme of work, the quality of
the lecturers, the discussions in groups, the services of the officials and the
secretariat, the helpfulness of the staff, the tasty food and the sleeping and
recreation facilities.
Such an intense programme of activities and sessions as demonstrated by
the I.O.A., becomes even more significant if one takes into account the turmoil
caused in international sports and in the Olympic world after the serious
dispute between the U.S.A. and the Soviet Union on the political issue of
Afghanistan. There was a widespread concern after the decision of the U.S.A.
and of other countries, to boycott the Moscow Olympic Games.
Even under such adverse circumstances, the I.O.A. proved that it could
faithfully and consistently honour the Olympic Idea. It implemented its programme without being influenced or impeded.
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At all sessions, the educational programme of the I.O.A. included the subjects of Olympism (History, Philosophy, Administration), as well as a special
subject which was discussed in detail. Discussions were held in small Englishspeaking or French-speaking groups. Each group presented a paper containing
the conclusions of the discussions and then a special committee prepared the
general conclusions of the subjects discussed. This final paper was read at the
closing ceremony. The educational programme also included sightseeing of the
archaeological sites, film presentations of the various Olympic Games as well
as athletic and recreational events.
During this year's sessions and especially during the 20th one, more time
was allocated for discussions. The papers of the official speeches were printed
in Greek, French and English. We had great difficulties in the past in order to
prepare the copies, but now we use a RANK-XEROX machine which facilitates our work enormously.
Groups of distinguished lecturers guaranteed the success of the sessions. A
characteristic of this year's sessions was the fact that because of the Olympic
Games, no member of the I.O.C, was present, apart from Prof. N.Nissiotis
who lectured not only at the three International Sessions but also at the
Session for Greek Educationists. We must make a special mention of the
contribution of Prof. Dr. Fernand LANDRY (Canada) and Prof. John
POWELL (Canada), who remained present during the whole 20th Session and
the 4th International Session for Greek Educationists and of Mr. Cl. Palaeologos, who lectured at all five sessions on a subject chosen from the history of
sports in ancient Greece.
During the 20th Session the list of speakers who had already lectured at the
I.O.A. and whose cooperation was highly appreciated, included Prof. Dr. Lis.
DIEM, Prof. Sara JERNIGAN, Dr. Jean LEIPER, Mr. Vernon MORGAN.
The new speakers were Dr. Jürge MOLTMAN (Germany), Mr. Geoffroy de
NAVACELLE (France), President of the International Committee Pierre de
Coubertin, Mr. Christian ORTLOFF (USA) who spoke about the 1980 Winter
Olympic Games of Lake Placid and Mr. V. STOLIAROV (USSR) who spoke
about the preparation for the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow. Mr. Otto
Szymiczek (Dean of the I.O.A.) lectured at all sessions with the exception of
the Session for Educationists in Elementary Education. The speech of Mr.
Henri DIEUZEIDE (France) Director of the Section of Structure and Content
of Education of UNESCO at the 4th Session for Educationists was favourably
commented as were the speeches of Mr. Bernard JEU(France) and Mr. Simon
McNEELY (USA). Mr. Solon ZACHAROF (Greece), Co-director of Athens
College lectured for the first time at the IOA as did Mr. N. CHIONIDIS
(Greece) who analysed Pindar's Olympic Ode.
At the 1st Session for Members and Officials of the National Olympic
Committees of the Arab Countries, Mr. Luc. SILANCE (Belgium) though
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contacted at the last minute, arrived and covered a great part of the educational program as a lecturer. We highly appreciated his contribution.
We can generally say that the qualifications of the participants were better
compared to those of the previous sessions. This was certainly due to the fact
that in most ^countries the perspective I.O.A. participants are now carefully
selected and prepared. Another reason was the fact that among the participants — I am referring to the 20th session — there were older people holding
distinguished positions in the athletic hierarchy.
The spirit of cooperation between speakers and audience was good and with
the help of simultaneous interpretation there were no language difficulties.
The great interest of the I.O.C, and the appreciation of the work of the
I.O.A. is demonstrated by the final support given to the National Olympic
Committees by the Special Committee of "Olympic Solidarity". "Olympic
Solidarity" covers the participation fees of one man and one woman from
every Olympic Committee at the yearly session of the I.O.A.
56 people coming from 42 countries were granted a scholarship in order to
participate in the 20th session. Given that to each National Olympic Committee two separate scholarships are granted — one for a man and one for a
woman — there could have been 84 scholarships given for 42 participating
countries. But some countries didn't know the exact prerequisites for the
scholarships and set one male participant only, thus missing the advantage of
the second scholarship. When those countries asked for a second scholarship
we did inform them that the rule was to grant one to a man and one to a
woman. Scholarships were also requested for the International Session for
Educationists. The I.O.A. was even asked by SRI LANKA, through repeated
télégrammes, to pay the airfare for the participation of its delegation. The
I.O.A. answered back referring to the relevant provision of the I.O.C.
Obviously, the rules and regulations of the I.O.C, are not carefully read.
The scholarships granted to the National Olympic Committees for participation at the General Session of the I.O.A. had a positive influence on the
number of participants and was appreciated by the N.O.Cs. Many people
expressed their wish to apply the measure of granting scholarships to other
special sessions and to the sessions for Educationists as well.
Apart from the financial support of "Olympic Solidarity", the Greek
N.O.C., after a suggestion from the I.O.A's Ephoria, grants two scholarships
yearly and pays the travel expenses for two students of the University of "Etvel
Lorand" of Budapest who have excelled at the Olympic Seminar of "Etvel
Joseph" College of the University.
The I.O.C, demonstrated its high appreciation for the I.O.A's significant
work with one impressive gesture: it gave the bronze medal of the Olympic
Order to the Dean of the I.O.A. The medal was handed by the President of the
I.O.C., Lord Killanin, during the plenary session of the I.O.C, before the
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opening of the Moscow Olympic Games. Two Greeks have been until today
honoured with this medal, the Dean of the I.O.A. Mr. Otto Szymiczek and the
Vice President Mr. Cl. Palaeologos.
The opening date of the 20th session in Olympia had been carefully scheduled, so that all participants could watch the ceremony of lighting the Olympic Flame for the XXII Olympic Games of 1980 in Moscow. The ceremony
took place on June 19 and the speakers as well as the audience were extremely
moved by this unique and probably once in a lifetime opportunity to witness
this significant event.
The installations of the I.O.A. functioned impeccably at all sessions, due to
the good maintenance during the winter months, when the I.O.A. remains
closed.
The construction of the middle section of the upper third level buildings has
been completed. It consists of 11 rooms, 8 double-bed and 3 single-bed. The
Academy can now host 85 people in single or double-bed rooms (apart from
the 17 dormitories with 8 beds each). The construction of the second horseshow shaped row of buildings at the third level is advancing. With the addition
of these rooms it will be easier to organise at the I.O.A. meetings of a higher
level.
The I.O.A's library is enriched yearly with the acquisition of special editions
from all over the world of books concerning Olympism or with books offered
by the N.O.Cs during the sessions of the I.O.A.
Mr. I. Kariotakis is the director of the museum of the Modern Olympic
Games in the village of Olympia. It is open daily and although the number of
visitors increases, it has not yet been included in the sight-seeing tours. The
museum of the Modern Olympic Games was offered to the I.O.A. by its
inspired creator, late George Papastephanou and is run by the Hellenic Olympic Committee. It enriches its exhibits yearly with various objects and souvenirs offered by the National Olympic Committees and many sports fans. This
year our Museum acquired many interesting exhibits offered by the organising
committees of the Lake Placid Winter Olympic Games in the U.S.A. and the
22nd Olympic Games of Moscow.
The rich programme of 1980 was successfully carried out thanks to the
devoted staff of the Academy, the Hellenic Olympic Committee and the officials of the I.O.A. Responsible for the Administration was Miss Sophia Christodoulou for the first time and the I.O.A's staff worked with devotion and zeal
during the whole preparation period and at all Sessions. The I.O.A's officials,
new and old, fulfilled their duties with great competence and created, right
from the arrival of our guests, an atmosphere of friendly understanding. They
helped and guided all speakers and participants, without sparing either time or
effort, thus giving a good example of the Olympic spirit which prevailed
during the Sessions of the Academy.
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INAUGURAL CEREMONY
OF THE 20th SESSION
ON THE HILL OF PNIX
16th JUNE 1980

The Creek national anthem is being played during the ceremory on the Pnyx (from the left in the fir
row, M. Nisiotis, G. Athanasiadis, A. Caramanlis, C. Papanastasiou).

Lecturers of the 20th Session .From the right V. Morgan (UK) Dr. L. Diem(GER), Prof. S Jerniga
(USA), V. Banciulescu (RUM).

HOC President G. Athanasiadis opens the 20th Session of the IOA.

Proffesor N. Nisiotis, IOA President, addresses participants.

The Under-Secretery of state responsible for Sport, A. Caramanlis, receives a commemorative gift
from the members of the Kuweit delegation.

A group of participants of the 20th Session at the Pnyx.

ADDRESS
By Mr. G. ATHANASSIADIS (GRE)
President of the Hellenic Olympic Committee
Mr. Minister, Ladies and Gentlemen,
Once again, this year the Hellenic Olympic Committee welcomes, at this
historic site, the participants to the 20th Session of the International Olympic
Academy. In the birth place of this great institution we welcome one more
time, the distinguished representatives of the International Olympic Movement. We surround them with our appreciation and our friendship and we
wish them a great success in the works of the Session.
The problems that have a direct connection with the development, the
predominance and above all the safeguard of this great institution, are numerous. Problems that require critical decisions and solutions of common understanding. The 20th Session of the I.O.A. coincides this year with the holding of
the Olympic Games of Moscow. For this reason the critical problems that
oppress menacingly Olympism, dominate with greater tension the world.
However, all we that serve the Olympic Idea, know how necessary is the need
to preserve pure the Ideal of the Olympic Games. An Ideal that is characteristic of the human existence and expresses the expectations of all the people of
the world to live in fraternity without differences and hates.
The Olympic Idea of which Greece always remains the sacred guardian,
demands the overcoming of every political and racial intention within the
fields of noble competition. In our troubled and restless days, the spirit of the
Olympic Games must remain unchanged. Towards this direction the work and
the mission of the I.O.A. are of decisive importance.
With the wish and the certainty that the contemporary worthy bearers of the
Olympic Ideal will once more fulfil their duty, I declare the opening of the
works of the 20th Session of the International Olympic Academy.
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ADDRESS
By Prof. N. NISSIOTIS (GRE)
President of the I. O.A.
The programme of the I.O.A's 1980 summer sessions has a special significance, since it includes among its educational activities the main session, the
20th now being held for young students from all over the world.
This means that 20 years have elapsed since the I.O.A. started, very
modestly, its valuable contribution to Olympic education. From 1961 to this
day, from the time when I.O.A. facilities consisted of tents and lectures were
given outdoors, until now when we can be proud of these exemplary installations that would make any educational institution proud, more than 3000
participants from 80 countries from all over the world have attended its sessions. Thanks to the work of the Academy they were taught the high ideals of
the Olympic Movement, that open the way to a superior way of life with a
social and international dimension.
The I.O.A. through its 19 sessions has sent many heralds of Olympism to the
four corners of the world. Many of them have now reached prominent positions in sport and in the scientific and cultural circles of their countries. The
Academy during this whole period of 20 years has worked intensively, to give
the new generation a wider educational background, vaster horizons and better prospects for learning and life, for knowledge and moral fortitude, lofty
theory and consistent practical application.
With feelings of deep gratitude we wish to honour memory of the men who
conceived the idea of creating the I.O.A., with the I.O.C's approval, John
Ketseas and Carl Diem and Admiral Pyrros Lappas who is with us today, as
well as those who have contributed to its remarkable development in the
Hellenic Olympic Committee and in particular the late Epaminondas Petralias. Thanks are also due to the International Olympic Cotnmittee which has
placed the Academy under its high auspices from the day of its establishment,
under the late Presiden Avery Brundage and now President Killanin, to its
Vice-Président, Tunisian Prime Minister M. Mzali who is also the Chairman of
the I.O.C. Commission for the I.O.A. and its Director, Mrs. Monique Berlioux, who count among the Academy's lecturers and also staunchest friends
and supporters. We should also extend our appreciation and thanks to the two
pioneers of this Academy from the very first day of its creation, those men who
have guided with their teachings the young people who have participated in
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the 19 previous sessions, Cleanthis Palaeologos and Otto Szymiczek as well as
the many other lecturers and contributors from all over the world who have
gladly offered their knowledge and services whenever they were needed. Our
gratitude should also be expressed to the late Georgios Papastefanou who with
his valuable donation to the Academy has made possible the creation of the
Museum of Modern Olympic Games. Finally, thanks are also due to the Greek
State which, through the H.O.C. has never failed to assist the Academy in
every way, thus generously contributing to the Olympic Movement. *
The Olympic Movement is not just a beautiful sport ideology; it represents
one of the most noble aspects of world cultural tradition for it springs from the
deeper meaning of Greek classical culture that incarnated for all civilized
people, independent of race, religion or nationality, the most beautiful and
eternal values of life. It gives significance and a deeper meaning to man's
existence when he tries to move beyond the limitations set by nature in his
attempt to reach always better athletic performances, which is a symbolic
image of his other greater endeavour, to move to a higher level of being which
is promoted by emulation and excellence, always striving for something that is
morally and spiritually loftier and purer.
Those who serve the Olympic Idea share in the most beautiful cultural
heritage of the people, i.e. in classical education, born in a country to become
the property of the world. Greece wishes simply to remain its faithful servant
free from any chauvinist spirit. For truly today in a period marked by ideological conflicts and cold war between the great powers, the unavoidable political
influences on the Olympic Games — a serious threat for them — make it
necessary to intensify the teaching of Olympic Ideals away from these
influences.
This is the service which the I.O.A. wishes to go on rendering, now that it is
completing its first 20 years of activity, more strongly than before, with greater
zeal and dedication to this difficult but beautiful mission for a better
tomorrow.
As we are entering the third decade we must reaffirm our promise and will
to make the I.O.A. a brighter beacon which near the Olympic Stadium of
Ancient Olympia will illuminate the darkness that unfortunately threatens
from outside the splendour of the most noble of competitions.
The 20th Session whose theme is "From the Olympic Games to Olympism"
will study a question which is the main concern of those who guard this
ancient heritage, that is the constant and imperative need to elevate the Games
to the higher spheres of the Idea, Principles and Ideals they incarnate. This is
the higher reason for the I.O.A's existence here in Olympia which will open its
doors once again in the next days, welcoming in the young participants a
miniature world wishing to transcend from sport to the spiritual sphere in allhuman family of peace, love and fraternity.
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MESSAGE
of LORD KILLANIN
President of the I.O.C.
In view of the forthcoming 1980 Olympic Games, and the very heavy pressures
on my time, it will not be possible for me to be present at the 20th Session of
the International Olympic Academy.
I sincerely hope that the discussions on the subject "From the Olympic
Games to Olympism" will be creative and of assistance to the Olympic Movement in these difficult times.
I would also like to send the best wishes of the International Olympic
Committee to the 4th International Session for Educationists, whose subject
this year will be "The Contribution of Olympism in Education".
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ADDRESS
By Mr. Ach. KARAMANLIS (GRE)
Under-Secretory of State
Dear friends,
On behalf of the Greek government I salute the opening of this year's
session of the International Olympic Academy.
Special mention should be made of the fact that the International Olympic
Academy is completing its 20th year of existence which by general recognition
has been most fruitful.
The year 1980, an Olympic year, should be for all sports lovers of the world
and in particular for the adepts of the Olympic Idea, a year of celebration and
joy. However, the known events have not only dealt a blow to the institution
of the Olympic Games but have also reduced their prestige while at the same
time giving rise to disappointment and anxiety about their future.
The Greek people share in this universal anxiety for as the heirs and trustees
of this idea they understandably are very sensitive to it. But this anxiety is also
shared by all those who play an active part or participate in the development
of the Olympic Movement, a movement aiming not only at promoting fair
play but at consolidating peace in the world.
I am certain that the I.O.C, which guides the propagation of Olympism and
struggles for the safeguard of the Olympic Games, is already seriously considering the different proposals that have been submitted to it. And you certainly know that among these the proposal of the present President of the
Greek Republic regarding the permanent staging of the Games in their birthplace where those who believe in sport and the symbolism of the Olympic
spirit come in pilgrimage, is most prominent.
Dear friends,
My country always welcomes you with sincere joy. But today when the
Olympic Idea is subjected to attacks and abuse your presence here is of decisive importance. You express the strong wish of your people to preserve their
cohesion and their will to fight for the safeguard and protection of the Olympic Idea. This is why we all owe you a very deep gratitude and express to you
our wishes for success in your major task which conditions have made so
difficult.
Thank you.
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ADDRESS
By Prof. LISELOTT DIEM (GER)
on behalf of the lecturers of the 20th Session
Today we celebrate the 20th Session of the first International Olympic Academy. Just on the same day, the 16th of June 1961, at ten o'clock is marked on
the program the "Opening Ceremony of the Olympic Academy" in Olympia
with a conference of Carl DIEM about "Meaning and purpose of an Olympic
Academy": "We may say simply that the Olympic Academy which is to arise
here will be at once a continuation of the ancient Academy — an ELIS of
today — and the realisation of COUBERTIN'S plans to lay a scholastic foundation of the Olympic Idea".
This beginning in 1961 was full of hope — but what difference: no houses,
we lived in tents, carefully prepared by our Greek colleague GAZIANIS, no
auditorium, we gave our conferences outside at the hill with the view over the
mountains, no swimming-pool, we swam in the wild water of the Alpheos. We
could visit the ancient monuments at anytime, no fence around! We felt like
friends with each other. With many others we were listening to the famous
physiologist of the United States Arthur STEINHAUS, the British Davis
MUNROW, chairman of the famous teacher training in Birmingham, the
Swiss Ernst HIRT, chairman of Macolin, the ideal International centre of
sport. We listened to our Greek leader and historian the untiring Cleanthis
PALAEOLOGOS, chairman of the Hellenic National Academy of Physical
Education, who since 20 years was a helper in the Olympic Academy, too, like
Franz LOTZ and myself.
We have to thank the Hellenic Olympic Committee and remember the great
spirit of Jean KETSEAS who together with Carl DIEM prepared the program
and set the foundation stones for the whole building of the Olympic Academy.
Just in the last weeks we heard about many misinterpretations of the Olympic
Idea as an "illusion" — which can be never fullfilled, never realized! What a
poor account of the human existence. There is no religion, no scientific or
political success without an illusion — illusion that means imagination of a
better world, imagination of an idea, of a creative conception for human
development.
The "Olympic Idea" is like "democracy" an "illusion" striving for a better
life, for self-realization, for self-direction in a cooperative society. The world
of sport needs more than ever the Olympic Idea in the sense of Pierre de
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Coubertin: liberality, respecting and esteeming each other, discussing and
understanding the problems of different nations in different languages, different political ideas and different religions. Sport is the only human key for
acting worldwide with the same Olympic rules.
Why are we just celebrating here the Olympic Academy Opening ceremony
at the Pnyx? Why just here? Because this place reminds the speeches of Themistokles, Perikles — philosophers that mean "friends of wisdom".
In this moment the Olympic community is just again in the discussion of
returning to Greece with the Olympic Games — the Olympic Academy therefore has more than ever the task of a worldwide meeting in harmony. In the
modem Olympic Museum in Olympia you will find the manuscript of the.
notebook of Carl DIEM as he came to Greece after the stress of the Olympic
Games in Berlin 1936. His inscription: "I come to Greece to search myself.
We hope that also in future many of us will search themselves in the spirit of
the Olympic Academy.
Thank you for the honour to give me the opportunity for speaking here on
behalf of the lecturers of the last 20 years!
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ADDRESS
By Dr. JOHN T. POWELL (CAN)
on behalf of the lecturers of the 20th Session
Ministers of Church and State, representatives of Consulates, members of the
International Olympic Committee, the Hellenic Olympic Committee, representatives of all National Olympic Committees, other dignitaries, guests and
participants at this, the start of the 20th Session of the International Olympic
Academy.
In the troubled times for Olympism it is a delight to see so many delegates
who believe in the Olympic Movement, here, on the hill of the Pnyx, the
traditional public place of assembly of Ancient Athens; as Aristophanes described it — the place of stones. As you see it has not changed and when you
arrive tomorrow in Ancient Olympia although you will observe beautiful
modern buildings and facilities there for all of us to enjoy — the concept that
put them there has not changed either.
Had it not been for the vision, belief and work of the late Jean Ketseas and
Carl Diem the International Olympic Academy would not, today be celebrating its 20th birthday. In 1961 tents, open air lectures and discussions, and
rudimentary showers formed the Academy, but the ideas, the faith in the
future, the intent to build that which is worthy was present then, just as now.
International monitary support was not forthcoming so, the Greek Government forwarded the work of the Academy, just as more than 2,500 years ago
something had awakened in the minds and spirit of men that which was to so
influence and genius molded the world of mind, body and spirit. All of us feel
and think differently because of the influence of Greece. What was then produced in art, in thought and action has never been surpassed, very rarely
equalled, and the seal of it is stamped upon all art, all sport, all thought, at
least of the Western world.
How were the Greeks able to achieve all they did, especially when the
civilizations of the ancient world had perished and the shadow of barbarism
was dark upon the earth? In that fierce and hostile world a centre of spiritual
energy was at work. A new civilization arose which influenced the centuries.
What the Greeks discovered, how they brought a new world to birth out of
dark confusions of an old world is full of meaning for us today.
Although the outside of human life changes a great deal, the inside changes
little and the lesson-book from which we cannot graduate is experience.
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We must still learn from the persistence of the Greeks and their ancient
solutions which have value and applicability right now. As lecturers we have a
privilege and a responsibility. We know that our belief in youth — which is the
hope of the sanity of the world — will be evident and the quality of our
thoughts and deliberations such that there will be animated discussion and
resolution.
May we all benefit from being together, learning from each other, from the
past, for the future and make this an Olympic world.
In England in 1948 at the Olympic Games' closing ceremony the then
President of the International Olympic Committee, Sigfrid Edstrom, gave us
the reason why we are here this very day; he said:
The Olympic Games are not able to force peace, a supreme gift to
which all aspire, but in the youth of the entire world being brought
together is the opportunity to find that all men of the earth are
brothers.
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CLOSING CEREMONY
OF THE 20th SESSION
AT ANCIENT OLYMPIA
29th JUNE 1980

ADDRESS
By Prof. N. NISSIOTIS,
President of the I.O.A.
My dear Friends,
I address you as friends because that is the primary achievement of our life
here in the Academy, after the two weeks which we have spent together. Of
course one can make friends anywhere and under any sort of conditions. This
is life's daily gift to all people, in all places, at all times; friendship, a source of
happiness and hope. But this gift of friendship becomes even more important,
deeper and superior when it is given to us in an environment which is built on
principles of humanism and love between all peoples. It is then, that the
natural ability to make friends, takes on a greater significance and worth, and
then that the joy of friendship is more complete.
I hope that this deep joy is felt by us all today, as friends on the last day of
the 20th Session. Because Olympism which we have studied together for two
weeks, as a very ancient philosophy, ethical code and practice, has as one of its
first and main aims, the bringing together of mankind in unbreakable ties of
friendship. Better still one can call Olympism the embodiment of true friendship. This friendship has permanence and continuity as a spiritual value, even
if the friends are to part in a little while and scatter to all parts of the world,
from which they came. Because this friendship is fed on spiritual values which
are present even when the friends who believe in them, are far apart. It is not
only the memory of the 15 days spent here together, which makes us feel
friendship, nor is it a vaguely idealistic view at the lofty principles of Olympism. What will preserve the friendship which we have started is the fact that
after our experience here, we will continue to make friends wherever we may
find ourselves, on the basis of the same principles of Olympism.
The subject of the 20th Session was "From the Olympic Games to Olympism". In this Olympic year and at a critical moment for the unbroken continuation of the Games in future this is a subject with which we should be
especially concerned after the close of this session's work. Here, we have
merely started the discussion and our discussion has uncovered the many
problems which we must study and follow up. I hope, however, that there is
one thing which all of us have accepted together which is that the Olympic
Games are valuable. Therefore one of our main conclusions must be that the
"Olympic Games" and the "Olympic Idea" — Olympism in other words, with
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all its philosophical and ethical principles, are one and the same. You cannot
have one without the other. They are two sides of the same coin.
Our work was difficult, because the subject is vast and complex and the
times we live in, full of question marks for the future. Thanks to everybody's
effort we managed to exchange our different views in a happy spirit of cooperation which the Olympic Spirit requires of us. On behalf of the Ephoria, I
should like to thank all the lecturers at this session, who were kind enough to
remain here for the entire two-week period and to take on the responsibility of
the six working groups. I should also like to thank the secretaries and raporteurs of these groups, who were representatives of the participants. I should
like to thank the personnel, the secretariat, the medical services, the interpreters and the staff at the Academy for their effort and willingness. This year
when the Academy celebrates its 20th year, you will allow me to pay a special
tribute. I wish here to name and to thank the two leading lights of the I.O.A.'s
work who from the first day of its existence, from 1961 on, have lectured
without interruption, during the course of 20 sessions. I refer to our teachers of
Olympism, Cleanthis Palaeologos and Otto Szymiczek. They really deserve all
our praise and expression of thanks.
I should like to thank you especially, dear friends and participants of this
20th Session for your presence and to wish you all the best on behalf of the
Ephoria. In a few moments you will receive your diploma. It has of course no
professional value. It is more a keepsafe of your attendance of the 20th Session. But it does have very great value from another point of view. It is the
proof that you have passed through Olympia and this will always serve you as
a passport, as a proof that you are spiritual citizens of this sacred place and
therefore of the whole world. You indeed, who this year have been lucky
enough to watch the lighting of the Olympic Flame, with this diploma, become
the silent torchbearers of the Olympic Spirit when you return to your own
countries.
Our best wishes go with you, in the great struggle to which you are called as
former pupils of the I.O.A. and visitors to Olympia. May the friendships which
you have struck up here be a motive in your struggle for the brotherhood of
man. The message which you carry with you from Olympia is a message of the
true meaning of man's existence: love, brotherhood, peace.
I hope that you will serve it faithfully throughout your lives.
"Khairete".
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ADDRESS
By Mr. Victor BANCIULESCU (ROM)
Prof, of Philology and Journalist,
on behalf of the lecturers.
To speak on behalf of others is a responsibility which I accept with pleasure,
since I am very honoured to have the task of listing all those to whom we owe
gratitude here. Thus, as spokesman for the lecturers, I should like to express
our deep gratitude to the Hellenic Olympic Committee and to the Ephoria of
the Academy for inviting us, for their traditional hospitality, their untiring
care, their exceptional understanding and the sensitive administration of this
jubilee session. The academic atmosphere was maintained in spite of the
absence, this time due to unavoidable circumstances, of the usual participants
in this work, — the officials of the International Olympic Committee.
How can we forget, in a list which is necessarily long, those often anonymous people who have surrounded us with green gardens in a country poor in
water, who have helped us to distinguish between "papotsakia" and "moussaka" who have guided our steps and our speech, the better to understand us
and to help us to a deeper knowledge of this generous Greek people.
My distinguished colleagues have allowed me to express their praise of the
participants, for the spirit of cooperation which they have shown, for a view of
good brotherhood which they have given us, for human collaboration, surpassing frontiers of beliefs. We thank you dear participants, for the privilege of
having known you, for your patience, for your dedication to work and for the
intelligence of your comments. It was not by chance that a participant from
outside sports circles told me, that he was surprised to meet so many athletes
here who were "mentally well furnished", — (his words) contrary to generally
held views. This is a compliment and indeed a praise of you young sportsmen
who were lucky enough to take part in this Academy Session. In adopting the
harmonious principles of the "kalos kagathos", you give us the assurance that
the future of the Olympic Movement is in good hands.
We lecturers, coming from 9 different countries all devoted to the cause of
Olympism, we have tried to give of our best, just like competitors in the
Games. If we have not all won a gold medal, we are ready to start again and to
aim higher. In any case we appreciate the level of the work which is worthy of
an Academy. The lectures, creating a mosaic of thought and the discussions
which followed were not only full of vitality, but were also instructive and
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valuable. We tried, with different results, to achieve a balance between the
theoretical aims of the Academy and the realities of contemporary society. The
privilege of being able to take part in the ceremony of lighting the Olympic
Torch, as well as the closeness of the Olympic Games in Moscow, fired our
zeal, our devotion, and our faith in an idea. In fact, the whole point of the
Academy is to give us a test for work, to give greater depth to our thinking and
to develop our enthusiasm (all these things stay with us even after we have
left).
Our main theme, "Olympic Games for Olympism" was meant to show us a
way, — spiritual manifestation backed with knowledge but also with moral
principles which we tend to reject too often these days. We know that there is
no better place than Olympia — where the spirit shines, — to urge you to
thought and to inspire you.
Many times during this past fortnight, whislt we walked, — (modern strollers), as did those before us in the gardens of the Academy, we have evoked the
lessons of history. When we leave we will have no need to throw a coin in the
fountain, as one does at the Fontana di Trevi in Rome; we know very well that
we will return as to an endless source of wisdom. Some take back stones or
pieces of marble, so as to feel more closely attached to this blessed earth. We
can understand them. In his third Olympica Pindar said that the most beautiful symbol of the Olympic Games was the olive branch brought not long ago
from the regions of Histra, from the Danube regions where I come from
myself. It is now for us to take this sacred olive branch back to the Rhine and
the Danube, to the Amazon and the Euphrates, to the Congo and the
Mississippi.
Finally I should like to say that there are many ways of saying thank you.
We are going to choose the way which best meets the spirit of the Academy,
that of committing ourselves to remaining, or becoming ardent promoters of
Olympism.
Since this 20th session is a jubilee, allow me to express a wish in Latin, as is
the Olympic motto; — citius, altius, fortius. Here then is the traditional wish
for the Academy; vivat, crescat, floreat!
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ADDRESS
By Mr. CHEEH HAÏ SU (MAL)
on behalf of the participants
Mr. President, members of the Hellenic Olympic Committee, members of the
Ephoria, Director of the Olympic Academy, lecturers and fellow participants,
I am greatly honoured to be elected by my fellow participants to address the
closing ceremony of the 20th Session of the International Olympic Academy.
On behalf of the participants, I wish initially to express our grateful thanks
to the learned lecturers for their valuable contributions in the promotion of
Olympism, to the members of the administration staff for the fine management, to the members of the kitchen staff for the sumptuous food, to the
members of the domestic staff for the hygienic and confortable dormitories, to
the members of the field staff for the preparation of the playing facilities, to all
the organisers of the social evenings competitions and outings for the
enjoyable and happy experiences and last but not least to the translators for
their clear concise translation. We say thanks to you all in our special ways:
in Arabic ......................................... Shikran
in Ethiopian ........................... Amesegenalhu
in German .............................. Danke Shon
in Hungarian ............................... Koszonom
in Korean ............................ Kamsahamnida
in Chinese .................................... Sher-Sher
in French .......................... Merci Beaucoup
in Indonesian and Malaysian .. Terimakasih
in Japanese .................. Arigotogosaiimasu
and for the rest in Greek ... Efkaristo.
Ladies and gentlemen, ten days ago, we witnessed the lighting and the
handing over of the Olympic Flame in the Ancient Stadium of Olympia to the
torch bearers of the XXII Olympic Games, symbolising the spreading of the
Olympic Spirit throughout the world. The Flame of Olympism was not only lit
on the torch but also in our hearts. We shall carry this flame of friendship and
goodwill in our bosoms back to our respective countries to warm and brighten
the arenas of our stadia.
This session of the Academy is unique, unique in that it provides a suitable
environment for the participants to translate almost immediately the principles of Olympism learned in this hall into action in the playing areas provided.
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During our discussions, the practice of mutual respect, understanding and
appreciation of the views of other participants from different political and
cultural systems is itself the demonstration of Olympism. It is hoped that this
spirit of Olympism will continue to prevail in all international meetings so that
the world will be a better and more peaceful place to live in.
We, the participants, have respectfully submitted our well-intended recommendations as a contribution to the development of the I.O.A. We are happy
that the President has promised to convey our recommendations to the proper
authorities for consideration.
We are grateful for this opportunity to live together for two weeks as an
international family in this beautiful environment. Of course, in a family, as in
any family, there are differences of opinion, as we have witnessed in this hall
and in the playing fields. But these are incidents which are negligible compared
to the internationalism, friendship and goodwill cultivated in this peaceful
surrounding. We will not forget this feeling of Olympism. It will remain with
us as happy and beautiful memories for a long, long time. Some of us have
.even enjoyed the experience of snoring together internationally.
To the promoters, developers and lecturers of this Academy, we say please
continue your noble effort to spread and develop the principles of Olympism
throughout the world. We know that this uphill battle will eventually bear the
desired fruit of Olympism as constant dripping of Olympism will ultimately
wear away the hardest stone of obstinacy and the unconcerned.
With this note, I conclude by quoting the Olympic motto:
Citius, Altius, Fortius
Thank you.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE 20th SESSION
AT OLYMPIA

The opinions of the lecturers do not necessarily reflect those of the International O.lympic Academy.
Authorisation is given to reproduce articles published. We would appreciate
it if .the source of such articles were mentioned.

ADDRESS
By Professor N. NISSIOTIS (GRE)
President of the I. O.A.
There can be no greater joy than the one I'm feeling today when as President
of the Lphoria of the I.O.A. I have the honour of welcoming the participants
of the 20th Session in this historic site of Ancient Olympia. Truly, it is a great
happiness for all of us to be gathered here, from all over the world, from
several countries and so many different races near the sacred Altis, in order to
study together the Olympic ideals. Our happiness is enhanced by the fact that
beyond the study of the Olympic Movement and visits to the sacred sites of
Olympia, we will all form together, through this mosaic of nations, races and
religions, a community, a family and live together in this beautiful environment of the I.O.A.
It is true that for people who study ideals together, like those of Olympism,
community life is an essential complement and the means for their implementation in daily life. For these ideals have a deeper meaning when they do not
remain lofty theories but become principles of life experienced within a society. This is what we all certainly wish to see happen here, during the next 15
days of our stay in the I.O.A., that is the creation of a truly representative
Olympic world community, inspired in its daily life by the principles of fraternity among all the peoples of the world, over and above any national, racial,
ideological and religious differences.
In any event, the main theme of the 20th Session will help us study in depth
the content of the Olympic Idea. "From the Olympic Games to Olympism":
this theme will remind us that it is the obligation of all those who in any way,
either as athletes or sports fans or simply as individuals interested in those
Games held every four years, wish to study their meaning and principles
deeper. We should not forget while we are preparing to study this question
together that the Olympic Games do not only lead to this deeper meaning but
that they are the crystallization of this deeper meaning. From one aspect it
would be more correct to use the term Olympism, i.e. the principles of philosophy, religion, art, letters, the right conception of sport that promotes the
harmonious development of the body and spirit jointly in the Olympic Games.
This is however, an Olympic Year. The attention of all the people throughout the world will be turned to the Games of Moscow and this year even more
so because of the known international political crises and conflicts. So the
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Games become or can become or better still should become a motivation for
us to reflect more deeply on the Olympic principles starting from the Olympic
Games. The crisis that has broken out around the 22nd Olympic Games forces
all people concerned with the Games to turn now even more strongly than
before to the principles of Olympism.
This new orientation, this going into the cultural content of the Olympic
Games is the only decisive way to overcome the crisis that threatens the
Olympic Games. This is the aim toward which the I.O.A. has been working
since the day of its creation. This is why you have come here from your distant
countries.
With these thoughts, I welcome you again to Olympia and wish you a
pleasant stay and everything good that can contribute to your education in
general and through it to your future contribution to the authentic Olympic
Movement.
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ADDRESS
By Mr. Emmanuel LOMVARDOS (GRE)
Treasurer of the Hellenic Olympic Committee
As a member of the Hellenic Olympic Committee, I welcome you here in
Ancient Olympia to the annual Session of the International Olympic
Academy.
This year's Session has coincided with some pleasant and some unpleasant
events.
The pleasant events are the ceremony of the lighting of the Olympic Flame
and the departure of the torch bearers, who will relay it to Moscow.
The unpleasant event is the boycott of the Games by some countries, no
matter if their reasons are justified or not.
The contemporary Olympic Games are threatened by three dangers:
1) Gigantism
2) Financial interests, and,
3) The interference of political disputes.
There is only one solution for the preservation of the Olympic Games. Their
permanent celebration in this place.
I hope that the International Olympic Committee will soon adopt the suggestion of the President of the Greek Democracy.
I would like to grasp this opportunity to wish you a nice stay and I hope that
you will experience some of the happiest days of your life.
Thank you.
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ADDRESS
By Mr. Andreas NIKOLAOU (GRE)
Prefect of Elia
As Prefect of Elia, the region where Sacred and Eternal Olympia is situated, I
warmly greet all participants, and wish you every success in your work
here.
I welcome you, Ladies and Gentlemen, to this place, where the balance and
harmony between word and action, between intellect and body were carved
out; to the place where the Hellenic spirit was strengthened and Olympic
Civilization developed, where exercise and physical training were considered
to be an art imbibed as it was, with the worship of ancient religion.
This international centre, the Olympic Academy, where for twenty years
now different facets of Olympism have been studied, discussed and propagated
together with the deeper meaning of sport and culture for man's moral achievement, is respected all over the world for the positive contribution it has
made to the spreading of the Olympic Idea. This high Idea, once the symbol of
Hellenism, has now achieved acknowledged universality, preserved as it was
over the centuries in the spirit of friendly competition, despite the turbulent
developments of the Greek Race through the course of History.
The place we find ourselves in now, has become a spiritual center which
brings sportsmen from all over the world into contact with one another and
helps to cultivate a spirit of true friendship, and makes a practical contribution
with the Olympic Ideal.
This ideology with its idealized aims, is the pure expression of the spirit and
ethos of all the world.
Now Olympism has become a common homeland for all the world, and I
believe that for the duration that you will be living under the hospitable roof of
the International Olympic Academy, you will be inspired by its eternal message and you will work to strengthen love, friendship, friendly competition
and peace throughout the world.
In conclusion, I would like to express two further wishes:
That your stay here be a pleasant and enjoyable one and that the Olympic
Academy continue its enormous contribution as a centre of contact and inspiration of the sportsmen of the world.
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PROBLEMS OF OLYMPIC EDUCATION
As seen through the work of
the International Olympic Academy
By Prof. N. NISSIOTIS (GRE)
President of the I.O.A.
Prof, at the University of Athens
Member of the IOC
1st Vice /resident of the HOC.
We all agree that Olympic education has to be
further strengthened and developed especially today, when the Olympic
movement and the games are threatened by so many dangers created either
by their tremendous expansion or by political and economic interests. But
Olympic education should not concentrate in preventing or correcting abuses
only. This would have been only its defensive function. Its work must be
more a constructive one, by trying to influence, by means of the Olympic
principles and ideals, the large masses of young people or educators of all
professions and social classes. This form of education, without conflicting
other ideologies, tries to contribute to the general, family, social, school and
university education with a touch of spiritual life that springs from the realism
of physical education and sport and from the universality of the human value
of personality that is from the psychosomatic entity of human substance.
This form of education considers man as an integral being, as a whole. The
vision of life is holistic and goes beyond the specialisation of profession and
modern technological civilisation. It uses those principles of Olympism that
refer to man as a whole, as an indivisible psychosomatic entity and in his
relationship to the world as an inseparable whole, beyond any professional,
technical, racial, national, religious discrimination.
Those engaged in this form of education are convinced that today's world
and human beings require precisely this kind of education. Because societies of
today are assaulted by knowledge that differentiates, divides, specialises,
individualises.
Human personality is threatened in its integrity by the external technocratic
and departmentalised world, that surrounds it.
While agreeing that Olympic education is based on those sound principles
centered around the most fundamental values of human personality we have
to proceed carefully today in detecting some very complicated problems which
arise for those involved in this kind of education. These problems arise when
we take seriously into consideration modern trends in philosophy, anthropology, science and sociology, which might project different value systems
opposing the ancient humanistic-idealistic images of human person. There can
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exist also some principles of the renovation of the Olympic Games in modern
times which are estimated as reflecting the spirit and social order of a period of
time and therefore requiring a change or reinterpretation.
Olympic education today cannot and should not ignore these problems if we
want that this education make its valuable contribution in general education.
The International Olympic Academy becomes aware of the immediate need to
be seriously concerned with these problems which are raised in the course of
the discussions during its sessions especially with the younger people.
1. Historical inheritance and present reality.
It is evident that when we speak of Olympic ideals and games we refer to an
historical event. When we celebrate the event of the Olympic Games or propagate the Olympic principles we refer to the ancient times primarily. Together
with Pierre de Coubertin we try to change history into a contemporary reality
by applying a whole system of thought of past centuries as the guiding principles of action today. We change history into facticity and remoted tradition,
into a vehicle of a practical new orientation in life. The further step is clear: if
there is something positive, culturally and ethnically valid and healthy, this
should become a principle of action in modern times.
This operation, which I would call a representation or enactment of history
at the present time does not operate without raising a series of critical observations and of evident resisting realities of contemporary scientific and sociological stances. We are very careful today, as educators of the fact that all attempts
to regenerate and renew the modern society by looking backwards into history
involves an inevitable discrepancy between reality and irrealistic nostalgy for
those which treat history with a strict scientific consistency, objectivising —
"diachronically" — the historical event as a closed system interrelated with the
reality of the past in which it takes place. In this context, the simple transference of history and especially of value-systems and principles for today's
ethical behavior and collective action in a world-wide scale can be regarded as
an Utopia equally irrealistic with the one projecting to the remoted future the
realisation of superficial wishes and fantastic desires of today's generation.
Certainly Coubertin and his collaborators renovating the Games tried to
readjust them in the social framework of "modern times". They changed the
Games from a Panhellenic event to a universal one, they introduced them in all
places instead of only in Olympia, they opened them, though very hesitantly,
to women also, the representation was attributed to national teams instead of
cities etc. This effort was a successful one at the end of the 19th century, but
the question remains if and to what extent a century later these changes are
still capable to satisfy the requests of our present moment as far as efficient
transference of historical events as value principles of action in contemporary
reality is concerned.
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This very crucial issue for Olympic education today can be studied from
many and different angles. I will illustrate it shortly in three subsequent paragraphs dealing with the three fundamental areas of concern for the Olympic
Movement as I regard it from the antiquity up to today, i.e. the religious
origin, the philosophical inheritance and the social reality, a. The religious
origin and the humanists' framework
There is no need to insist on the very close relationship between religion and
Olympic Games in ancient times. There is a very evident historical witness in
this respect and a very rich bibliography proving that in their beginnings
especially the Games were almost a religious ceremony or festival, which was
slightly modified throughout the centuries following the development from
religious mythology to rationality in the ancient world. Coubertin is fully
aware of this undeniable fact and proceeds to a conscious and very delicate
operation of readjustment of this element in modern times, following his
observation of modern societies according, of course, to his own humanistic
beliefs.
The religious origin, background and purpose of the Olympic Games was
due to the fact that during the early centuries of the history of the Games the
whole of greek life was permeated by religious mythology. This kind of mythology humanised Gods and made them share in the best achievements of men
and at the same time divinised those achievements of men. Everything exceptional in beauty, virtue and power had to be linked with the divine presence
and a religious myth gave to it necessary halo in order to underline its origin in
Gods' will.
In this way mythology in the ancient times has been the expression of the
relation of Gods with the best of human exploits and has been active as the
precursor of both metaphysics and philosophy, as well as the animating inspiration in art, religion and sports. Both the hero and the champion were in
some way incarnations of the divine presence, power and will as they were
revealing the maximum of the human potentialities. That is why, the Greek
poet Palamas after the renovation of the Games in modern times gave a
personal identity to the origin of the Beauty, the Great and the True as Father
of the whole universe in his poem which is actually serving as hymn of the
modern Olympic Movement.
Coubertin was fully aware of the ancient religious background of the
Games. Certainly, he was also aware that he could not use this background
renovating the Games in the modern times of scientific spirit and of the over
all dominating rationality at the end of the 19th century. He had chosen
instead the religious mythology a kind of metaphysical aestheticism which
could be in harmony with the reminiscence of humanistic romanticism of this
time. The joy of the muscles, the cult of the beauty, the service of the whole
human kind and its unity under the ideal of peaceful competition could be
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used within a humanist's framework as sufficient religious inspiration, means
and purpose.
The function of art in the Olympic Games with a metaphysical meaning for
Coubertin is in accordance with his general idea about art and its relationship
with truth. When one adds the beauty then a kind of trinity of transcendental
values is there permeating the Olympic Games with a kind of secular, humanist's religiosity which might replace the old religious mythology. Whether this
kind of relationship between the three has a deeper and real effect in life,
existentially also, this was not the problem of the renovator of the Games. The
external relationship was sufficient for maintaining that the first and essential
characteristic of the ancient and modern games was to be a religion.
Muscular and spiritual coexistence in one person and in the maximum
possible way of development and harmony was not only for Coubertin the
highest achievement in the realm of modern pedagogy, but it reminded of the
divine possibilities of man struggling alone to achieve the maximum of his
humanism which is identical to the divinum in a world in which the personal
God is continously withdrawing as a vis-à-vis reality. Instead of paganism
religiosity enters now in the stadium of Olympic competition as in the mind of
most of the agnostics the necessary cult of humanity based on aesthetic moral
principles and nourished by the incorporation of the deepest values of a
human person when seen and grasped as a psychosomatic entity in his effort to
achieve the maximum possible of his moral and bodily potentialities.
On the basis of such a humanistic approach to ancient religious mythology
one can understand how Coubertin speaks of "religio athletae" and praises the
fact that through Olympic Games religion penetrates slowly the conscience of
the athletes and many of them are acting accordingly but unconsciously. The
ceremonial side of the Games create both in the feelings of the athletes and the
spectators similar religious impulses as in the ancient pagan religiosity. Realities like home-country, particular races, their flags and anthems are now
accentuated and elevated by a deeper religious dimension and devotion on the
part of athletes and spectators.
This has been the religious origin and the humanist religiosity of both the
ancient games as well as their renovation in modern times on the basis of a
humanist's agnostic's faith. It is equally true that religious feelings are created
by the ceremonial and the spectacular side of the Games. The question is not
how many of men and how much are experiencing this new kind of religiosity.
Religious feelings are very hidden and are sensed in the most simple way by the
most irreligious persons. It is certain, anyway, that they are there. One can
ignore this fact as most of the people who experience it ignore it. One can
consciensize it and live with it satisfied as it fills a vacuum in his subconscience
at a time of crude rationalism and religious agnosticism. But it is a problem for
Olympic education, if we want by it to investigate those questions which are
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not yet entirely clear.
Education, today, has an important duty, i.e. to demythologize in the good
sense, to protect from religious prejudices, to clarify metaphysical issues, to
hinder subconscious trends from becoming motives of hidden psychological
complexes. On the other hand religious sciences do not allow us, today, to find
and characterize so easily religiosities in all realms of aesthetic, moral and
sport life. Certainly, abstract religious feelings are inherent and unavoidable in
all realms of life. The relationship between sport dance, artistic achievements
and religiosity are evident and we do not need to defend this thesis here.
Everything that hits a higher goal beyond the routine of daily life and beyond
the normal human capacity, can become consciously or unconsciously a kind
of religious trend reference and feeling.
There are, however, two major questions raised in connection with the
relationship between Olympic Games and religion in the ancient times and in
the form of a humanistic religion which seems to have preoccupied the minds
of the renovators of the Games, especially Coubertin. First, can one speak of
"religio athletae" and endow the Olympic Games of such a religious dimension? and second what does one understand as religion in this context? Olympic education has to be very careful when dealing with this problem. I am
inclined to believe that one has to start from the second question when studying this theme. Because it is only when one is clear, as far as he can on what is
religion that one can examine the first question about the religious aspect of
the Games. Religion can be defined in many ways of course and that is
precisely what can create confusion. But on the basis of living faiths, and not
simply of general religious trend, emotions and tendencies, one has to admit
that in religion there is faith in a highest personal or impersonal being, to
whom or which one tries to relate with acts expressing reverence, dependency
and love and whose Being is revealing the origin and purpose of the creation
giving to it a deeper meaning influencing the course of individual and collective life.
If our investigations about religion center around such a kind of first
approach to its nature it will be possible, as afterwards, to agree in some clear
distinctions between religious faith and emotional or aesthetical religious feelings caused by the strong and deep impressions from the world sport gathering
and the ceremonial aspect of the Olympic Games.
It is imperative that this clear distinction is made, because the possible
confusion, which might happen on account of the humanist religiosity of the
Games, can lead to the substitution of living religion by an alibi, a modern
type of idol in a pagan religiosity, especially at times like ours, when people
more and more are losing their living God and seek to replace Him by all kinds
of indirect reference, or hidden mystical experiences through extravagant practices of self-concentration or only world-centered spectacular events. The clear
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distinction, especially, in this respect is necessary because it can oppose misunderstanding and unnecessary hostile feelings in the part of living religions,
which will see in the Olympic Games another paganism or superficial religiosity harming the positive and fruitful relationships which must exist between
religions,and Olympic movement for those at least who want these relationships for the sake of both sides. b. The Philosophical Inheritance and the
Modern Positivism.
Another area of concern for Olympic education is the philosophy of the
Olympic Games which exists latent both in ancient times and in their renovation in modern times. Certainly, the classical philosophy defeated religious
mythologies and contributed in deepening the importance of the Olympic
Games, as the culminating event of sports and as a school for higher values,
truce and world brotherhood. The platonic and aristotelian triptych: music,
philosophy and gymnastics, as constituting the backbone of an authentic education uniting the sentimental cognitive and physiological aspects of human
being into one inseparable whole by the effort of the subject to achieve his
highest development as a psychosomatic entity, is at the basis of the renovation of the Games by Coubertin and of the Olympic Movement in modern
times. Coubertin and his colleagues were convinced that only the philosophical inheritance of the ancient Greeks would revive pedagogy in modern times
and save from the one-sided intellectualism or the departmentalisation and the
split of personality by the growing scientific specialization in modern times.
Certainly, both ancient philosophy and its use by Coubertin betray a belief
in preexisting harmony and a higher scope in human life. Philosophy of the
Olympic Movement in this sense reminds of a kind of subjective idealism and
categorical moralism with a strong confidence in the good nature of man and
his great capacities in the realm of virtue, beauty and greatness. One can
maintain, that the ideal type of man as "kalos kagathos" is the target of a
moralistic, humanistic philosophy with a very strong element of aesthetism in
dealing with these values. This view also has been necessary for Coubertin for
readapting classic philosophy in modern times at the end of the 19th century.
Together with Rousseau's preaching of naturalism with humanistic presuppositions, ancient greek philosophy created for him the necessary background
and the forms for a new type of pedagogy culminating in this dynamic harmony of body and soul, muscles and spirit, beauty and virtue.
This vision of harmony, which becomes evident in the artistic achievements
in temples and statues of antiquity, is preserved as an ideal in Coubertin's
work with the dynamic element of positivistic approach on the "how" to
achieve this in the realm of contemporary education. The intellectual environment of our days, however, having passed through a tragic-realistic development in the 20th century has the tendency to regard this global vision of
preexisting and desired harmony in world and man as a mere fiction and
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phantasy created at times of innocent optimism, which led contemporary
generation to self-deception. Idealism for them is the form of human thought
systematised by reason through a withdrawal of philosophers from the facticity and the tragedy of human life, trying to govern it from "outside", from
"above", from pure rationality which dominates and resolves theoretically all
kinds of human contradictions, historical predicament of evil and human
failure. Nihilism, existentialism, freudianism have shaken this harmonious
vision of human reality and history and proved idealism to be a non-wordly,
non-realistic philosophy. At the same time, the rise of absolute socioeconomic
ideologies reserved for themselves the right to solve the issues with which
idealism deal by replacing its theoretical, rational and metaphysical presuppositions by purely positivistic economic and functional principles within the
daily and immediate concerns for helping human existence to develop realistically. Scientific methodology on the other hand linked all propositions with
mathematic and laboratory proof and made all of the rest of suggestions
become superfluous. Our generation is now permeated by a philosophy of life
which centers around a concept of reality which is deprived of all kinds of
transcendental principles.
Olympic education has to face here one of the most difficult problems
today. The difficulty is that one cannot and should not oppose in the name of
ancient philosophy and coubertinian thinking this philosophical development
for defending Olympism and its spiritual value. Apart of the fact that, tactically, this would have been a serious error, the nature of Olympism as an
ideology is beyond all kinds of political or economic ideologies or schools of
philosophy. The value of the Olympic Movement and education consists precisely in the fact that it is never against anyone who is of good will and works in
the service of humanity and its progress both in the intellectual and material
aspects of human existence.
I think that we have to focus our education here on more sound principles
reinterpreting classical philosophy and its coubertinian adaptation in modern
times. There is usually a certain misinterpretation of ancient greek philosophy
by modern philosophical schools and ideologies, anyway. People are very easy
in characterising platonism and aristotelianism as idealistic or dualistic. There
are of course, phrases in their works and there are also clear signs of these
philosophic trends both in the philosophy and in the ethical teaching of greek
antiquity. But this criticism is not absolutely accurate or at least it does not
take into consideration the whole of this philosophical tradition which includes all possible trends of modern philosophies as well.
In the realm of Olympic education we require an analysis of the dialectical
nature of the classical philosophy. The Greek idealism allows us a very broad
philosophical prospective which can include contemporary trends in elaborating the philosophical presuppositions of the Olympic Movement. It is very
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important to present the harmony and the syntheses as a result of conflicting
principles of life and not as a vision of a metaphysical or transcendental
reality. One has to distinguish in classical philosophy between the actual reality of human beings struggling for attaining the maximum possible towards
their perfection and the entelecheia, i.e. the final scope and the telos of this
struggle, which is a protypon, a model, which incarnates this ideal.
Harmony in this sense is a proposed value to be achieved through synthesis
of contrasts and dialectical relationships between matter and spirit egocentricity and communal cooperation. This harmony in beauty, truth and greatness is
neither a metaphysical concept nor a visionary phantasy about another
world's reality. It is a hard process of becoming what you can become through
an existential process of transformation of one-self through a continuous
struggle.
It is this kind of "harmony" expressed by the ideal of "kalos kagathos" that
can be grasped by the Olympic Movement today. It means a conscious action
of reconciling opposite powers in man's own being and by continuous consistent action in history disrupting human kind. If Olympic education centers
around the idea of "kalos kagathos", this does not mean that there is in our
philosophy an optimistic, superficial, romantic understanding of man looked
upon from ivory tower and on the basis of an idealistic system of trancendental philosophy. This concept should be clarified in modern philosophy of the
Olympic Movement as representing the most realistic concept in anthropology.
Of course man is considered not on what he is now, but on what he is invited
to become. The effort is always towards higher: citius, altius, fortius. It is very
probable that this attitude of continuous effort to go beyond the limits
towards an exemplary Being, as the Highest, could create a certain uneasiness
with contemporary anthropocentric anthropologies expressed in the realistic
theatre and littérature. We cannot escape this eventual disagreement with
existing closed systems of thought, which are not accepting criteria of human
being and action beyond the boundaries of a positivist self-understanding of
human person and where "reality" becomes identical with the given data of
human condition. Olympism and its education will continuously point out
towards the beyond of human limits. The record breaking athlete is the image
of the continuous transcending power of man's transformation towards a
higher goal, c. Ancient society and modern social movement
Tho,most difficult problem at the present moment, perhaps, is created in
Olympic education by the fact that the ancient Games reflect a kind of hierarchisized society "from above". It can be observed that the ancient Greek
society is a typical elite society structured on the basis of ethnic, and cultural
identity. It is also a man-centered society without entirely suppressing
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woman's role only in certain areas of action. It is also a society of free-slave
distinction as well as of educated and non-educated or of distinguished individuals versus anonymous mass.
Certainly, Coubertin readapted Olympism also in this respect following the
emerging new societies in Europe and N. America at the time of the renovation
of the Games. The question is again whether this readaptation is the one which
is expected in our present society after its radical changes accelerated by
scientific progress, technology, as well as the rise of social sciences and the
appearance of organized social movements based on the criteria of equality
and responsible participation in leadership of all of the people, the right of
equal sharing in the consumption of goods and products and in the possibilities of education.
The renovation of the Games took place at a moment when this socialist
movement had started to agitate the traditional european society including the
remnants of peasant aristocracy and standing the opening period of industrial
society with the mark of free competition in trade and production. That is why
it is very difficult to classify spirits like Coubertin through our own sociological criteria of today. Definitely, he was aware that Europe was at the threshold
of a new era, economically and socially. He himself seems to be affected by the
signs of time and adopts a progressive attitude in certain respects. He is not,
however, neither a socialist in the modern sense of the world, nor a social
reformer or a revolutionary. He remains the child of his time and his society
and his main interest remains within his main concern, i.e. to reform the
pedagogical system of his country.
It is self-evident, therefore, that the renovation of the Games, though it
introduced new progressive elements in their structures (international participation, equal rights of competition, of all social classes, races etc) reflect the
pyramidal society still existing in Europe, and the prevailing ideas about peoples' different kind of participation in the leaderships of the Olympic movement following the elitist criteria of the 19th century. It is a clear indication,
amongst others, of the reluctance with which Coubertin accepted the very
timid and limited participation of women in the Games and how he remained
unconvinced till the end about the necessity of such an innovation.
On the other hand it will be a great error to call Coubertin a reactionary,
using a radical sociological term of today. For his time he was a liberalprogressive but he remained within the existing social structures. It will be
equally erroneous to call him a romancticist or a defender of an aristocratic
social order. The end of the 19th century is a too transitory period to allow
such an easy classification.
It is however sure that he is not a social Utopian thinker as the ones we know
towards the middle of the 20th century, who have professed radical equality
and negation of the existing structures of a consumption society. His concern
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for world brotherhood against racial discrimination, the belief in the right of
all people to share in the benefits of education, the value of human person and
the humanistic ideals are not sufficient to compare him with a H. Marcuse or
Adorno, of course.
That is why we come accross today some criticisms against Coubertin's
concept of the Games and the structure of the Olympic Movement on the part
of some disciples of these radical sociological schools. They can apply also on
the beginnings of the Olympic Games the same sociological analysis as well as
on the renovation of the Games in modern times. They can find in Coubertin's
writings and actions the signs of an elitism and an aristocracy. The Games
betray for them the projection of the image of the english gentlemen who has
and spends "free-time" in the sense of "loisir" to exercise himself in sports of
his choice for his self satisfaction and racial promotion, or affirmation of his
social class. The strict amateurism professed by Coubertin and the whole
Olympic Movement is for them the clear result of such an elite and aristocratic
understanding of sports applied in world level and in view of the highest
athletic competition which are the Olympic Games. Certainly according to this
theory the Games, as they have been renovated, constituted one more indirect
form of economic imperialism of the strong people or nations and express
their cultural inheritance as well as their economic structure.
It is very difficult to enter into the debate with such a position and use easy
arguments. I think that the Olympic movement has to benefit tremendously in
this respect by taking this criticism seriously. Perhaps a new readaptation of
the Games is necessary and the International Olympic Committee is aware of
this necessity and adopted several changes during the last decades. Beyond
this, however, Olympic education has to be in constant touch with this criticism and examine the Olympic spirit continuously cleansing it from all remnants of a society which is not anymore here, or which is on the way to radical
changes. Especially, the younger generation to which this education is offered
should be invited to voice such radical criticisms, although they are exercised
through a particular angle of sociological analysis of a school of thought and
cannot be regarded as fully representative of existing methods of analysis or
criteria for a full sociological evaluation.
This problem is a typical one of a new era into which Olympic education is
entering. The International Olympic Academy, which deals mostly with young
people from all over the world, has to work hard and with an open mind on
subjects like this for the sake of the Olympic Movement as a whole.
It is not the subject matters only which make this dialogue imperative taking
seriously into consideration all kinds of criticism on the principles of the
Olympic ideology and its application on the structures and the development of
the Olympic Movement. But the problems raised by this criticism are more
important for the sake of a renewal of the whole movement as it is threatened
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by many abuses of it, today. That is why connected with this problem is the
question of how one teaches the Olympic principles, who is teaching them and
for what purpose? In other words there is a fundamental question referring to
the ethos of the Olympic education which must occupy ourselves as the subject
of another, paper in the future.

IOA President, Professor N. Nisiotis, taking leave of participants at the closing of the 20th Session
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OLYMPIA OF MYTH AND HISTORY
By: Mr. Cleanthis PALAEOLOGOS (GRE)
Honorary Director of the National
Academy of Physical Education
Vice-Président of the I. O.A.

When the first traveller and writer of history Pausanias, journeyed to Elis
around 170 A.D. he was filled with religious awe upon arriving at the Altis of
Olympia and seeing the wealth of the monuments around him. The incomparable grandeur of the temples, altars, treasuries, buildings, porticoes, hostels,
statues of gods, heroes and Olympic victors and the numerous votive steles
and offerings was so overwhelming that he was unable to control his admiration and he describes Olympia "as the place of which God takes special care"1.
Olympia at the time when it was described by Pausanias was an incredibly
large museum where works of art representing the artistic achievements and
the magnificent evolution of Greek creativity in art were stored.
In the green and peaceful environment of Olympia, in this idyllic valley,
formed by two rivers, wide-mouthed Alpheios, king of the rivers of the Péloponnèse, and the little playful Kladeos and a hill, the Cronion, a centre of
civilization grew, from the beginning of historic times and it was there that the
most remarkable adventure of the human spirit slowly unfolded through almost 15 centuries. We can say that Olympia, traced, through its rich and glorious contribution, the course of the Hellenic spirit in the history of Greek
civilization.
Olympia fulfilled its magnificent moral task with the mystic influence of
religion, the cultural and spiritual influence of art and the incomparable organization of athletic competition, culminating in the Olympic Games. Thus the
area became the great and almost unique centre of Greek civilization, which
means, I think, world civilization.
It is in Olympia which had become a neutral religious centre that Hellenism,
without being yet aware of its Hellenic character, made the first attempts
towards a universal unity, based on religious, political, cultural and artistic
ideals. Olympia was the most appropriate site for this aesthetic, but mainly
political experiment. In this idyllic place which has handed down to us the
ancient name for grove (alsos), Altis, one found all the necessary material for
1. "Πολλά µέν δέ καί άλλα ίδιοι τις άv έν ΄Ελλησι, τα δέ καί ακούσαι θαύµατος άξια· µάλιστα
δε τοίς Έλευσίνι όρωµένοις καί άγώνι τώ έv Όλυµπί µέτεσιν έκ Θεού φροντίδος"(Ρaus..
ΙΟ, 1).
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setting up the scene of primitive rural cult: the mountain (the Cronion), water
(the Alpheios and Kladeos), the tree (the grove).
From very ancient times, the worship of the Great Mother, Rhea (Earth)
was practised in the area. There was an altar made of ashes and an oracle of
the goddess2. Olympia, as a neutral religious centre, unviolated by military
forces, because of the institution of the truce3 which protected it from the
political strifes of Greek cities, welcomed representatives and visitors from all
corners of Greece. They arrived to Olympia after long and tiring journeys, by
land or stormy seas in order to bring their gifts and offer their sacrifice in holy
pilgrimage and take part in the pacific competitions of athletic, equestrian and
hippodrome events.
The religious origin of the Games is mentioned by all modern and ancient
writers. The young men of the area, on the day of the festival, stood at a
distance of one stadium from the sacrificial altar, the Gaeos2. When the signal
was given, they raced and the first who reached the altar, received a burning
torch from the hands of the priest and lit the wood for the sacrifice. He was
named king of vegetation for that year. They say that virgins also raced4 and
the winner was crowned queen for that same year. There followed a "symbolic
holy marriage" a ritual for a rich crop. This is the primeval origin of the
Olympic Games.
It should be noted that with the development of religious ceremonies, with
the building of temples and monuments in the area and the improved organization of the games, the cult of Zeus became predominant, the worship of
Rhea receded and the last remnants of the matriarchal cult disappeared. Rhea
came from the East and the cult in her country of origin was orgiastic and
masochistic in nature. Here in Greece, unrestrained meetings and bloody
contests became the organized competitions of Greek cities in the pure athletic
arena. Wild banquets became gifts and offerings to the gods. Honey, flour and
fruit were offered and they are at the origin, we might say, of the traditional
custom of Greek hospitality. The wild olive branch with which Olympic victors are crowned, replaces the initial prize with its quantitative value and
becomes a moral reward, devoid of any material value.
The glorious history of Olympia and the Games was enhanced by numerous
myths and legends. The ancients used to put the stamp of divine approval on
2. "Γής δέ ιερόν εστίν ό Γαίος, έπίκλησιν Εύρυστέρνου· ξόανον δέ τοίς µάλιστα οµοίως εστίν
άρχαίον" (Paus. 1, 5, 5).
3. " ' Εκεχειρία (ή) (έχω-have, χείρ-hand)" truce, interruption.
4. Games called "Heraia" are said to have been held in Olympia every four years. 16 women took
part, one from each Elian city, those who had weaved the veil of the goddess Hera. They were
virgins and competed only in racing over a distance covering 2/3 of the stadium. These games
do not appear to have been maintained for very long.
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important events so that they could be engraved on the conscience of the
people with the respected participation of the gods and the multi-coloured
flowers of the rich imagination of myth-makers. There are many who are
reported as the founders of the Olympic Games and ceremonies. It was here,
they say, that Zeus fought against Cronus, his son-eating father and won the
throne from him. Here too, Apollo beat Hermes in racing and Ares in boxing5
Many are mentioned as the founders of the Olympic Games. The Idaean
Daktyles, the five brothers who raised Jupiter on mount Ide6. Clymenus, son
of Cadmus, after the flood of Deucalion. Aethlius, the first king of Elis, who
gave his name to the competitors "athletes" and the prizes "athla". His son
Endymion held a racing contest among his three sons offering his kingdom as
the winning prize7
The names of Elius, who gave his name to the area, the demi-god Heracles
who dethroned Augias, Peisus, grandson of Aeolus, Amythaon, Pelias, Nereus, Oxylus, son of king Aetolus, Oenomaus, king of Pisa, Pelops and others
are also mentioned.
The descent of the Dorians is associated with Oxylus' myth. It was he who
led this dynamic tribe down to the Spartan plain8. The legend of Pelops is
prevalent because it relates an event of major importance and this is the reason
why it was depicted on the eastern pediment of the colossal temple of Zeus in
the Altis.
Pelops brought with him, from his oriental background, totemic cult and
tradition. His father, the wealthy King of Phrygia, Tantalus, the friend and
drinking companion of the Olympian gods, slaughtered his son and served his
flesh to the gods. He wanted to test their omniscience. The refusal of the gods
5. "∆ία δή οί µέν ενταύθα παλαίσαι καί αυτώ Κρόνω περί της αρχής... καί ότε Απόλλων
παραδράµοι µεν έρίζοντα Έρµήν, κρατήσει δέ "Αρεως πυγµή" (Paus. 7, 10).
6. Idaean Dactyles or Curetés. Heracles (not the son of Alomene), Paeonai Epimedes, lasius and
Idas. When Zeus grew up they brought him to Olympia.
7. Endymion. Son of Aethlius, king of Elis. He had three sons: Paeon, Epeius and Aetolus. He
held a contest among them setting his kingdom as the winning prize. They raced, Epeius won
the Kingdom and the inhabitants of the area took on the name of Epeians. Paeon settled near
river Axios and the country was called Paionia, while Aetolus settled near the Acheloos river
and the country was called Aetolia.
8. Dorians. One of the four tribes of the Greek nation. They came from the north, stopped for a
while in Thessaly and Doris where they united with the Herakleides. Their name is associated
with the event which modified the outer aspect and inner structure of the Péloponnèse, i.e. the
"descent of the Herakleides or Dorians" believed to have taken place round 1104 B.C. They
crossed to the Péloponnèse where they conquered a large portion of the land and finally settled
in the plain of Sparta. The movements of this tribe forced the Achaeans of Northern
Péloponnèse to drive the lonians out of the Athens area and back to the coasts of Asia Minor.
The Dorians had reached Megara but they were driven out by the Athenians (Codrus). All
these changes did not take place of course after one battle but through many centuries.
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to take part in this savage act of cannibalism, symbolizes the end of animal
worship and totemism. Pelops, purified and restored to life, comes to Olympia
and his victory against Oenomaus in the legendary chariot-race indicates the
moral superiority and influence of free competition; it symbolizes pacific
games without bloodshed, athletic contests based on no material or other
interest, bringing no monetary gain or other personal rewards, nothing but a
branch of olive tree, which in Olympia had come to mean more than all the
gold in the world.
Historical data on the great festival of Olympia first appear at the end of the
9th century b.C. with King Iphitus who, with the help of the oracle of Delphi
revived the Games, turning them into a pan-peloponnesian event. Later, at the
end of the 7th century, the games became truly panhellenic when athletes from
Megara, Athens, Croton, etc. began competing in them.
The games for many years since their second revival in 776 b.C included
only one event, the "stadium" sprint race. In 724 b.C. the "diaulus" was
added, covering a distance equal to two stadia, in 720, the "dolichus" over 24
stadia (about 4.5 km). In 708 wrestling and the pentathlon, in 688 boxing;
chariot races began in 680 and in 648 the "pankration", a combination of
wrestling and boxing, was added. The athletes had to come to Olympia one
month before the games and train under the supervision of the Elian Judges.
As the days of the ceremonies neared, the green valley, the slopes, the forestcovered hill-tops, the naked fields and the plane trees around the Kladeos,
resounded with the noise of the vast crowds who had come from all the corners
of the Greek world, from far away Pontus to the colonies of Cyrene and Libya,
from the East and Egypt, Italy and Thrace up to the Danube.
The ceremonies and games lasted for five days. On the first a sacrifice was
held, a huge hécatombe to Zeus and many sacrifices to the patron gods of
cities. Then followed the registration, the taking of the oath by gymnasts,
judges and athletes, the reading out of events and competing athletes. Events
for boys were held on the second day, men's events, equestrian events and
chariot races were held on the third and fourth day and on the fifth day
thanksgiving sacrifices and the official awarding of prizes took place.
The first to number the Olympiads was the historian Ippias from Elis. His
work was completed by Aristoteles. Historical revival begins from 776 b.C.
and this is why that Olympiad is known as the first9. Several historians used
9. 884 B.C. must be considered as the historical date when the truce treaty was signed, this
institution of truly divine inspiration according to which hostilities stopped during and also
for some time before and after the Olympic Games. The treaty was signed by King Iphitus for
Elis, the legislator Lycurgus for Sparta and ruler Cleosthenes of Pisa. The treaty was engraved
on a bronze disc and it is mentioned by Pausanias who saw the disc (E, 20,1 )and Plutarch (life
of Lycurgus, l.par. 23).
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the Olympiads to date wars or political events, Timaeus from Sicily, Diodorus
from Sicily, Dionysius from Halicarnassus, Thucydides, Pausanias, Aelianus,
Dion Chrysostome and others.
Olympia's glory was extraordinary. Large crowds used to come every four
years to worship at the sanctuaries, admire the great works of art, listen to
historians, poets and rhapsodists and watch the statuesque men, well-built
boys and wingfooted horses competing in fascinating contests. The talented
poet Pindar wrote: "The Olympic Games will cover with their glory all the
Greek land, just as the sun covers, during the day, all the stars of heaven"10.
For many centuries, Olympia had become a panhellenic centre, the only that
expressed the public opinion of the Greeks. Artists came to Olympia to present
their works, poets to recite their poems, historians to read their writings. In
Olympia the great Themistocles was acclaimed, Herodotus read a part of his
history, Plato spoke and Demosthenes, Ippias, Prodicus, Anaximenes, Pindar,
Simonides, Thucydides, Polus, Gorgias, Anaxagoras, Diogenes the cynic,
Lucian came as spectators. In Olympia Thaïes of Miletus the philosopher died
at a very old age and Chilon of Lacadaemon when he embraced his son who
had won an Olympic victory in wrestling. With his celebrated appearance at
Olympia as the chief of the theoria (delegation) the great Alcibiades conquered
Athens and King Philip of Macedon was disavowed because he tried to subjugate Greece. Here also the delegation of Dionysius, the tyrant of Syracuse was
driven out by the crowd when it became known that he was negotiating with
the Persians for the invasion of Greece.
The spectacle provided by the games of Olympia was truly grandiose for the
athletes of that time were indeed insuperable. Hermes and Heracles were the
ideal models of statue-makers and their well-proportioned bodies inspired the
statues of the athletes that decorated the altis. Could all these statues have
been created only by the imagination of artists, without the help of living
models? Pausanias writes about the statue of athlete Polydamas, erected in the
Altis: "ό δέ επί τώ βάθρω τω ύψηλώ Λυσίππου µεν εστίν έργον, µέγιστος δε
απάντων έγένετο ανθρώπων πλην των ηρώων καλουµένων... ανθρώπων δέ
των καθ' ηµάς, ούτος εστίν ό µέγιστος Πολυδάµας ό Νικών" (VI, 5.1).
And he was not the only one. The names and exploits of many more athletes
like Polydamos are found in history. Orsippus, latrocles, Leonidas of Rhodes
Hermogenes of Xanthe, Polîtes of Caria, Phanas of Pellene, Chionis of Sparta,
Crisson of Himera, Milon of Croton, Hipposthenes, Ladas, Titormus, Timasitheus, Amesinas, Keras, Moschus, Diagoras, Lygdamis, Promachus, Cleito-

10. "µήκεθ' άλίου σκοπεί θαλπνότερον εν άµερα φαεννόν άστρον ερήµας δι' αιθέρος, µήδ'
'Ολυµπίας αγώνα φέρτερον αυδάσοµεν" (ΟΙ. 1,5-7).
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machus, Theagenes of Thasos, each of these names represents a series of
glorious victories, of remarkable feats.
Then, gradually, with the passing of centuries, with the evolution of societies
and a change in the concept of "kalos kagathos", with the progress of arts and
letters and the influence of the belligerent spirit of the Macedonians and the
mysticism of the East, with the conquest of the country by the Romans and
finally with the consolidation of the Christian religion there came the decline
and fall, leading to the final abolition of the games by a decree of Theodosius
the Great in 394 A.D. The historian Polybius explains this inevitable course
when he writes (Hist. VI, 51,4): "επειδή παντός καί σώµατος καί πολιτείας
καί πράξεως εστί τις αύξησις κατά φύσιν, µετά δέ ταύτην ακµή, κάπειτα
φθίσις".
Philosophy, rhetorics, slowly became the ideal of youth and athleticism lost
ground. This is the main accusation voiced against Socrates, that he attracted
the young away from sport turning them into babblers. In the Taureus palestra, he discoursed with Harmides "and all the people who were present in the
palaestra formed a circle around them".
This marked the beginning of the decline of youth's ideal. With the Romans
the games lost their lofty content and became bloody fights among slaves,
gladiators and wild beasts. They are transferred to the East where they become
spectacles for the masses. Decline turns into debasement. The barbarian professional athletes sold their muscular strength, the incompetent rich bought
victories which thus lost their prestige as the athletes lost their dignity. Mud
and discredit, contempt and disgust were added to the decline.
Political reasons and conflicts within the army between pagans and Christians forced Theodosius who was an enemy of Hellenism to issue a decree
abolishing the Olympic Games for he decided that Olympia was a centre of
pagan rites.
The heart of Greece abruptly stopped beating. Olympia had beaten three
hundred and twenty times since the time of Iphitus and the last beat died out in
393 A.D. From 394 A.D. onward the games of Olympia were no more.
And Olympia?
The first ravages were caused by the Goths in 393 and the Christians who
wanted to destroy the idols. A few years earlier, the magnificent chryselephantine statue of Zeus had been transported from the temple of Olympia to
Constantinople, where it was destroyed in the great fire that broke out in the
city in 475. After the Goths, destruction after destruction followed. A large
fire, in 426, destroyed the temple of Zeus and other buildings. Then came the
earthquakes, one in 522, another in 551 and the stronger in 580, destroying
everything that had remained standing. Christians used the marble to build a
church and the Byzantines completed the damage by erecting a wall. Then
followed the great flood of the Kladeos river which covered everything under
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five meters of water. On the other side the Alpheios covered the hippodrome
and the stadium. The two rivers closed their arms and enveloped the grandeur
of twelve centuries, returning it to the protection of the great Mother Earth.
Now Olympia is nothing but ruins. However, nothing has been lost of its
divine contribution. Serenity reigns here, absolute, permanent serenity. The
Altis is dead, but the shadows of competitors, beautiful boys, and ephebes,
statuesque men and glorious Olympic victors, linger among its ruins. The Altis
may be dead but Olympia is alive, it was never lost. Its divine idea has conquered our modern world and those who remain true to its philosophical heritage
are striving for the realization of its ideals: cooperation, understanding, love
and peace. These ideals which have elevated it to the greater spiritual heights
and made it the heart of the whole world.

The participant from Indonesia, offers a commemorative gift to IOA Vice-Président Cl Palaeologos.
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OLYMPISM — OLYMPIC MOVEMENT
OLYMPIC GAMES
By: Mr. Otto SZYMICZEK (GRE)
Dean of the I.O.A.
President of the International
Track and Field Coaches Association

In the Academy's sessions we always try to present subjects that are attractive
for our young friends and will stir up their interest for future specialized
studies and research.
There are two groups of subjects from which we select every year the topics
to be considered.
The first includes historical information on Olympia and its great games,
education in Ancient Greece and the ideological foundations of Olympism.
The second covers modern Olympism and includes the elements which compose contemporary Olympic philosophy around which revolve the objectives
of the Olympic movement and the Olympic Games, administrative questions,
scientific issues of modern sport, questions related to the organization of the
Olympic Games, and others.
During each Session we begin our work with an exhaustive study of the
subjects of the first cycle and having thus set the historical and ideological
framework of the ancient games for the participants, we can then move to the
subjects of the second group which refer to our times and allow participants to
examine the problems at present confronting Olympism and reach, with the
cooperation of lecturers, useful conclusions and recommendations.
We do not in any way pretend that with our recommendations and thoughts
we can always reach the perfect solution that will help modern Olympism to
pursue its course; we believe, however, that our open debates show new ways,
provide useful ideas and allow us to move forward, at a steady pace, always
looking for something better, something fully compatible with the basic principles of the Olympic Idea, as it was· handed down to us by its Greek creators.
Our whole endeavour is basically aimed at one thing: to reach the ideal
solution. There have always been problems. Problems are born out of life itself
and human relations. We believe, however, that by pinpointing difficult areas
and trying to find solutions through discussions, we move each tirne a little
closer to the ideal and this alone should be considered as a satisfactory
achievement.
With my lecture today, I will try to outline the basic principles of Olympism
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and underline the specific items that mark contemporary trends.
The content of the Olympic Idea was defined by Pierre de Coubertin in his
numerous books, statements, declarations and other publications, filled with
faith and enthusiasm.
Who was Coubertin, the man who knew the happiness of becoming the
reviver of the Olympic Games and leave a glorious name for the centuries to
come?
Coubertin, a French nobleman, started to study history from early youth for
he wanted to introduce in his country a new, live and meaningful education.
He studied the different pedagogical system of his time, he visited England and
its colleges, he perused the history of Ancient Greece. He was a fervent patriot
and he wanted the young generation of Frenchmen to grow up, no longer with
the fossilized, scholastic education of school-teachers, but with an education
which, while it strengthens the morale and supports faith, builds up the body
and creates brave and sound men, with a strong character.
His study of ancient history and the history of the Olympic Games, together
with the information that reach him from Greece concerning an attempt to
stage local Olympic Games, with the generous donation of Evangelos Zappas,
inspire in him many thoughts.
Why could the ancient Games attract the interest of the peoples of the
Mediterranean and contribute to the unification of the many tribes of Ancient
Greece?
Could it be that if we tried to revive, in a modernized form, the ancient
games and turn them into a world event, we would be promoting fraternal
coexistence and world peace?
Investigating the question of the games, Coubertin realized that the ancient
Greeks had developed competitions not in order to build up the body and
create cheap spectacles, but in order to educate men. They believed that in
order to shape strong characters they had to cultivate the body and that by
cultivating the body in athletic contests, they would broaden and strengthen
the mind, thus creating a perfect and fulfilled individual.
Coubertin knew that youth represents the happy future of mankind and that
peace and civilization of modern nations depend on the careful education of
youth. He thus had the euphoric inspiration that he could achieve, through
sport competitions, what the ancient Greeks had achieved in the education of
youth. From that moment, the French patriot embraced the world and his
preaching became universal. Coubertin appears to have been deeply influenced by the remarkable institution of the Truce. For a certain period, before and
after the celebration of the ancient Olympic Games, hostilities ceased among
ancient cities and the region of Elis became sacred and unviolable, No armed
men were allowed in it.
We should point out here that this very important institution, which remai60

ned an integral part of the games throughout their existence, i.e. for about
1200 years, was maintained without the use of any power, political or military,
through its moral impact alone. It was in.this moral content of the games that
Coubertin believed when he wrote:
"The Olympic Movement and the Olympic Games serve a national and wise
peaceful internationalism and promote social peace, sound morals and healthy
education:.
It is clear that Coubertin, the visionary, did not work for antiquity. He
merely used it a source of inspiration in order to better serve the modern
world. He proposed the organization and celebration of Olympic Games to
which he added the elements that were, to his mind, necessary in order to meet
the expectations of contemporary men; the international character of the
games, the inclusion of more sports and events, amateur and voluntary participation, the promotion of friendship and cooperation among the people, of
relations and exchange of views, since in this way world peace can be strengthened and consolidated, the abolition of racial discrimination and finally, the
establishment of an International Committee who would become the trustee of
Olympism.
His proposal was presented for the first time in Paris, in 1892, in the amphitheatre of the Sorbonne.
In 1894, he convened the first International Sport Congress during which his
proposal for the revival of International Olympic Games was accepted and the
first International Olympic Committee was set up under the presidency of the
Greek Dimitrios Vikelas.
The organization of the first Olympic Games was assigned to Greece and
their spectacular success in the Panathenean Stadium — reconstructed with
marble for the purpose — in 1896, ensured the survival of this daring idea. 311
competitors from 13 countries took part in these first games. Within 80 years,
the Olympic Movement has known an unprecedented growth. In 1972, at the
Munich games, there were more than 10.000 competitors from 124 countries.
In this way modern Olympism was born; from Coubertin's time until today
it has gone through several stages of development, following the ever-faster
progress of technology and the numerous social changes and upheavals that
occurred in the interval between the two world wars. In any event, the fundamental idea of the Games has remained unaltered and unshakable and it is still
based on the ancient heritage.
Olympism today is a philosophy which, together with the development of
physical skills, aims at improving the mind, thus leading to the harmonious
and symmetrical formation and improvement of man. Its purpose is also to
educate man, forge his character and morals, to create the ideal of the ancients, the "Kalos Kagathos".
We can now see that the philosophy of Olympism pursues purely educatio61

nal and pedagogical goals and that it involves not only those who take an
active part in the sport movement, but also the vast crowds of the general
public.
Olympism, a major and powerful social phenomenon of our modern era,
embraces world society without any discrimination, cultivates the spirit of
mutual recognition, cooperation and friendship among the people, sincere
understanding, recognizes honest and fair competition on equal terms and sets
a specific and tangible example to the people who compete with one another in
other fields of social activity. Olympism recognizes and extols individual effort
and accepts no discrimination among nations, races, political systems, classes,
etc.
In this way, it promotes international understanding, teaches the correct
concept of freedom to the young and creates the conditions for ideal social
coexistence.
Ideal society is founded on people who have mastered the principle of
"know thyself people with self-confidence, respect for the others, faith in
ideals, independence of mind and action, a good and healthy social mentality
and behaviour.
The late President of the I.O.C., Avery Brundage wrote: "We live in a
socially, politically and economically sick world; and the world is sick because
human relations have been deprived of the sense of honest competition, mutual
esteem and mutual respect — feelings which at bottom are appreciated by the
great majority of mankind, by all groups, all classes and all races. The world is
being whirled around in a vortex and nations in utter confusion are enraged by
a flood of doctrines, absurd theories and bizarre, entirely unfamiliar, philosophical thinking. We are neither competent nor able to remedy the whole
situation. But by faithfully applying the lofty ideology of the Olympic Movement, we can set a good example and then perhaps the world will find the
solution to its unsolved problems".
We all know of course that it would be Utopian to believe that people will
love one another. But we can make them show understanding. To reach
understanding, however they must first learn to know one another. And for
this a common point of contact is needed, a theory in which they all believe a
philosophy they can accept and share. If they start from a common basis they
can better understand the problems of others. The philosophy of Olympism
covers all this in the best possible way. Its activities include the quadrennial
celebration of the Olympic Games, living together in the Olympic village, rules
jointly accepted, compliance with objective judgement and acceptance of the
principles of the Olympic spirit.
Olympism is an international institution, fully independent and free of any
national, political, economic or other constraints. This independence ensures
the achievement of the aims and objectives of the Olympic philosophy.
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Coubertin thought that the autonomy of Olympism was a unique factor in
its development and a safeguard for its continuity and this is why he did not
allow, from the very beginning, any political, economic or social interference.
He established an independent International Olympic Committee, in the form
it maintains to this day, and introduced an original and peculiar system for the
renewal of its members. The exclusive duty of I.O.C, members is to safegard,
with faith and dedicatio'n, the principles of the Olympic Idea. This precious
independence also extends to the National Olympic Committees and in this
way the autonomy of Olympism on a worldwide scale is guaranteed..
The essence of the philosophy of Olympism was from the beginning and
remains, the education of man at the social, cultural and national level. The
development of an independent, free, well-balanced and strong-willed human
being. The creation of an individual who with his physical capabilities developed to the highest possible level, a clear mind and sound moral principles,
can become integrated within his direct and wider social environment and
offer a positive contribution to the community.
The means by which the aims of the.Olympic Philosophy can be achieved is
the systematic practice of exercise and sports, under the guidance of qualified
tutors, educators, coaches.
The principles of the Olympic Philosophy are an immutable dogma. However, in the course of an 80 year long evolution some essential changes have
been brought to particular rules, partly as a result of an adaptation process to
social, ideological and other moral developments, but mainly because Olympism had expanded, had reached the wider masses and had become a live
social phenomenon.
Olympism is a general concept which brings together, in a luminous beam,
all the principles that contribute to the betterment of man. Olympism does not
appeal to one group or class of people, a race or a given nation, but to all the
men of the world, men of any social class, origin, race, colour, religion and
country.
The complexity of Olympism, its humanitarian and idealistic philosophy are
fascinating because they are addressed to the whole world and each man
depending on his background: ideas, convictions, can integrate his interests
within the principles of the Olympic Philosophy and adjust to them in a
natural and easy way.
We should say that even partial adjustment to the principles of Olympic
Philosophy, will bring beneficial results. The only disadvantage of this complexity which characterizes the principles of the Olympic Philosophy is that it
provides an opportunity for exploitation of these same principles to further
unrelated political, commercial, racial, nationalistic or personal interests. In
this way, the principles of Olympism are isolated and they can no longer be
applied in a balanced and harmonious way. It is true of course that isolation
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and the inappropriate application of the philosophical principles of Olympism
are usually the result of ignorance or incorrect interpretation of the texts and
only very rarely intended.
The primary activity of Olympism is the Olympic Movement which is eternal, open to all ages, to all levels of athletic skill, to all social strata, to all the
men and which includes all sports and games. The object of the Olympic
Movement is the attainment of the aims of Olympism, thus ultimatey leading
to the harmonious development and perfection of man.
The Olympic Movement is the permanent school of Olympic Philosophy, of
chivalry and the idealization of man where, at the same time, the principles of
Olympism are taught so as to become an experience that will accompany man
to the end of his life and be automatically transmitted to other fields of activity
and knowledge of his social existence.
All sports are part of the Olympic movement because the basic principle of
effort, fair play and distinction is inherent in each of them.
The activities and special aims of the Olympic movement vary according to
the age, sex, idiosyncracy and preferences of the sportsman. This is necessary
for purely biological and hygienic reasons. The biorhythm of growth, maturity1
and the conservative age of life should under no cincumstances be disturbed.
Consequently, the Olympic Movement is open to all; its purpose is not to
allow a limited few to collect gold medals. On the contrary, it wants to provide
the opportunity to all men, independent of their age and sex, to practise sports,
for the slogan which can now be heard the world over is: "Sport for all".
The Olympic Games are another activity of Olympism.
The games are a periodic event that takes place every four years. Participation in them is of necessity limited since only top athletes from all nations
can compete. It is natural that during the Olympic Games, emphasis is being
laid on the element of distinction and promotion of the best athlete and
highest performances, since the flower of world's youth participates in the
games in a strong and admirable competition. Each young competitor, when
he enters the Olympic arena, feels immensely honoured for he represents his
country and will be competing against the best athletes of the whole world. To
be able to take part in the games means, however, that he has studiously
attended the school of the Olympic movement, has worked hard and with
dedication and could thus be selected to represent his country.
We have said that the pursuits and values of Olympism cover educational,
social, aesthetic, moral and spiritual fields. These values are many and varied
and it would be a mistake to attribute their fulfilment solely to the Olympic
Games, although some of these principles find their best opportunity for
expression in the Olympic Games.
During his long involvement with the Olympic movement, the individual is
taught the value of effort, the desire for distinction and victory, honesty,
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courtesy, chivalry, altruism, self-discipline, idealism, disinterestedness, endurance, voluntary pursuit of a goal. He also learns how to lead a healthy and
clean life, how to uphold moral principles, how to shed fanaticism and accept
and recognize his opponent's victory. In general, the individual is taught to
enjoy the experience of athletic effort, to try and constantly improve his abilities and he thus acquires a good and stable character and becomes a useful
man for society, the true model of "Kalos kagathos" as defined by the
ancients.
In the great peaceful world festival of Olympism, the Olympic Games, only
a few from the vast numbers of those who practise sports can take part. And it
would not be possible to promote and consolidate the moral values without
the long and strenuous efforts of the Olympic movement and its educational
work. It is clear therefore, that the association of the activities of the Olympic
movement and the Olympic Games, guarantee the fulfilment of the lofty ideals
of Olympism. The Olympic movement and the Olympic Games form an indivisible whole and cannot act separately. The International Olympic Committee and the N.O.Cs should extend all possible efforts to ensure that both these
activities will be carried through with devotion.
Pierre de Coubertin worked hard in order to compose the Olympic Games,
in order to attract people to the philosophy of Olympism. His main efforts,
however, were concentrated on the establishment of the Olympic Movement
for on it he had based his entire educational edifice.
It is true that the Olympic Games have gained acceptance in the conscience
of the people as an institution of world-wide prestige. We now must, with
courage and decisiveness, move to the second phase of our endeavours, to the
consolidation of the Olympic Movement for it is only with the activation of the
two activities of Olympism that the principles of the philosophy of Olympism
will prevail, without compromise or deviations. We firmly believe that we
serve a just and secular philosophy which combines thought with action and
aims at improving man to the benefit of world society.
Before concluding this lecture I would like to tell you, with justified pride,
that Greece, true to its glorious past, has handed down to the world, with its
traditional generosity, the precious Olympic Idea and is striving for its preservation and dissemination.
For this purpose the Hellenic Olympic Committee has founded the International Olympic Academy with its excellent facilities, here in Ancient Olympia
and has succeeded, in 20 years, through hard efforts and considerable financial
sacrifices, to make it the intellectual centre of world Olympism.
I want to ask you to take part with eagerness and love, in the activities of the
International Olympic Academy whose sessions are attended each year by a
great number of young people from all over the world who find here knowledge and inspiration.
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I hope that when you return to your countries, like true apostles of the noble
ideals of Olympism, you will convey to the youth of your country the lofty
teachings of the Olympic spirit, for the benefit of the whole world.
May sacred Olympia fill your hearts and inspire you in your future
activities.,
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PIERRE DE COUBERTIN'S AIMS
AND THE REVIVAL
OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES

By: Mr. Geoffroy de NAVACELLE (ERA)
President of the International
Committee Pierre de Coubertin (Lausanne)

In this august place where so many famous lecturers and eminent specialists
have discussed Olympism and spoken of the Reviver of the Games, it seems to
me that everything has been said, and I fear that I may not be able to add
anything to the sum of knowledge on these vast subjects.
And yet, it seems to me that over the years, opinions are expressed and
theses supported, which imperceptibly move away from the original idea. The
Spirit is forgotten and interpretations made in good faith and believed to be
honest by their authors lead in fact to deviations, if not schisms. Naturally a
"return to the source" should not exclude those adjustments which changing
times make necessary. It should, on the contrary be helpful to go back to the
original texts in order to absorb the spirit.
This is the method that I intend to use today. I shall quote very often. I shall
try and make Pierre de Coubertin speak, by being as objective as possible in
my choice of texts and by recalling what I knew of him through my family
memories and through the wonderful conversations which he had granted to
the young man that I was then.
The subject "Pierre de Coubertin's aims and the Revival of the Olympic
Games" by virtue of its very title makes it necessary for me to divide the
lecture into two parts:
— the aims, the undoubted vocation which Pierre de Coubertin had, which
runs like a thread through all his writings:
— The revival of the Olympic Games, which Pierre de Coubertin defined
with many variations throughout his life, but which was always the same in
spirit.
In fact the title of this paper also leads us to what might be a third part:
The Olympic Movement, risen from the revival of the Games, does it correspond to Pierre de Coubertin's aims? Has it fulfilled his ambitions? What did he
say of it in his lifetime? What would he say of it today?
This is certainly a delicate subject today and as it is very easy to make the
dead speak, we can be quickly led astray... Let us remember what Pierre de
Coubertin said:
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"If there is a transmigration of souls, and through it I was to find myself
living again in a hundred years time, I might perhaps be working to destroy
what I have sought to create in my present lifetime." He said this "of the sad
day when Olympism proved unequal to the task of contributing to its own
greatness".
Far from wishing to avoid the responsibility of expressing myself on the
development of the Movement which was born from the Revival of the Olympic Games I believe that it would be more constructive, in the second part of
my speech which will be devoted to him, to quote certain texts which will
enable us to avoid all involved or partisan discussions...
This, I believe will be in accordance with the vocation of this noble institution, the I.O.A. of which its President, Nicholas Nissiotis said that it fulfilled
Pierre de Coubertin's desire to see the creation of "a special centre for the
World Olympic Movement, which will act as guardian and propagator of the
principles of Olympic philosophy, while taking into account necessary adjustments for the development of ideas, and which will also act as a brake on all
types of material greed which threaten to destroy its purity".
It seems to me therefore that the Mission is clear and of current significance.
PIERRE DE COUBERTIN'S AIMS
Many of you here are of course aware of the main themes of the work of
Pierre de Coubertin who has been called the "Reviver of the Olympic Games".
But perhaps in common with many others you have not grasped the true
stature of the man who wished to be known as a "humanist".
Proclaiming himself a rebel against all accepted thought, convention or
form which threatened to imprison the spirit, he was a revolutionary, in his
time and in his country, France, and this is why I believe that many of his ideas
could, even today, help to solve our problems in different parts of the world.
There is no doubt that his youth was marked by the humiliation of his
country's defeat in 1870, but it was also affected by the unconcern of society of
the time. Far from seeking any spirit of warlike revenge, he chose the path of
peace, not that of renunciation but that of "Mutual Respect". This is the
beginning of one of his most beautiful pages: "Tolerance," he says, "is after
all, only a form of indifference between people who do not know each other.
Respect exists only between people who do know each other". Immediately
after the first World War, he draws attention to education in different countries throughout history." Whether encouraging Peace or War the time will
come when we must decide whether we are to go on using history as an
armaments factory or if we are to enable it to play the peacemaking role of
which it is capable".
Already, you can see two ideas appearing:
— Respect made possible through mutual knowledge
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— Education which must be reformed.

He develops his programme in this well known passage which certainly
applied to France at the end of the 19th Century, but applies to other countries
even in our day: "I will remodel apathetic and imprisoned young people, their
bodies and characters through sport, with its risks and even its excesses. I will
enlarge their vision and understanding through contact with wide horizons,
sidéral, planetary, historical, especially those of universal history which by
promoting mutual respect will also breed international peace, without distinction of birth, caste, wealth, position or career-"
And so Universal Sport appears as an educational medium. We will come
back to it!
As early as 1906 he creates the Association for Educational Reform and sets
down a principle. I quote: "In the present state of the world and of Europe in
particular, (this is before the First World War) no reform whether political,
social or economic can bear fruit without a previous Educational reform. Here
is the Aim: Educational Reform.
This reform preoccupied him throughout his life and twenty years later, in
1926, at the Château d'Ouchy near Lausanne, he called an "International
Conference" whose task was to discuss educational reform and created the
"Universal Pedagogical Union", of which he was president.
According to the Swiss Professor Louis Meylan, the results of this conference are considered "A Charter for a Humanistic Institution which ought to
be bedside reading for all educators".
Here too is the scope of the field of action: It is political, economic and social;
the latter seeming to him to be of greatest importance.
He writes: "Since I came to manhood, I have been listening to the insistant
noise from the mass of disinherited, slaves and unfortunates, and as far back
as I remember it has seemed to me that I could distinguish three claims: bread,
dignity and knowledge".
Looking at the situation in pre-First World War France, he adds:
"There is no reason why the worker should not be educated" and he exhorts
the proletariat to "reject the absolute, as an aim and violence as a means",
Coubertin revolts against, I quote: "the centuries old prejudice which places
manual labour in a constantly humiliated position in relation to intelligence
and culture".
"Open the gates of the temple and make education available to everyone"
he cries in 1918. For those then known as "bourgeois" on the other hand, he
advises a "working service" i.e. an obligatory period in a workshop, a factory
or a building site".
He was undoubtedly a forerunner in pre-1900 France and he is certainly one
today in many other nations of the world. He particularly strikes us as one
who searches for balance and for mutual respect, I quote, "a principle of
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reform and a regenerator of moral education".
We can see the appearance of this search for man's equilibrium which
belongs to Ancient Greece. We will speak of it again.
Particularly interested in the world of workers and of young people, and
revolting against the educational methods inflicted on the latter he says "we
must insure good discipline through sensible freedom, whereas in fact we have
been clinging to the opposite method". Pierre de Coubertin would like to
incite students, I quote, "to take initiatives and sometimes even to rebellion".
As Mr. M. T. EYQUEM says in his excellent book "The Olympic Epic", "he
dedicates himself to a single priesthood in the service of the God 'Education'
and of a sanctified Sport."
But how is Sport an Educational medium?
As a very young man he wishes, he says "to protect french youth through
sport from too much discipline, which crushes and excludes individual initiative which is so productive."
This means is at the same time delicate and formidable. He goes on to
analyse its various aspects:
"Physical education is a very wide reaching science since it involves medicine on the one hand and ethics on the other".
As for sport, I quote, "It can bring out the most noble passions as well as the
most vile. It can be used for the consolidation of Peace as well as for the
preparation of war". Just like history!
Optimist that he is, he continues, "Sport, which a force of peace seems to
call for a moral ideal based on self discipline and on love for others", "It is a
regular and voluntary cult of intensive muscular exercise, supported by a
desire to make progress, and it can even include risk".
It is an antidote to excessive study which leads to inevitable physical deterioration says Spenser, physical education is a counterweight to intellectual
torpor.
Sport will thus be a privileged educational medium which Pierre de Coubertin intends to use in his educational reforms.
As you certainly know, his educational reforms were stimulated by Thomas
Arnold's English methods of education at the end of the last century, by the
works of the Philosopher Le Play, by a study of American Universities, by
concepts of chivalry in the middle ages and by the Greek city.
To achieve his objectives he untiringly applied to the authorities of his
country, setting up associations and committees, founding bulletins and reviews, initiating conferences and animating demonstrations, trying out new
methods in schools and educational establishments. Intelligently using a social
position, which still had influence at that time, he was able to enlist the support
of a number of influential people in his country, among whom were the Rector
of the University of Paris, the Minister of Education Jules Simon and even
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French Presidents of the Republic such as President Falliere, who sent him on
a study mission to universities in the United States and in Canada.
Very quickly he extends his group of supporters to other countries; President Roosevelt whose sporting talents he admires, becomes his friend. King
Leopold of Belgium asks him to draw up the rules for a model school. The
Minister, Gladstone, gives him his opinion of the effects of English education
on British society.
But the majority of the leadership and a large part of the population especially in France, remain incredulous, uncomprehending and attached to
routine.
Of course he knew that his work needed a long time. To Jules Simon who
asked him how long it would take to remodel French youth, he replied
"twenty years". To those who called him a Utopian he replied "I am building
for tomorrow".
Demonstrating the biblical saying that no one is a prophet in his own
country, he realises that his movement must seek an international stage. This is
in accordance with his desire for Peace and for mutual respect in the world.
Haunted by the example of Ancient Greece, he then dreams of renewing the
Games. He says so clearly giving his reasons:
"Having wished to renew, not so much the form as the principles of this
millenial institution because I could see a need for an educational direction in
my country and for humanity, I had to try and restore the powerful buttresses
which not long ago had supported it; the intellectual and the moral supports."
Thus Olympism was reborn, of which he said that "It tries to bring together
in a radiant beam all the principles necessary for the improvement of man."
His final aim is announced: the improvement of man. This is why Pierre de
Coubertin deserves the title of "Humanist".
Before going on to the second stage of our subject, allow me to add a few
more touches to my attempt to draw a portrait of Pierre de Coubertin, so as to
give him his true stature and to throw more light on the next part of this
lecture. Of course I do not intend to discuss the some 60.000 manuscript or
printed pages on an extraordinary variety of subjects, collected by the Carl
Diem Institute during the course of many years of remarkable research. I will
discuss only a few extracts from his Mémoires.
"My life has been a long and very full one but filled with a single aim: The
reform and improvement of Education". There is no need to add that this idea
filled the young schoolboy that I was then, with enthusiasm.
His Mémoires come under five headings:
Memories of childhood and youth, not published.
"Olympic Memories", published in 1931, taken up and re-published by the
I.O.C.'s "Olympic Review" at the beginning of 1980. I could not encourage
you more, to read them in these times when the Olympic movement is being
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questioned.
"National Propaganda and internal politics", in which he describes private
interviews with the political figures of his time, in relation, he emphasizes, to
educational progress.
"The Headless Victory", which covers the aftermath of the First World
War.
And finally, "The unfinished Symphony".
The extracts which I am going to quote, seem to greatly illuminate this
extraordinary man and his work.
Listen to him rather!
"I have realised that the main and central aim of my life would not be
entirely finished at my death" he said, I therefore intended, taking things from
the beginning to draw a picture of what I had wished to accomplish, and which
I believe will complete itself after me, so obvious is the need for it".
"It is 1936", he writes, "For fifty years my life has been devoted to educational reform which I began to see as the prime necessity of my times" and later
he adds:
"Olympism is only a part of my task, about half of it. Thus half of my
educational symphony will be finished and its other half totally unfinished.
Naturally 1 will be concentrating on the latter in the pages to come".
I would like to underline the word "Naturally", which was how this man of
74 considered the other half of the task he had set himself. This man was to
be stopped by death in the following year.
And now in the light of what has gone before, let us examine the implications of this Revival of the Olympic Games, the half of his educational symphony, but also the best known, the most successful, the most lively, and
probably as we shall see the one which most closely conformed in its essence
with his ideals of Peace, of Mutual Respect, of meeting each other and of
Universality.
THE REVIVAL OF THE GAMES
Why did I re-establish the Olympic Games? The answer is simple, writes
Pierre de Coubertin in a Belgian Newspaper in 1906: "To ennoble and strengthen sport, to ensure its independence and to thus enable it to better fulfill the
educational role which it can play in the modern world".
If there is any need to do so, this confirms the quotation on the revival of
this centennial institution which I gave you a few moments ago...
Clearly, the holding of the Games is a way of achieving the aims which we
have just tried to define. They are an occasion at which every four years the
Olympic Spirit can manifest itself and inspire what we can call the Olympic
Movement.
Pierre de Coubertin tells us that there is "one Olympism, therefore one
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doctrine". In his view, "the cult of effort, the despising of danger, love of one's
country, generosity, the spirit of chivalry, contact with Art and Literature,
these are the foundations of Olympism".
1 should like to draw your attention, in passing to the Arts and to Literature a cultural aspect part of eurythmies which are too often forgotten in our
day. Pierre de Coubertin felt strongly about this and devoted several pages of
his memoirs to it. The Games would have to come back to this, I quote,
"Civilization has taken a wrong turning and only a return to eurythmies can
put it back on the right path".
On the 17th April 1927, here in Olympia, in the 4th year of the 8th Olympiad, during the inauguration Ceremony of a monument commemorating the
re-establishment of the Games, which had taken place in the large amphitheatre of the Sorbonne in Paris, on the 24th June 1894, Pierre de Coubertin
broadcasts a radio message to the Sporting Youth of all Nations. He repeats
this in his Memoirs, so important does it seem to him. Here are the main
points.
"We have not worked, my friends and I, to give you back the Olympic
Games, so that you should turn them into a museum of cinema exhibition, nor
that they should be used to satisfy commercial or electoral interests".
Let us weigh these words carefully today, in 1980... He continues, "By
reviving an institution, twenty five centuries old, we wished to enable you to
become followers of the religion of Sport in the way in which our great
ancestors conceived it. In the modern world, full of powerful opportunities,
but which is in danger of dangerous downfall at the same time, Olympism
can serve as a school of noble ideas and moral purity, as much as one of
endurance and physical energy, but only on condition that you constantly
elevate your ideas of honour and sporting disinterestedness to the level of your
muscular achievement. The future depends on you".
If we see a normal development in Pierre de Coubertin's innumerable writings on the Games and the Olympic Movement due to the course of events and
the development of Olympism, we are always brought back to what we might
call the major aims, and at the same time he often warns us of the dangers
threatening them.
In the world today, shaken by so many different kinds of war, many people
in order to ease their conscience, profess a great attachment to Peace, and
invoke Pierre de Coubertin willingly using him to improve their image still
more. What does Pierre de Coubertin, who was not an unconditional pacifist,
have to say:
"I remain convinced that sport is one of the most forceful elements of Peace,
and I am confident in its future action".
You know his Ode to Sports.
"O Sport you are Peace — You create harmony between People by drawing
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them together in the worship of strength, controlled, mastered and master of
itself. Through you, universal youth learns to respect itself, and the diversity of
national qualities becomes a source of generous and peaceful imitation".
You might call this Utopian.
Perhaps, but not as much as all that. Listen to what follows:
"To ask people to love one another is simply childish. To ask them to
respect each other is not Utopian, but in order to respect each other you must
know each other".
Remember what he said about mutual respect. To know each other so as to
respect each other, and of course in order to know each other you have to
meet. Therefore — a four-yearly meeting of Universal Youth.
Today we might well question respect of the Olympic Spirit, when young
athletes, even for a just cause, are forbidden to meet those of other countries
whose ideologies and political systems are different, because how else can one
know one another?
But take not:
When Pierre de Coubertin was expressing his confidence in the future of
Sport, as a Peaceful force, he added:
"To have this effect Sport must be general, full of zeal, loyal and disinterested". Those four qualities are underlined in his manuscript.
Let us see how they apply to the celebration of the Games.
First Point. The general nature of the Games is one of the essential conditions
for their existence.
Pierre de Coubertin who wished "Sport to belong to all races" recalls in his
Memoirs, how he considered that the Modern Games were superior to the
Ancient Games which were always held in Olympia:
"their international character and their celebration in different places".
"The Games must be celebrated all over the world and never become rooted
in a single place. They must move".
From the time that the Revival of the Games was announced he insists, I
quote, "on the genius of each country, its way of organising celebrations and
of practising physical exercise. This is what will give the modern Olympic
Games their true character and will perhaps make them greater than their
predecessors. Obviously when they are celebrated in Rome they cannot be the
same as when celebrated in London or Stockholm".
Even in 1896, and today once more it is suggested that the Games be
permanently held in the country which gave them birth. Recalling that at the
time the Greek Royal Prince "perfectly understood that it was impossible that
the Games should be monopolised by Athens", Pierre de Coubertin adds:
"In conceiving the New Games on a totally international level and in wishing to give them the whole world as a stage, I had not only adopted the only
practical means of assuring that they last for ever, but I had also served the
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true interests of Hellenism in the best possible way".
Let us not forget that a convinced hellenist is speaking.
Today we see that this universality, this "moving" is meeting with many
obstacles, of which it seems to me, one is Gigantism which not only prevents
the celebration in a single place, but, above all, makes it impossible to host the
Games for many countries because they cannot afford such gigantism.
As early as 1930, Pierre de Coubertin was advising "that local authorities,
should stop building enormous stadia for the sole purpose of holding sporting events. These should be replaced by buildings based on a modernised
design of the ancient Hellenic gymnasium".
In his Olympic Memoirs, again, he speaks out against "the building of a
huge stadium, in Moscow apparently, where the next Workers' Olympics are
to be held, rising from a 'proletarian organisation' which is already functioning alongside a 'capitalist organisation'." (This was in 1930).
Should we go back to asceticism? Is this possible in our present day civilisation? Would it not mean the end of the Games? This is a serious problem to
which the I.O.C, will have to find a solution.
It is true that Pierre de Coubertin, in his own time was categorical: "Is the
return to asceticism desirable for the common good? I do not hesitate to
answer yes."
"The modern Olympics had to be created first of all", he adds, "now they
must be purified. They give rise to too many activities which have nothing to
do with sport, to too many ambitions. Their 'works' are complicated, and also
the celebration has been made too expensive".
Is this not of particular moment?
What would he have said today! — and what would our athletes say of
this? I quote, "Modern concepts (of sport) which encourage the athlete to break
still more astonishing records by materially helping his effort are absolutely
contrary to ancient concepts which sought to give more credit to his efforts
by surrounding him with obstacles which he must conquer. Thus the moving
sand track, and the stretching ash covered track, which represent the two
extremes of the idea of sport".
We should think about these words, especially in the context of commercialism which was condemned in another connection.
Point Two. There must be ardour in sport.
Would the athlete's zeal be deadened by competition on a sand track?
Certainly not if the athlete adopts these beautiful words of Coubertin, which
are inscribed on the obverse of the medal commemorating the centenary of his
birth: "Effort is the supreme joy. Success is not the aim. it is a means of reaching
higher".
I think that athletes' zeal is obvious during competition, whatever, and I
stress this, — their deeper motives.
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The moment of truth when athletes meet in competition is in fact the most
positive and exalting. I am convinced that at that moment they forget all the
unfortunate side-issues which are so dangerous to Olympism.
It seems to me that the time has come to remind you, I quote "that a
performance becomes a fraud when it is based on training which has become
the beginning and end of existence and when the athlete is doped, like a
horse".
And Pierre de Coubertin adds,
"Let us break records, but not at any price".
"How can we make the athlete understand that what helps him to make a
man of himself can also lead to his downfall".
Is the athlete to blame? Certainly, but many other pressures can also affect
him...
"I continue to think of him as a grossly slandered being" Pierre de Coubertin said, "and I hold parents, teachers, politicians, the press, and leaders of the
Federations responsible for his downfall, not without wonder that there are
not still more of them".
Are today's Olympic Games in accordance with Pierre de Coubertin's
wishes? The record? But at what price? As the Bishop of Pennsylvania said in
St. Paul's Cathedral, in London during the 1908 Games, "It is less important
to win, than to compete".
Point Three: Loyalty
This applies first of all to the athlete, but also as we shall see to institutions.
Of course we immediately think of the question of amateurism. "It is this
question, always the same one", Pierre de Coubertin says, "impossible to pin
down, like a water polo ball, which will slip and slide in one's hands and go off
to taunt one four metres away".
"In 1925 in Prague, the skeleton cupboard was opened, the corpse of amateurism was taken out and examined", he said.
In 1936, on the subject of the athlete's oath, he said: "I have often, and
always wrongly, been reproached for the supposed hypocrisy of the Olympic
oath, but please read this oath, of which I am the proud and happy father.
Where do you see it insisting on absolute amateur status for competing athletes, which I am the first to recognise as being impossible. I only require one
thing from this oath: sporting loyalty, I am interested in the sporting spirit."
Here is the final word!
But it is difficult for this athlete slandered as he is, to keep his loyalty pure,
when you consider the interpretation given to the Olympic Rules, according to
Article 9, which states that the athlete, as a free man takes part in competitions
between individuals and not between countries. Article 46 reminds us that
"The Olympic Games are not competitions between nations".
Pierre de Coubertin makes it clear elsewhere, that "The Olympic Games
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have been re-established for the rare and solemn glorification of the individual
athlete, and that team sports do not belong here, except in side tournaments,
outside the Altis".
What then is the meaning of those ceremonies during which athletes march
behind their national flags, of national anthems, of counting of medals, of
competition between national teams?
This is a very difficult question today, and the problem must be solved.
And now we are naturally led to examine the:
Fourth point. Disinterestedness.

Is it not in order to serve their own interests, that nations, political systems
and ideologies use the Olympic Games as a platform from which they can
exhibit their excellence and superiority to the world, thanks to world television
coverage?
It is always in the interest of States, to finance athletes thus violating loyalty
as interpreted by amateurism. Of course the use of flags is desirable when it
symbolises a Union of Nations, which so affected the French writer Henri de
Montherlant at the 1924 Games. Let us hear him...
"The moment in which 45 flags were lowered before the Olympic oath, I had
an impression of true greatness. They were so close to one another these
flags... and now all the flags unfurl around each other as they are raised, cover
each other in a caressing gesture. Is this not at last, a promise to mankind? Is it
really impossible for us to give each other support one being to another?"
Here we are far from those flags which are proudly raised on their masts, to
celebrate the victory of an athlete representing a Nation, and ideology or a
political system!
But other dangers threaten disinterestedness. Let us re-read the message of
1927:
"We have not worked, my friends and I, to give you back the Olympic
Games, so that they should be a museum or cinema exhibition, nor that they
should be made use of by commercial or electoral interests".
Elsewhere, he reminds us that "Sports can be corrupted by money. The
music hall and hippodrome await them".
We should therefore ask ourselves today, whether nationalism, gigantism,
high technology and the costs involved in this are not actually killing the
Olympic Games?
Calling freely on Pierre de Coubertin's original texts, as you have heard me
do, I have tried to present the main lines of his vocation to you. We have seen
that his final aim was Educational reform. We have also seen that the revival
of the Games was, as he said, about half of his educational symphony. I have
tried in the second half of my lecture, devoted to the Games and to the
Olympic Movement, to raise the principles previously mentioned to their level
and to bring out the Olympic Spirit and Olympism.
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You have noticed that I have not been able to avoid problems of pressing
importance today. It is true that at the beginning of this lecture I had thought
of including a third heading to which we are unavoidably led by its very title —
'Pierre de Coubertin's aims and the Revival of the Olympic Games'.
I think that we cannot avoid the question: — Do the Games fulfill his aims
today?
In 1934, at the celebrations of the fourtieth anniversary of the revival of the
Games, he said: "their destiny has completely fulfilled my work and my
wishes".
That is clear, but what would he say of their present form and of their future?
The Olympic Movement and the I.O.C have to face what is truly a question
of life or death, we are told... But to see the question more clearly let us once
again hear Pierre de Coubertin through his Memoirs in the chapter entitled
"captions":
"How often have I not seen, here and there, pitying or ironical allusions to
my 'disappointment', to my disenchantment' to the deviation from my original
plan, to the way in which the event had betrayed my hopes. All this is pure
imagination. The Ancient Games were exempt neither from unfortunate incidents nor from darker periods nor from attack from indomitable enemies.
Olympia has known moments of disunion. Olympism has lived through them
without foundering".
"It is an extraordinary measure of superiority that an institution should be
able to propagate itself both in social depth and in international scope", he
continues.
The already long history of the modern Olympic Movement is dotted
with accidents which are often serious, as you can judge for yourselves:
1912. The fifth Olympics in Stockholm: The Finnish presence is contested by
Russia, and the Bohemian, by Austria. Which flags should the Czechs or the
Finns use?
Pierre de Coubertin kept returning, as he said, to a "sporting geography
quite distinct from political geography".
1914: Less than two weeks after the invasion of Belgium, I quote, "proposals of transfer were made to me. According to Ancient tradition" he adds, "the
Olympics need not have been actually celebrated, their number in sequence
remained".
He adds: "If one day war was to prevent a celebration of the Olympics in
Europe, the next Games would be celebrated. If young people were to temporarily drop the Olympic Torch, then other young people on the other side of the
world would appear ready to pick it up.
1923: A problem is created by the participation of groups of Russian emigres at the same time as Soviet team.
1968: A solution is found to the problem of the flags (always those flags!) of
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the two Germanics, East and West; the same colours are used but stamped
with the Olympic rings, and their national anthems are replaced by Beethoven's 9th Symphony, — "the one which I have always thought of as the Olympic Symphony, par excellence" said Pierre de Coubertin.
Here is a solution it seems to me to the problem of nationalism from which
one might learn. And I mention only to remind you of the more recent problems of China and Formosa, and many others...
I should like to remind you yet again of these words of Pierre de Coubertin,
in connection with the Montreal Games in 1976, at which the attitude of
certain African countries is known to you.
"To officially proclaim any form of ostracism would be a rent in the Olympic constitution".
If today, through the phenomenon of transmigration of souls which he had
imagined, he were to come back to us, would he destroy his creation because it
no longer corresponded to his ideal?
Of course if the I.O.C.'s constitution remains founded as he defined it in
1934, "on a principle of what I will call reversed mandate which means that the
mandate is based on the idea and finds adherents, and not that it is given by a
crowd of disunited adherents, to create the Idea".
If the I.O.C, keeps its original independent position which is unique, there is
no doubt that it will be happily able to renew modern Olympism, to return to
the source, which I have tried to describe today.
Then we will be able to adopt Pierre de Coubertin's conclusion, taken from
his letter to the president of the Council of the League of Nations, which he
wrote in 1933. He asks him:
"to hear the voice of a septuagenerian whose entire existence has been
devoted to youth and to progress, who, aware of the dangers threatening the
one and the other, has nevertheless, in the evening of his life, lost neither his
love for young people, nor his faith in their future.
Let us all together say to the guardians of the Olympic Movement, together
with Pierre de Coubertin:
"It is not yet noon, gentlemen. The days of history are long. Let us be
patient and have confidence"
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OLYMPISM AND RELIGION
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I.
Olympia in crisis
Today Olympia is in a serious crisis. Everyone knows that. But does this crisis
mean the end of the Olympic Games? Is the Olympic idea lost? Will there be
no more world sports in the future? Many people in many countries are
worried. And they should be worried. But I am convinced that every crisis is at
the same time a chance: every crisis has in itself the chance for the new. And
when we realize that the existing ways lead no further, then we have to begin
anew. Nevertheless, we only come out of a crisis when we get to the bottom of
it and make things new from the bottom up. It seems to me that the great —
even, the unique — chance of the current crisis in the Olympic Games is the
chance to think through the Olympic idea anew, to understand it and consequently to represent it better than before.
In which crisis is Olympia caught? On the superficial level we find the
political crisis, which arises out of the Western nations' threat to boycott the
Olympic Games because of the Russian presence in Afghanistan. They argue
that political peace is the precondition for the performance of the Olympic
Games; thus they cannot participate. But when was, is, and will "political
peace" ever be achieved in the whole world? And who has the moral right to
identify this peace and to indict its possible violators?
Many athletes and athletic organizations feel themselves to be the "innocent
victims" of the current political crisis, which makes their participation in the
Olympic Games impossible. They are right: in sports there is a dimension of
the experience of life and luck that has nothing to do with politics and is
therefore alienated by political interests and considerations. But on the other
side we have to see that the contemporary Olympic idea was a political idea
from the beginning. From the beginning the Olympic idea represented sports
and games not for their own sakes but for the sake of other goals.
Pierre de Coubertin already attaches two political interests to the Olympic
Games:
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1. A domestic political interest: This is "the immense power of pacification"
sports has for social conflicts. Public sports has the effect of a "social lightning
rod". It creates a "connecting link between different classes". A collective
identity is created in the common exaltation over a team or a victory. Social
differences and conflicts recede behind the spontaneous feeling: "We won!" Of
course, public sports does not eliminate social conflicts, but it does "soften"
class struggles. It "stabilizes" the social order as well as the social disorder.
According to Coubertin's conceptions public sports should also accomplish
exactly that.
2. A foreign political interest: This is the honor of the fatherland. If victories
in the ancient Olympic Games were signs of the gods' favor, so modern
Olympic victories are signs of the nations' honor. "The competitor who parti
cipates in the games exalts his fatherland and his race". (Coubertin) He should
keep in mind that "his athletic performance is a pledge to his fatherland." The
attitude of the athlete should demonstrate publicly the attitude of his individ
ual political system, as it is written in socialistic declarations of sports. "We
have to win back our Olympic superiority", demanded Robert Kennedy iri
1960 of the United States. Athletic triumphs act as measures of the internatio
nal worth of a nation and the productivity of an economic system.
The alienation of sports from its own vital experience was locked into the
modern Olympic idea from the very beginning. To the extent that Coubertin
coupled world sports with national sentiments and sensitivities, he surrendered
sports to national conflicts. In the meantime — what he could not have seen
then — these national conflicts have become world conflicts between capitalism, socialism, and the Third World. Thus, these conflicts are inevitably also
the conflicts of the Olympic Games.
If we return to the beginnings of the modern Olympic idea, then we must
critically question whether the national organization of the Olympic Games
actually furthers the sportsmanship of sports or destroys it.
If we return to the beginnings of the modern Olympic idea, then we must
further question whether the social-psychological function of the Olympic
Games as sensation-sports hasn't deformed these games into professional performance struggles in the name of political interests. Are the Olympic Games
actually still "games?" And if we ask ourselves which countries can afford the
costs for the preparation of the Olympic Games, we find ourselves in the
exclusive circle of the rich nations.
Behind the political and economic crisis of the Olympic Games everyone
can recognize clearly the moral crisis of today's world. The classical ideal of
humanity which is bound up inextricably with the Olympic idea is disavowed
as soon as it becomes contingent upon the power interests of the great nations.
Is this the old conflict between high ideals and petty political realities? If this
were so, then the Olympic idea would only share the fate of all good ideas. In
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fact, however, the contemporary moral crisis is concerned with something else:
it is concerned with short-term and long-term political goals. The short-term
goals are the immediate conflicts over Afghanistan and the Western boycott.
The long-term goal, however, is the interest in world peace, which — however
difficult — can only be guaranteed through world community.
The Olympic idea is in fact part of this necessary idea of the coming world
community. If the Olympic Games suffer, the world community, without
which we will not be able to survive, suffers. If the Olympic idea dies, this is an
omen that our future dies. In this regard, did it make sense to subordinate the
long-term political interest in the future of the world to the short-term interests
of individual nations and to relinquish it in one of few places where people can
meet along the way to world community?
Also in the moral crisis of the world, which has become manifest today in
the Olympic Games, we must return to the origin of the Olympic idea itself, if
we want to seize the chance for renewal. Is the Olympic idea, which has been
continually repeated since Coubertin, capable of showing us a way into the
future? Coubertin crowned the modern Olympic idea with his conception of
the religio athletae. The religion of sports should prepare the way among all
peoples for a future world religion. Coubertin saw in this a "declaration of
trust in the future". Today trust in the future is turned into world-wide anxiety. This is the most profound crisis. For the present anxiety makes people and
nations blind to the future. Universal anxiety kills the future before it is born.
From which religious sources can the Olympic idea be reborn into new power?
2. The Olympic religion
For Coubertin the crowning of the Olympic idea by the Olympic religion was
necessary, because without the religion of the Olympic idea the dynamic, the
inspiration, and the absolute would be missing. In ancient times religion had
actually been the stimulus for the free competition of athletes. It was their
moral court and the forum for the Olympic celebration. The games were a part
of Greek religion. Religion led the way. The games followed.
In the modern Olympic idea this is reversed: religion becomes a part of the
games. It is "practised", because it is needed. The modern religio athletae has
become nothing more than an artifact.
Coubertin himself was a free-thinker and didn't want to become the founder
of a religion. Already in 1894 he called "Olympism" a "two thousand year-old
thought, which moves people today as it did in the beginning, because it
conforms to an instinct that belongs to the most vital and most noble", "a
melody" which is played again after 2000 years, "a ray of sun" which breaks
through the mists of time and shines on the threshold of the 20th century "as
the reflection of a joyous hope".
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To be sure, Coubertin took from the classic Olympic religion only the rituals
that were to his advantage: the site of the games should become a "sacred
place", a "shrine", the entrance of athletes a "procession", the Olympic Committee "a priesthood", the Olympic oath a "rite of purification", the victor's
medal, a mark of homage to the nation. Many artists had to portray the games
as a religious celebration. "In Olympia", he explained, "people gather not
only to make a pilgrimage into the past but also to make a declaration of trust
in the future. This could really be just as good as the resurrected Olympiads".
Coubertin also wanted to infuse these old and new religious rituals with a
universal, all-embracing religious "élan". With that he meant an animating
spirit, symbolized in the burning Olympic flame. For Coubertin Olympism
was more than an organization. "It is the first and essential characteristic of
old as well as new Olympism: to be a religion," he said in 1935.
As this "ode to sports" shows, the new Olympic sports were glorified as a
"gift of the gods", as "king", as "divine". Because Coubertin took over only
the rituals and feelings from old and new world religions, however, not the
gods, but the athletes, the people, the nations, and, finally, humanity itself had
to become the content of the modern Olympic religion: "Rejoice in the everresurrected humanity!"
The German mentor olympicus Carl Diem was a friend of Coubertin's and a
loyal disciple of his religious ideas. He emphasized the humanitas athletae in
the religio athletae: for him Olympism was an "idealistic-humanistic pathos",
which through the games ought to raise up human beings "splintered by many
religious confessions into a universal conception of pure humanity". Olympia
aroused true "conviction for peace" and made "world brotherhood" tangible
and visible. For Carl Diem as well the Olympic celebrations signified a "conse
cration". The Olympic Games were the "day of faith in the sacred spring of
the peoples".
Aver y Brundage, for years the president of the International Olympic Committee, made himself the prophet of this new religion in 1964 at the opening of
the 62nd annual meeting of the I.O.C. "The Olympic movement is a religion of
the 20th century, a religion with universal claims, a religion which unites in
itself all the fundamental values of other religions, a modern, exciting, vital,
dynamic religion, attractive to youth. And we of the I.O.C, are its disciples.
Here there is no injustice of caste, race, family, or money. On the field of play
everyone stands or falls according to his ability..." Are there proofs for this? In
1969 he based his Olympic religious feeling in the following: "When you
remember that 114 teams marched into the Olympic stadium in Mexico City,
in which all races, all colors of skin, every religion, every political view, in
which capitalists and socialists, royalists, fascists, and communists were represented, and all marched behind the Olympic flag in five arenas, not because
they were forced to do so, but because they themselves wanted to, then I
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maintain that this has achieved something that has never been achieved
before". (Der Spiegel, 52/1969)
There is always and everywhere such praise for the Olympic religion and for
sports as a world religion. Until now it has been neither fundamentally criticized nor deserved. Either the religious side of Coubertin's Olympic idea is
tabu in Olympic circles or it has not been taken seriously. The current crisis
over the Olympic Games, however, forces us to discuss openly this innerreligious dimension of the Olympic idea and to ask about its weaknesses and
its renewal.
3. Critique and renewal
For theologians and atheists, who are trained in the critique of religion, it is
easy to make a critique of the new Olympic religion. If we read the celebrative
speeches of Coubertin, Diem, and Brundage carefully, if we perceive the direction of the Olympic Games, then we get the impression that Ludwig Feuerbach was the ghostwriter and that Karl Marx wrote the script. This modern
Olympic religion is actually a wishful thought, a dream factory, an opiate of
the people. It is a dangerous glorification of sports and a divinization of the
games, both of which take away their humanity. Who profits from this elevation of sports and games into the hallowed, exalted level of the religious?
Certainly not those who rejoice in sports and games. This glorification profits
only those who want to exploit sports and games for other purposes. Coubertin was not proceeding from one of the recognized world religions, but rather
from religious patriotism, in order to move into religious internationalism. But
religious patriotism and religious internationalism are only religious derivatives and dubious substitutes for what the great world religions represent.
Olympism as religion is an idolatry. One can even regard religious Olympism
as a classical instance of an artificially arranged modern idolatry. The liturgical vestments of these idols are borrowed from other religions, predominantly
from the European religions. The religious symbols and rituals are not original
but second-hand. The Olympic Games are no longer set up in honor of religion; rather religion is set up in honor of the Olympic Games. The religious
feelings and energies of the masses are chained to another object. In Olympia
humanity celebrates itself, worships itself, sacrifices itself, and rewards itself. A
religion without God leads to the divinization of humanity and its ability.
Religion is never and nowhere only beneficial, rather always and everywhere
dangerous. Therefore, we have to ask the representatives of the modern Olympic religion whether, in their religious consecration of sports and games, they
haven't already killed the humanity of sports and games. To be sure, one can
answer: people need the religious. But what is left over from a religion used as
a means to an end? It is the same thing that is left over when sports is used as a
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means for political ends: it becomes lethal like everything that is humiliated
and misused.
In spite of this justified critique of the religion of Olympism there is something in the Olympic experience and in the Olympic idea that this critique does
not destroy but, far more, sets free. This is the true religious dimension of life.
I would like to describe this in terms of two phenomena:
The first phenomenon is the simple and entirely fundamental human desire
for sports, the joy over the success of athletic ability, and the luck one feels in a
successful game. Sports and games have belonged to human beings as long as
there have been human beings. Sports and games are a part of humanity. In
sports people find themselves, discover their strengths, learn their limits. They
play with their physical possibilities and shape their lives. In play one finds his
or her place in relationship to others and forms his or her community. Sports
and games have a particular meaning in making human beings human. They
have a unique dignity and meaning in themselves. What constitutes this meaning? In sports and games the athlete wants not to produce something else but
to represent himself of herself. Athletes and competitors are not technicians;
they are artists. They don't produce something that someone else can use; they
perform and display something that someone else can enjoy. "If the human
being conceives of himself as being free and wants to use that freedom, then it
is his game of activity", said Jean-Paul Sartre. This dimension is free from
ends and goals, but in meaningful competition it is the true religious dimension of sports. Sports in service of the father-land, sports in honor of socialism,
sports as the high productivity of a capitalistic productive society — this is
alienation, misuse, destruction of the fundamental human and therein religious dimension of sports. Anyone who rides ought to ride not "for Germany," but because he likes to ride and rides well. It is necessary and desirable
for the Olympic Committee to formulate the Olympic idea anew in order to
protect and to demand the humanity of sports and the freedom of the games.
The other phenomenon to which I would like to allude is the hope of freedom
which lies in the fundamental experience of sports and games and which is
rightly recognized and well formulated by Coubertin. Every religion is ambivalent: it is able to be the opiate of the people and the ferment of freedom. The
critique of the new Olympic religion makes sense if it destroys the opiate in the
Olympic religion and produces the ferment of hope. Olympia is "a declaration
of trust in the future" if the games are no longer arranged so that social
conflicts are "pacified" and that political differences are forgotten. Olympia
contains in itself a great protest potential against the economic exploitation of
people, against the racist humiliation of people, and against the nationalistic
separation of people. A world of peaceful competition, presenting mutual
recognition and friendship, is already represented in Olympic sports and in the
Olympic Games by athletes themselves. This world is an alternative to the real
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world in which we live and suffer. Aren't the Olympic Games a prelude of hope
to a good life for humanity. The games are for everyone who is able to play
and who wants to play. Olympia will become a "symbol of hope" when its
character as protest, as alternative, as prelude of freedom is raised up over
against daily life in economics, politics, and society. This is the fundamental
human desire. Olympia has a religious dimension, because in it people experience what is of "ultimate concern" to them. (P. Tillich) The Olympic religion
has to return to the elemental hope that is its own. It is necessary and desirable
that the Olympic Committee will protect this hope in freedom from political,
social, and economic misuse.
4. Olympia as alternative
The Olympic Games have fallen into crisis today, because from the beginning the Olympic idea was a distinct political idea. I see a way out of this only
when the Olympic idea is lead back to the fundamental experience of sports and
the fundamental hope in competition. From these the Olympic idea must be
reborn. In the idea itself there should be no alienation of sports and no ulterior
definition of the games. The Olympic idea has to guarantee the protection of
the Olympic experience against exploitation by other interests. The following
points seem to me worth discussing:
1. The Olympic religion will change from a hallowed, solemn glorification of
sports and from a powerless dream factory of ideals into a ferment of freedom
in this world of hostility and oppression. It expresses the fundamental Olympic
experience as a critique over against the other types of experience.
2. Public sports, particularly the Olympic world sports, are spectator sports.
They will no longer be a substitute for spectators without any athletic experi
ence but rather an inspiration for the spectators to develop their own athletic
experiences.
3. The national basis of the modern Olympic Games can no longer bear the
burden of political block-building. Patriotism no longer motivates the partici
pants, and participation no longer promotes patriotism. Wouldn't it make
sense to relate the Olympic Games more closely to the United Nations on an
organizational level? Wouldn't it make sense to finance the games from a fund
in the UN? Wouldn't it make sense to bring the Olympic Games back to
Olympia? Wouldn't it make sense to raise up and honor the athletes and not
their nations in victories? Olympia could be a symbol of hope if it could be an
event for all people and not just an event for nations, and among the nations,
predominantly the rich ones.
4. Sports and games are based on a way of life and represent a unique way
of life. The modern commercialization of public sports has turned sports into a
capacity and a commodity and thus destroyed the lifestyle of sports. Shouldn't
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the Olympic idea be in the position to lead the Olympic Games away from the
capacity and consumption mentality and link the games to a simple lifestyle,
which would be liberated from a production and consumption society? The
lifestyle of the coming world community can only be the style of a simple and
common life. Wouldn't it make sense to break the Olympic Games out of this
narrow production mentality and consumption compulsion and shape the
games into an alternative of hope?
The Olympic idea is today in a crisis situation. But this crisis is the chance
for its renewal in the spirit of Olympic hope and experience.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE OLYMPIC
IDEAL SINCE 1896

By: Dr. JEAN M. LEIPER (CAN),
University of Calgary Canada.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE OLYMPIC IDEAL SINCE 1896.
The key word in my topic is "evolution" or change. To identify the
changes in any structure one must know both the earlier and later state
with clarity. And there lies the problem. What was the Olympic Ideal, or
Olympism, in 1894-6 and what is it today? Finding the answer to this
question is complicated for several reasons:
1. There has never been an official definition of Olympism. Therefore, each
person combines various possible factors of Olympic ideas to form his own
understanding of the concept. Some definitions are broad, encompassing
many facets of sporting behaviour, and others are narrow, emphasizing only
one or two of the many possible features.
2. The Olympic Ideal is a mixture of types of ideas — philosophical, scien
tific, cultural, political and pseudo-religious. This makes it very difficult to
analyze and therefore to define or even explain Olympism.
3. It was some years before the Olympic Ideal was known to other than a
small circle of Pierre de Coubertin's contacts. Certainly the competitors in the
first three or four Olympic Games had little or no idea of any greater purpose
than the athletic contests. The term "Olympism", connoting a philosophic
base to the Olympic Games, did not come into use for some years. In 1894, in a
speech to the Paris Congress, Coubertin alluded to "Hellenic Olympism"1,
suggesting that, at that time, he saw Olympism only in relation to the Greek
athletic ideal. This suggestion is supported when, later in the same speech, he
referred to the "... Olympic idea, which has traversed the mists of the ages like
an all-powerful ray of sunlight and returned to illumine the threshold of the
twentieth century with a gleam of joyous hope"2. The sporting ideal of the
ancient Greeks has been used as a part of modern Olympism but it did not
include some of the aspects stressed today. Olympic historian F.M. Messerli
has suggested that "Olympism" has been employed with its present connota
tion only since 19123. This supports the contention that Olympism did not
exist as a fully developed concept in the early years of the Olympic Games.
4. The Olympic Ideal obviously had its foundation in the beliefs of Pierre de
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Coubertin. Although all the attitudes and beliefs which may now be seen to
comprise Olympism may have been present in Coubertin's theories at the time
of the restoration of the Olympic Games, some were not then stressed in his
speeches and writings. It is doubtful that Coubertin ever sat down and structured the tenets of Olympism before presenting them to the world. However in
1934, looking back 40 years, he contended that "Neo-Olympism" had been a
totality from the beginning when he pointed out that it was not "... an uncertain creation whose stages followed one another timidly and haphazardly"4.
He insisted that "Olympism was born this time fully-armed, like MINERVA!
— with its programme complete and its geography entire; the whole planet
would be its domain"5. The total concept might well have existed in Coubertin's mind, but he apparently did not enunciate complete Olympism to the
world at the beginning.
In spite of this the parts of Olympism were presented by Coubertin in his
speeches and writings over the years, although he never pulled them together
to present a definition. Unquestionably, Coubertin is the source for the doctrine of Olympism. By analyzing his work an explanation of the Olympic Ideal
can be developed. It would appear that Olympism, in the early years was based
on the idea that sport participation and competition should provide the performer with:
1. physical and moral development because of the exercise involved and the
discipline and control over both mind and body required during training and
competition;
2. an attitude of respect for all competitors regardless of nationality;
3. an aesthetic sensitivity flowing from the appreciation of the beauty of
movement into other areas of culture;
4. an attitude toward sport participation that could be obtained only if the
performer was an amateur who did not use sport for his means of livelihood.
The expression of these values and conditions would be an enriched life
experience which encouraged the development of a "fully integrated individual, possessing physical robustness, keen intellect and sublimity of spirit"6.
This creed might be labelled the "Golden Rule" of sport, in that it was based
on the personal values to be attained from participation in sport, under conditions inherent in the concept.
Parts of this description of Olympism are still valid today as an ideal but
other parts are not. Both the beliefs of people and their behaviours change as
society changes. The effects of economic, sociological, scientific and political
shifts cause adjustments and adaptations to be made in the ideas and systems
under which people live. Olympism has not escaped untouched. Today's sporting values are not those of 1896 and sporting behaviours reflect the new
attitudes.
If we look at each of the four pillars of Olympism mentioned earlier and
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identify the degree to which the values it represents are still widely held today
the amount of change in 85 years can be estimated.
1. Physical and moral development of the competitor through sporting
experience.
The belief that sport can improve the physical health of the performer has
increased tremendously over 85 years. Scientific investigation has substantiated this opinion. The Olympic Games have played a leading role in proving it
and in providing impetus to research in the field. Training for sport participation, whether for recreation or elite competition has reached a high level of
scientific expertise. The "running revolution" of North America is based on
exercise for health, not preparation for competition. In stressing the value of
sport in physical development, Olympism has enriched the lives of millions of
people, and in this area the evolution has been upward and onward, strengthening with the years. Olympic athletes today are expected to be the epitome
of physical health and development, even more than were their predecessors.
However, the same cannot be said for the aspect of moral development. The
idea that moral standards would be improved by taking part in sporting
competition developed in 19th century England, particularly in the schools of
the upper class. It became a basic tradition of the sport programs of all
educational institutions in countries influenced by the English. Certainly Canadian sport groups believed that the attitudes of good sportsmanship which
were based on a high moral code, and practised in games, would carry over
into other facets of the individual's life, developing a good citizen who accepted responsibility, persevered, respected his fellows and played "fair" at all
times. Today, research by psychologists and sociologists has shown that such
outcomes may occur, but only under certain sets of circumstances. The
persons most closely associated with the athlete must themselves exhibit the
desirable characteristics and reinforce such behaviours in the performer. In
other words, positive ethical development is not inherent in the sporting experience — it must be consciously taught to be achieved. Daily life does not
usually assist these learnings — Sutton-Smith and Roberts stated that "... in
games children learn all those necessary arts of trickery, harassment, ... and
foul play ... that are the most important in successful human interrelationships
in marriage, business and war"7. I am stressing children and the beginning
athlete because surely our best chance of teaching good moral standards exists
during the early years. Unfortunately, the importance that has come to be
attached to sporting accomplishments has meant that the moral training part
of the sporting experience is most often neglected by the coach and manager in
the drive to win. For example, I find it difficult to believe that the taking of
drugs by athletes is done without the encouragement, if not the direct command, of the coach. Certainly, the higher the level of competition the more the
athlete compromises sportsmanship for winning, according to a study repor91

ted by Mclntosh in his book "Fair Play: Ethics in Sport and Education"x. We
must accept that simply participating in sport will not automatically develop
good moral character, as Coubertin appears to have believed. For this end to
be achieved there must be a determined and continuous effort by all those
involved, at the possible expense of winning. The challenge of the competitive
situation is no longer an end in itself. Today's society seems to be more
inclined to applaud and award the winner regardless of his moral behaviours
on his way to winning. In this facet of Olympism the evolution has been away
from the original creed. The fault lies not in the ideal but in the aggressive
egotism of mankind and his inability to strive for personal worth instead of
worldly reward. Another contributing factor is that the most honest, sporting,
attitudes to competition used to be exemplified by the "it's only a game"
belief, which suggested a relative lack of importance of sports in the totality of
human experience. Today can we say that any elite level competition such as
the Olympics is "only" a contest? Too much, in the way of national prestige
and international politics, is attached to the result. Today, only a few teachers
still accept sport as a vehicle to develop moral character. The more common
attitude is for the manager, coach and athlete to take every advantage the rules
permit (and some they don't permit if they can get away with it) even if doing
so might be considered by purists as negative moral behaviour. I personally
feel that even strict adherence to rules is less than the moral behaviour model
expected by the original Olympism. Unhappily, I have to evaluate the evolution of this facet of Olympism to have been toward elimination. The development of moral character through sporting experiences as should be exemplified by the Olympic Games is no longer accepted by the athletes and public as
a part of the Olympic Ideal.
2. International Understanding
I believe there are two levels of possible effectiveness of this facet of
Olympism:
a. face to face contacts of athletes and coaches,
b. the effects on spectators and general populations.
Time after time the first level has been achieved. Friendships between athletes of different nations can, indeed, be established through contacts in sporting
competitions when there is no restriction on the athlete's freedom to meet his
counterparts from other countries. Although these friendships rarely make the
headlines of newspapers as do any conflicts that may occur, they are probably
much more numerous than the public realizes. This is a success of the Olympic
Ideal and has increased to the degree that the number of contestants, and
therefore potential contacts, has increased. The close supervision of the athletes from some nations has inhibited the full exploitation of this opportunity. In
spite of this, the evolution of the Olympic Village has been a great promotional
force that has permitted this component of the Olympic Ideal to grow and
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strengthen and I believe it is still a strong part of today's Olympism.
On the other hand, international understanding achieved through the Olympic Games would seem to have failed at the non-personal level. Spectators,
both on the site and watching at home on TV appear to develop such strongly
chauvinistic national attitudes that more damage than good results in the area
of tolerance or appreciation of other nations. This is further compounded by
the greatly increasing use of the Olympic festival for political manipulation,
both domestic and international. In this area not even an optimist can claim
that the Olympic Ideal has achieved its purpose. Evolution in this case has
reached a state where both athletes and the Olympic Games are being used for
direct political confrontation rather than understanding. When practice has
reached a state where it is the reverse of the philosophy we can no longer
believe that the ideal is accepted as the model for behaviour. At the nonpersonal level this facet of Olympism is weak as a widely accepted principle.
3. Sport as a part of culture.
Coubertin was convinced that sport deserved to be an important part of
culture — that sport should play as important a role as music, art and literature in the enrichment of life's quality. He felt that the Olympic Games could
lead the world to a proper appreciation of sport as culture by including cultural
contests in the Olympic Games. From 1912 to 1952 these contests existed, but
many problems caused their discontinuence and cultural exhibitions to be
substituted. The drama of the athletic events has completely overshadowed the
artistic events at most Olympic Games and today I think we must accept that
this component of Olympism has deteriorated to an ineffective level. The
possible increase of sporting subjects in visual art has not been caused by the
influence of Olympic theories, but by the search by artists for new topics. The
movement of the sporting world to more practical, result-orientated attitudes
has diminished its interest in idealistic and holistic theories that would connect
sport closely with the world of artistic culture. Evolution, in this case, has been
toward a reduced importance and influence of this factor of the Olympic Ideal.
4. Amateurism.
In the early years of the Olympic Games the stress on amateurism was based
in the belief, held by Coubertin and others, that the moral standards of the
athlete would be seriously compromised if their livelihoods depended on the
outcome of the contest — if winning or losing would carry serious financial
consequences. The professional athlete must be successful to keep his job. The
amateur can afford to retain high standards of sportsmanlike behaviour
because his competition is an advocation not the focus of earning his living.
Coubertin felt that to the amateur, participation was more important than
victory.
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The problem with amateurism has always been where to draw the line. At
the turn of the century there were few definitions and even they were hard to
apply. Gradually, more and more rules were framed to identify those eligible
for participation as amateurs. Many of these rules were not supported by
Coubertin. He did not believe that amateurism could be legislated. Amateurism
was a spirit not a rule. But the I.O.C, saw a necessity for more distinct
definitions and did its best to enclose the amateur concept within precise rules
for eligibility in an effort to support the amateur ideal and to increase equality
of competition. This trend was reversed a few years ago and the present rules
of eligibility would probably please Coubertin much more than the previous
ones. This is an area where the evolution of Olympism has moved to a narrow
position and then broadened considerably in an effort to effect changes that
would more closely reflect the state of society. The present rules are more able
to truly encompass the youth of the world without closing the door to the
financially disadvantaged.
The strength of amateurism as a tenet of Olympism is questionable. Too
many calls for "open" Olympic Games have been made by sportsmen, the
media and the public to trust that amateurism can be retained as a principle
even in its altered form. Part of the problem is the success of the Olympic
Games as the ultimate competition for the world's best performers. If the sport
has a professional category many people feel that, in the Olympics, they are
seeing only some of the greatest athletes perform, and therefore the competition is not of the highest possible calibre. To a trued advocate of the Olympic
Ideal this does not matter, but the fact that a very local group would open the
Games to professionals proves that this factor of Olympism has not been
generally understood. The number of nations and athletes who have ignored
or manipulated the eligibility rules in the past, and are still doing it today — in
spite of less rigid standards — makes it obvious that amateurism has never
been fully accepted as an integral part of the Olympic Ideal. The amateur
requirement for eligibility is probably the most widely known element of the
Olympic Ideal, but, since the advent of government financial support for
athletes, it is also the most questioned for its ability to be fairly applied.
I think amateurism is still a factor of Olympism regardless of its troubled
evolution. The shift, in 85 years, from an apparently universal acceptance of a
spirit of amateurism, to a restrictive set of rules, to a more liberal interpretation of privileges and responsibilities makes it clear that the role and quality of
the amateur ideal has never obtained widespread agreement throughout the
history of the Olympic Movement. But, this does not mean that the concept
has disappeared from the Olympic Ideal, although some may feel that its
quality has deteriorated. This is a case of evolution resulting in a truly changed
state but the principle remaining as a part of the Olympic Ideal.
How has this deterioration occurred — every person in the world involved
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in sport and in the Olympics has contributed; Every individual, every National
Olympic Committee, Sport Federation and every Athlete who signed the registration papers guaranteeing they fulfilled the eligibility requirements and lied
— contributed to it. Every person who has behaved contrary to the Olympic
ideal shares the blame.
Let me show you how you and I helped. Each of you look inside yourself
and answer honestly these questions (No one will know — but be honest with
yourself).
1. Have you ever cheated even a bit in a game?
2. Have you ever lied to a teacher, coach, manager, or parent?
3. Have you ever wished bad luck to an opponent?
4. Have you ever used a rule to get unfair advantage e.g., in Basket Ball —
intentionally fouling?
5. Have you ever — including the last few months — made uncomplimentary,
negative remarks about sportsmen of another country, race, or political
system?
6. Have you ever avoided or refused to meet, talk with, shake hands with, or
compete against an athlete of another country?
7. Have you ever suggested that athletes of other countries have less true
sporting Olympism than you do?
8. Have you ever criticized sporting Olympic dedication and attitudes of other
participants?
If you had to say yes to any one of those questions you have contributed to the
downfall, in action, of Olympism. To see how easy it is to undermine an
ideal.
It is not "they" who damage an ideal it is "we".
What can be done about this state of affairs?
If my analysis has any validity there are large gaps in Olympism today as
compared to the early period of the Olympic Movement. The question now is
— what to do about it?
— Kill Olympism?
— Find new concepts to fill in the gaps?
— Resurrect the old Olympism and organize better to educate and inculcate
its precepts?
— Continue the present state of many people supporting the "old"
Olympic Ideal and an even greater number refusing to support any part
of it or being ignorant that Olympism exists?
There is no global solution!
But if you believe in Olympism YOU must work at spreading its concepts.
YOU must do your best, individually, to educate by example and by standing
up and speaking for what you believe! Work to get on the decision-making
administrative bodies in your country.
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The education of children is our best chance — it's slow — but education
has never really been tried! Not with a concerted effort by all teachers at all
levels. Let's try it!
You are here now because you have an interest and concern about the
Olympic Movement and its philosophies. You are the future leaders of our
world of sport. You will be making decisions affecting Olympism, and what it
should, and can be more than will the lecturers now here.
For heaven's sake — don't throw up your hands in defeat — get in there and
fight for Olympism! Don't expect "them" to do it for you. The ball is in your
court — play it with courage!

The lextures at the IOA are simultaneously translated in three languages, Greek, French, English.
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Inside view of the IOA lecture hall in Olympia.

Participants are following lectures with great interest.

Participants come to the sessions of the IOA from all over the world.

The simultaneous translation ensures full understanding of the lectures.

THE NOBILITY OF OLYMPISM

by Professor Sara Staff JERNIGAN (USA)
Professor Emeritus of Physical Education
and Recreation
Stetson University, Deland, Florida, U.S.A.

It is exciting to meet here in Olympia, Greece, the original site of the Ancient
Olympic Games, to combine in a dynamic force our experiences and education
in a concerted effort to share in building bridges of knowledge, friendships and
world understanding through the study of the Olympic tenets. My specific
contribution to building these bridges is to share with you some educational
concepts on Olympism.
The more than one thousand year old history of the Olympic Games of
antiquity plus the eight decades of modern Olympic Games express man's
hope for improvement of world conditions in which he lives. This expression
of man's hope is manifested through an effort on the part of the best of his
race. This hope has been maintained through positive and negative phases,
through countless crises, and is today, twenty-five centuries later, for millions
of people throughout the world every bit as much a reality as it was during the
games of antiquity for the citizens of ancient Greece. The Olympic Games is
one of humanity's most enduring ideals and according to Roger Bannister, ExOlympian and first four minute miler, it is one of the great Leavening
Forces for good in the 20th century.
The roots of Olympism are deep and strong. 776 years before the birth of
Christ, by the banks of the Alpheus River in Olympia a young cook, on his day
off, ran a race with his friend in the grassy meadow. In 1976, in Montreal,
Canada, we again commemorated his magnificent contribution for from such
a simple beginning, our modern Olympic Games bring together all races,
creeds and nationalities for the highest level of play, competition and world
socialization.
From the time of ancient Olympic games right up to the modern games at
Montreal and Lake Placid, it was always outstanding human achievement of
the elite world athletes which stood in the foreground. But in the background
were the masses — millions of young aspiring athletes who also trained on the
play fields and in the sport arenas. So Olympism is much more than the elite
demonstrating results of excellent coaching, mental discipline and physical
conditioning. The games are one part of the Olympic Movement and another
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part is sport participation and educational development of the masses. If the
Olympic athlete in old Hellas regarded his achievement as a kind of sacrifice to
Zeus, today, the same motto, "citius, altius, fortius" symbolizes man's striving
for world achievemnt.
Pierre de Coubertin's view of Olympism which he terms the "Olympic
Idea", "is the conception of a strong physical culture based in part on the
spirit of chivalry — (fair play) — and in part on an aesthetic idea, the cult of
beauty and grace"1. Continuing further with the concept of Olympism, he
believed that sport, competition and participation in friendly strife have deep
educational values that should be available to every individual. A broader
view of Olympism would place more emphasis on participation and competition, rather than merely gaining athletic prowess. For the Olympic Games
were comprised of more than just athletic games. Coubertin was concerned,
first and foremost, with formative objectives, with perfection, ennobling and
renewing of the individual, and at the same time he aimed at a re-shaping of
society, a creation of equality — that is, equal opportunity for all people of the
world. Emphasis was put on the philosophy of the amateur — sport is play for
fun and enjoyment and not to make money. He believed that through the
avenue of friendly competition, international friendships and goodwill would
persevere and thus hopefully lead to a more peaceful world.
Pierre de Coubertin also believed that sport is a foremost factor in making
for equilibrium in the general development of the personality — equilibrium
between mind, body and spirit, between affectivity and energy, and between
the individual and group. In today's society where there is so much emphasis
on the technological and intellectual aspects of life, relying on machines for
power, and at a time when the sense of proportion has been lost, and where
distortions of all kinds are rampant, this factor for making balance, fullness
and harmony is significantly beneficial to mankind.
Last and of equally great importance, sport is striving to surpass oneself and
as such, it is essentially a moral experience.
From the 776 B.C. young citizen of ancient Olympia, who won the first
Olympic race to the Eric Heidens of our present day, you are the inheritors of
a great honorable tradition some of which you may not know.
There is a long, long line of honorable competitors — those who strove to
reach their potential under incredible odds and succeeded. After they became
Olympians many devoted their lives to teaching and developing young people, and at the same time instilling the noble concepts of Olympism in their

I. Pierre de Coubertin, "The Olympic Idea", Carl-Diem Institute, Druckerei and Verlag, karl
Hoffman Publishers, Schorndorf, Germany.
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young pliable followers. Today, I can only select a few of these Olympians to
illustrate the nobility of Olympism.
GLENN CUNNINGHAM
The year was 1936 — the place, Berlin. A young man with his heart full of
courage, named Glenn Cunningham, came in second in the 1500 meter race in
the Olympics of 1936. In the thirties, he was one of the biggest names in United
States track, a runner whose presence at a meet could draw thousands of
spectators. Few knew that in childhood, his legs were badly scarred from
massive burns he suffered in a schoolhouse fire. His scorched muscles and the
stiffness of his fire-mottled skin forced him to run many, many more warm-up
laps before a race than other milers. Cunningham's endurance and rise to
stardom in the face of pain from his scarred legs is a conquest of insurmountable odds. It was this same Glenn Cunningham who said, "My legs are the
weakest part of me; I run more from the hips up than from the hips down.
That is how it has to be — I go where my heart takes me — A handicap can be
a great blessing if you keep a strong heart".
Yes, he was a great honorable competitor!
JESSE OWENS
Jesse Owens will always be remembered for that incredible week in Berlin
when he made a mockery of Adolph Hitler's master race theory by winning
four gold medals.
He was born in Alabama, U.S.A., in 1913, the seventh child of an impoverished cotton picker, the grandson of slaves. His early childhood was spent
helping his sharecropper father, four brothers, four sisters pick cotton. When
he was nine, his family moved to Cleveland, Ohio, which was some improvement in his daily living but still difficult in the ghetto.
Young Jesse's rapidly emerging brilliance in track and field propelled him
into newspaper headlines even when he was in junior high school. After a
recordbreaking collegiate career at Ohio State University, he climaxed it all
with that fabulous Olympic performance — winning both sprints and the
broad jump, then earning his fourth gold medal as leadoff man on the victorious U.S. 400-meter relay team.
There is one little publicized story about Jesse Owens that I must tell. The
following morning after he won his two sprints, Owens competed in the broad
jump trials. In his first try, he fouled. On his second try, he fouled. "Did I
come 3.000 miles to make a fool of myself?" he asked himself bitterly. Suddenly, he felt a hand on his shoulder. He turned and looked into the friendly
blue eyes of a tall German broad jumper. In Jesse Owens' words, "He offered
me a firm handshake and said, Ί am Luz Long, I don't think we've met'. Glad
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to meet you", I said. Long said. "You should be able to qualify with your eyes
closed. Why don't you draw a line a few inches back of the board and aim at
your takeoff there? You'll be sure not to foul and you certainly ought to jump
far enough to qualify". Owens followed his new friend's advice and won the
trial. In the finals on the same afternoon, Luz Long provided the strongest
opposition to Owens. You may not know the rest of the story. Owens broke
the Olympic record by jumping 26 feet, five and one quarter inches. "Luz
Long was the first to congratulate me," Owens said. They became good international friends. Luz Long demonstrated the true spirit of Olympism — a
noble competitor!
Jesse Owens directed much of his available free time in his later life to
community service, especially youth work. His favorite project over the last
several years was an annual competition called the Jesse Owens Games,
consisting of track and field meets for boys and girls between the ages of 9 and
15, starting on a regional basis and culminating in a national championship.
Perhaps his greatest legacy is the way he used his fame in these latter years to
help steer thousands of youngsters down the right path through his working
with early teenagers and trying to instill in them the spirit and concepts of
Olympism.
Jesse Owens has made a lasting honorable place in the history of the Olympic Movement and specifically in my heart because he was my boss when I
served on the Consultant's Board of the United States Olympic Committee.
He was a prince of a man and competitor, and lived for the purpose of serving
the youth of his country. He truly demonstrated the nobility of Olympism in
all the avenues of his life.
EMIL ZATOPEK
Emil Zatopek of Czechoslovakia, the son of a poor carpenter, was the real
hero of the Helsinki games in 1952. He won the 5.000 meters, the 10.000
meters and the marathon. No man had ever accomplished this feat and it was
more startling because Zatopek had never before run the marathon in
competition.
In 1966 when Emil Zatopek attended the Sixth Session of the International
Olympic Academy, he spoke to us about his experiences in the Olympic
Games: "For me, the 1948 Olympics was a liberation of the spirit — after all
those dark days of the war, the bombing, killing and starvation. The revival of
the Olympics was as if the sun had come out. I went to the Olympic Village of
the games in 1948, and suddenly there were no more frontiers, no more barriers. Just the people meeting together. It was wonderfully warm. Men and
women who had lost five years of the full life were back again!..."
Zatopek was called "Emil the Terrible" because of his "bobbing, weaving,
clutching his torso, — he ran like a man with a noose around his neck",
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according to U.S. columnist Red Smith.
If Emil seemed part actor and part artist, he was all perfectionist, so stated
Britain's Roger Bannister. He called Zatopek the greatest athlete of the postwar period. Zatopek loved a joke. Once, in a trial heat of an Olympic race,
Emil playfully accelerated and decelerated, changing gears constantly until he
dropped back to the side of a lagging American runner and said. "Hurry up —
or you will miss the bus". Then away he went to win the heat.
Later, when he was running in the marathon and had completed fifteen
miles of the twenty-six mile endurance test, he slowed down and allowed Jim
Peters of Great Britain, the pre-favorite, to draw even with him. Speaking in
fluent English Emil said, "Excuse me, I haven't run the marathon before, but
don't you think we ought to go a bit faster?" A few miles later, Peters, unable
to keep pace with the Czech, developed severe cramps and dropped out.
Zatopek breezed to victory, breaking the Olympic record by more than six
minutes.2
Emil Zatopek is one of the greatest Olympic legendary figures and will
always be a revered hero by his nation and the world.
WILMA RUDOLPH
Wilma Rudolph, the winner of the 1960 coveted U.A. woman Athlete of the
Year Award and the winner of three gold medals in the 1960 Olympic Games,
is recognized as one of the greatest woman athletes of all time. I learned that in
childhood she was badly crippled with rickets — a devastating bone disease —
caused by malnutrition. Wilma, as a little child, watched other youngsters play
vigorously from the porch of the Rudolph's tenement shack in Clarksville,
Tennessee. Unable to believe the cruel verdict that her child would never walk
without braces and other supports, her determined Mother spent many minutes each day massaging the bent, spindly legs of her little girl. Slowly Wilma
improved and began to haltingly walk without supports — then run longer
distances each day. Finally, she gained sufficient confidence to run and play
with her friends. Wilma loved to enter all local athletic contests just to prove to
herself and to her Mother that she was as swift and as strong as others. One
day Ed Temple, track coach of Tennessee State University, and also 1960 and
1964 Olympic coach of woman's track, saw this sleek, lanky girl run in a high
school meet. He offered her a scholarship at Tennessee State. The rest of this
amazing story of a young Negro girl with a heart full of great courage and
determination is history. Today she is an elementary school teacher and devotes her time outside of school to teaching others how to run — an honorable
and noble Olympic competitor.
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BABE DIDRIKSON ZAHARIAS
In July, 1932, the team from the Employers Casualty Co., of Dallas, Texas,
won the United States women's track and field championship. The team took
first places in the shot-put, javelin throw, baseball throw, broad jump and 80meter hurdles, tired for first place in the high jump, scored a fourth in the
discus throw and failed to place in the 100-meter sprint. The team from Texas
consisted, in its entirety, of Babe Didrikson.
All by herself, this wiry little eighteen year old girl, sixth child of a very poor
immigrant Norwegian cabinetmaker, won the national team championship.
The Illinois Women's Athletic Club, represented by twenty-two girls, finished
a distant second.
Two weeks after her triumphs at Northwestern, Mildred "Babe" Didrikson
competed in the 1932 Olympic Games at Los Angeles, In the opening parade,
she wore her first pair of stockings. The next day she was comfortable again in
sweat socks and spiked shoes.
On the first day of competition, she won the javelin throw and broke the
world record. On the fifth day, she won the hurdles race and broke the world
record. In the high jump, naturally she broke another world record but she did
not win the medal. The Babe was disqualified for "diving". In those days, the
regulations specified that a high jumper's feet had to go over the bar first. The
rule has since been withdrawn. "My feet went over first", Miss Didrikson
insisted, "I'd been jumping the same way all afternoon". She had to settle for
the silver medal.
Besides her Olympic triumphs of 1932, Babe made the All-American Women's Basketball Team three times, was nationally known as a tennis player. But
her best game, after she turned professional, was golf. In the late forties and
in 1950, she won seventeen consecutive golf victories. In 1950, joining Jim
Thorpe, the greatest male athlete of a half century, the Babe was elected the
finest female athlete for the period of 1940-492.
At the age of 42, after a courageous battle, she lost her fight against cancer.
She left a brilliant legacy in the world of sport and significantly in the Olympic
Games and the golf world.
ROBERT BRUCE MATHIAS
In a little village in California named Tulare lived a sickly little boy who
suffered from anemia. Carefully watched over by his parents with a healthful
diet, sufficient rest and a special exercise program, he grew up to be tall, husky
and strong and became the best athlete in the world, married a beautiful girl
and became a rich movie actor. Ridiculous? No — it is all true!
In March, 1948, Bob Mathias was completely unknown outside of his home
state. Five months later when he represented the United States in the Olympic
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decathlon championship, Bob Mathias became world-wide famous at the tender age of 17-years.
When he won it someone asked the young star what was he going to do to
celebrate. He answered, "Start shaving, I guess". Then he turned serious and
stated, "I neyer worked so long and hard for anything in my life. I wouldn't do
this again for a million dollars".
But Mathias did do it again and again. After winning many championships
in the U.S. during the four year Olympiad period, he again returned to the
Olympic decathlon contest in 1952 and regained his world championship by
breaking the world record with more than 900 points, the widest margin in
Olympic History. Mathias then retired from athletic competition. His imprint
on sports was indelible — he had never been defeated in a decathlon competition — a noble, courageous competitor2.
FANNY BLANKERS-KOEN
Do you remember Fanny Blankers-Koen? Her pictures appeared in the local
Dutch newspapers and around the world bicycling to practise sessions with her
two little children propped in a basket which was strapped to the rear of the
wheel, and again with her children playing in a sandpit nearby while she
practised various track events. Sometimes she was seen sitting by the cinder
track with her children resting, after a hard practice session and darning her
husband's socks. She was known throughout Europe as the "flying housewife"
and her husband Jan Blankers was her coach. She was greatly loved because
she represented the spirit and unity of family life which had been disrupted
during the long, horror-filled years of World War II.
Fanny's career started when she was sixteen in 1935. Within a year she had
qualified for the Olympic team, and at the 1936 Berlin games, she placed sixth
in the high jump. The war years interrupted the Olympic Games and then in
1948 Fanny was again on the Dutch Olympic team headed for the London
games. She was entered in five events, the 100 and 200-meter dashes, the 80meter hurdles, the 400-meter relay, and the long jump. Against great odds and
a cold stinging rain during the three days of her competition, she struck gold
for four of her events. The Hollanders honored Fanny Blankers-Koen by
parading her through the Amsterdam streets in an open coach drawn by four
white horses3. She was the most brilliant track and field sportswoman of her
time. The "flying housewife" had achieved what was believed impossible — an
incredible feat at the age of 29 — a magnificent athlete and a greatly loved
competitor.
The list is long. Thousands of superb athletes have marched in the opening
ceremony of the modern Olympic Games down through the years, each with
his or her own story of self-sacrifice, determination, courage, working to
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surpass oneself, reaching for fulfillment of potential ability, striving for world
achievement, not necessarily winning but taking part in the world's greatest
sport festival — the Olympic Games.
There is a nobility in sport, a nobility developed with the character, the
greatness of the true sportsman or sportswoman; of long and difficult hours of
tedious practice; of the struggle to perfect techniques, to acquire endurance,
strength, agility, beauty and efficiency of movement; of the will to succeed in
fair competition; of the grace to win and lose with friendly spirit; of the
humility that comes knowing that one's success is the achievement of many,
not of the athlete alone but a composite of the sacrifice of family, of the wise
counsel and training of the coach and teachers, of the cooperation and heartfelt assistance of a friend or a team, of an understanding, enthusiastic, unselfish society that cheers the heart of the player and keeps his or her morale high.
The world has bequeathed to its Olympic athletes a noble place, has placed
on them a seal of nobility. With universal recognition and admiration of the
men and women in sport, there is a genuine wholehearted applause when the
game is well and fairly played, a thrill of national pride when representatives of
each person's nation compete and excel, a deep sadness when shame and
dishonor discolor the record, — as this same public applauds, they expect the
athlete to be grateful for their talents for the good of humanity. This is the
challenge to all Olympians. It is offering all that the athlete has to give that will
help to contribute to world friendship, lead to better international understanding and hopefully a more peaceful world. This is the nobility of Olympism —
its ultimate goal.
CONCLUSION
In closing , I would like to formulate a wish. "More than half of Heaven", in
the words of Chairman Mao, "is made up of women". Women are the only
minority group in the world who are in the majority. In many countries they
control more than half of the wealth — this is specifically true in the United
States. Yes — the odds are in women's favor. But why, thousands of years
advanced from the Stone Age, are women pressing to achieve something as
modest as equal status in all wallçs of life?
It is rare to find one or more women serving on the 146 National Olympic
Committees. Also, the International Olympic Committee is a self-perpetuating body of men. Although if they so desired, they could replace a man with a
woman, but this has not happened in its 86 years of existence. Therefore, a
woman has never been elected to serve as an active voting member to this
august body. The office of the Executive Director, who at the present time is
held by a woman does not have a vote.
It is timely in today's world context with women emerging as leaders
throughout the world context with women in government, business and world104

renowned organizations, to modernize the International Olympic Committee's
structure by increasing the membership so that women have equal opportunity
to serve as well as equal representation percentage-wise based on the number
of women's places available in the summer and winter games.
We, the women of the United States, and I hope in all the world, wish that
the men on the International Olympic Committee will rightfully and graciously give women the necessary opportunity to help govern equally women's
and men's Olympic affairs, and hopefully the 146 Olympic Committees will
follow the example set by the I.O.C. By so doing this would truly be humanistic Olympism in action — that is, fair play and equal opportunity for all people
of the world. If this were to happen, it would be the very essence of nobility in
Olympism.
It is with this constructive thought that I conclude my lecture.

The textures at the IOA are simultaneously translated in three languages, Greek, French, English.
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THE OLYMPIC PRINCIPLES AS
MOTIVATION FOR SPORTING
ACTIVITIES

By Dr. John T. POWELL (CAN)
Prof, of Human Kinetics,
University of Guelph

Olympism is ... a school of nobility and of moral
purity as well as of endurance, physical energy
— but only if ... honesty and sportsmanlike
unselfishness are as highly developed as the
strength of muscles.
Pierre de Coubertin. Mémoires Olympiques,
1931 edition, p. 208.
Published in the Olympic Charter of 1979 are the Fundamental Principles
upon which the whole of the Olympic Movement is based. There is one principle which is not written, and it would be difficult to do so, because it is based
upon individual integrity which concerns interpretation of the principles and
their application. The aims of the Olympic movement are:
— to promote the development of those physical and moral qualities which
are the basis of sport,
— to educate young people through sport in a spirit of better understanding
between each other and of friendship, thereby helping to build a better
and more peaceful world,
— To spread the Olympic principles throughout the world, thereby creating
international goodwill,
— to bring together the athletes of the world in the great four-yearly sport
festival, the Olympic Games.
Whilst they are simply put and, if abided by, would be adequate to ensure
goodwill and happy, viable, international, national and less elevated competition, one cannot determine individuals' reactions to rules or guidelines.
The disastrous international incidents which always assail the festivals of
modern Olympic Games, have not stopped the celebrations (except for two
World Wars) which are essential for international mixing and understanding.
In ancient times the one unifying factor in the whole of developing Greece
was the Olympic Games, held in this very vale for a 5-day period of time, where
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initially but one race took place. The important features were the meeting of
Greeks from different areas, the conversations, commerce, trade agreements,
the eating of food together, the using and confirmation of a common language, and, above all, the acceptance of each other and the building of a
tolerance to different opinions and lifestyles — all made possible through the
essence which is sport.
That is exactly why we are here, why selection through National Olympic
Committees has chosen you to come to this Academy, this ideal place of
tolerance and understanding so that together we may get to know each other
better and preserve all that the Olympic Movement means, through the application of its principles.
By what I say I am only a catylist, that is why I am privileged to speak to
you, to urge you to build — through your personal influence and effort — a
better Olympic world. You are the chemical reactors, you, the active ingredients, the movers, instigators of action for change, for continuance, for identifying what is worthy of saving, of building upon those nebulous yet at the
same time, very real principles which, each of us knows, if observed will
dignify effort and the quality of the life we live.
Olympism — although not in any dictionary — is a word used extensively
by Baron Pierre Frédie de Coubertin, and is a most adequate word which
embodies the principles which we, who maintain the Olympic idea is a lifeforce, and believe it to be adequate to motivate the behaviour of true sportswomen and men.
There are those who believe in the Olympic Games but only once every 4
years, and are delighted to see the colour, the pageantry, the contests, records
broken, the surprise results and the happiness which sweeps the athletic world
clean.
Yet there are others of us who believe, so deeply, that the Olympic principles
express adequately an attitude that they condition our way of acting in and out
of sport at whatever level, throughout life. We are often called "unrealistic",
"out of date", "idealistic", and even less complimentary words. For those of
us who are old (that is physiologically speaking over 40 years of age) we are
told we should get out of the Olympic Movement and hand over to youth.
There are also those who consider that the 20 years of Presidency of the
International Olympic Committee by the late Avery Brundage held back the
Olympic Movement and were restrictive, yet, others consider the stability he
gave and the unrelenting stands he made exactly right for those times, just as
Lord Killanin firmly stands today.
Of course times change, of course things change and often must change for
betterment, but never should be changed for the sake of change.
Do you have better, considered principles for the Olympic Movement and
for sport in general? If so, it is for you to present them to your National
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Olympic Committees and for you to discuss them freely, here in Olympia, this
home of ideas, so that your concepts will be clarified, tempered, even altered
from pre-conceived ideas through the acceptance and substitution of other
ideas, even better than your own.
Are the principles, as expressed in the Olympic Charter adequate enough to
motivate you to live by them and work for them? If so, because you believe in
the influence of sport how are you to motivate others to keep sport above
politics? Can it be done, is it right that politicians should use athletes as pawns
and manoeuver them on the chessboard of national ideology? Is sport so
inextricably interwoven with politics that there is no separation? Each of you
here is throbbing with ideas. World Olympism needs you, your vigor, enthusiasm, energy, brain power, your youth and your action. Were the emotional
and physical expressions which embody that which is the Olympic Movement
to be lost by the dominance of political influence then each one of us would
lose so much. Ideals and efforts, so worthy; sacrifices made, beliefs held would
all be questioned and substitute concepts would take their place. Instead of
joyous sessions such as this there would be only isolated pockets of action and
effort and the holistic realism of an Olympic world would be brought to ruin.
Leadership is the key which will unlock the door to let the light in. Who are
the leaders? You, and those who have wanted, so much, to come to this place
but were not chosen. You, the youth of the world, the future leaders of society
and of its values. When you speak and act you are not alone, others hear,
listen, understand, believe, then act under your leadership; then they too
become leaders. Talk, write, organise, use the radio, the television, but act. It is
of little use simply to believe — get on with the job. Your motivation is
worthy, but can you motivate others to act also?
If the Olympic Principles are enough for those who strive for an Olympic
ideal, then they are worth basing one's life upon them. The Olympic Principles
embody fair play which is primarily shown by competitors, officials and
administrators who are prepared to abide by the rules and who recognise that
beyond the written rule there is a spirit of interpretation as well as a way in
which one participates.
The International Commission for Fair Play has exemplified the concepts
espoused by Pierre de Coubertin, the founder of the International Olympic
Committee, and has expressed the Olympic Principles most clearly as being
adequate and worthy enough to apply to all sports.
Almost every year a sports organisation finds that rules for that sport have
to be altered and amended just because someone has found a way of evading
or circumventing a rule of play or conduct. What is encouraging is that international rules pertaining to the conduct of activities held in an Olympic Festival, are changed but once in a 4-year period. This is in order that all
organisations and participants will know how to interpret and what to do to
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compete on an equal footing with others.
Sports and games participation can make a uniquely valuable contribution
to Man's accomplishments but only in full accordance with the ideals of fair
play. All, (however remote the involvement) who administer sport and take
part in it, have a responsibility to see that this attitude of fairness permeates
sport in general as this can have an effect and a permanent influence upon the
everyday actions of life.
The Media:

Does the media aid or counteract the motivation necessary for fair and
principled sporting conduct? Often, "yes", through showing actual activities,
the control of them and the behaviour exhibited. One can see fouls, intentionally created situations, just as one can see excellent and delightful expressions
of fairness, good conduct, friendly rivalry; one must judge accordingly. Over
the sound waves the commentator has the duty, as well as the privilege of
interpretation for what is created is an atmosphere — one does not really
know what is happening at all, one believes or disbelieves; and one believes
just what one wishes to believe.
The quality of belief lies in education. The introduction of the Olympic
Principles into all attitudes expressed about sport and its participation, at the
earliest opportunity and of bringing children up in the worthy spirit of Olympism is a necessary way of ensuring the continuance of Olympism and the
application of its principles.
Here at Olympia:
As we take part in contests on the track, volleyball court, basketball court,
in the swimming pool, in table-tennis and in chess we will be at different levels
of ability, from different countries in mixed teams and will play, will try to
win, yet will be considerate, tolerant and helpful. None of these factors will
detract from adequate participation. Everyone will epitomise, by practising
the Olympic Principles that he or she has truly been motivated by them, that
they are worthwhile and that they have actually enabled one to take part fully,
in a spirit of amity as well as allowing the expression of skill and of enjoying
adequate exercise in the company of others, with lots of laughter and fun.
The Simplicity of Olympism:
What is so encouraging about the Olympic Principles is that they are simple,
adequately expressed and thus easily understood. What is not able to be
recorded is the willingness to abide by them ; thus the success or failure of
these principles to influence, or even to motivate people to participate in
friendly competition, relies upon individual intent. Wise educational encouragement, well-intentioned writing, unbiased judging, equal conditions, well109

understood officiating and rules of play, honest comment by radio and
through the television, a diminution of advertising of blatent nationalism and
the using of athletes as political emissaries would all help free the individual to
compete to his or her optimum level.
An unbalanced attitude towards the necessity of winning has often twisted
the pleasure of participation. The disgraceful listing of an unofficial pointsscoring system and of medals won indicates the pitting of country against
country and is wrong motivation, upsets many and discourages adequate
contest.
Of course it is good to win, it is essential to try to win — but only within the
rules and by abiding by the essence of sportsman — sportswomanship.
Were the Olympic Games to be re-considered in the light of person against
person as originally intended and not country against country as seems to be
the modern trend, then much of de Coubertin's expressed dream would come
true and the Olympic Principles could become reality throughout the realm of
Sport.
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ORGANIZATION OF CEREMONIES
XIII OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES —
LAKE PLACID 1980

By: Mr. George Chistian ORTLOFF (USA)
Chief of Ceremonies and Awards
Lake Placid Olympic Organizing Committee

I would like to begin with a short presentation of photographs of the preparations and the activities of the Ceremonies and Awards department of the Lake
Placid Olympic Games.
When that is complete, I would like to share with you some general thoughts
on the importance of ceremonies in the Olympic Games, particularly in the
context of the theme of this year's session of the Academy.
First, the slides:
Lake Placid was awarded the XIII Olympic Winter Games in 1974. Lake
Placid is a small village which — except for snow during seven month of the
year — is very much like Olympia, remote and beautiful, but still an excellent
site for the Olympic Games.
Four years of planning took place before the Olympic Flame could come to
Lake Placid, and before the flags of 37 national teams could be raised.
For the Ceremonies and Awards Department, the first task was to select a
location for the Opening Ceremony. This was not as easy as it is for the
summer Games, or for some other winter Games sites, because Lake Placid
has no stadium large enough for the crowds expected at an Opening Ceremony. At most winter events, the spectators stand, and the event is spread out.
In 1932, the Opening Ceremony was held at the skating stadium, but it is too
small for the 25.000 spectators expected for the ceremony. So, in 1976, our
committee began planning for a new — and temporary — stadium on a large
open area near the site of the summer equestrian competitions.
In 1978, the prize medal was designed and accepted. It was the secondlargest medal in the history of the modern Olympic Games: 80 mm, our only
concession to vanity.
In 1977, arrangements were completed for new musical compositions and a
600 piece orchestra and chorus to perform all the ceremonial music.
Arrangements for flags at every sport venue were made in 1978, and I
should point out that the expense of these flags at every location was enormous: over 400.000$.
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In addition to preparing for the Games, many preliminary ceremonies were
held, to celebrate the start of construction in 1977 ... for World speedskating
championships in 1978 and world bobsled championships in 1978 ... Alpine
skiing and figure skating test competitions in 1979. In all the test competitions,
the ceremonial department also rehearsed and perfected its operations.
Of major importance was the Olympic Torch Relay, which was witnessed by
over three million persons as the flame made its way to Lake Placid. Planning
began late in 1977. The selection of 52 torchbearers from more than 10.000
applicants was completed in early 1979.
Many technical details are involved in ceremonies, because at the Olympic
Games, everything must work, including the complicated design and testing of
the torches, the large flame burners and heavy, durable outdoor scenery
construction.
Designs were finished in the fall of 1979, and the 15-meter high flame tower
was installed after the first snowfall.
In January, a few weeks before the Games, all was ready, and some fresh
snow promised that the Opening Ceremony would look like the winter games,
too.
For the first time in the winter games, a symphony orchestra was used in an
outdoor ceremony, under the protection of a custom-made orchestra shell,
with plenty of heaters provided. The cellists here were very resourceful: they
cut the fingertips out of their ski gloves so they could play as well as keep
warm.
In order to provide the best reproduction of the music, revolutionary new
loudspeakers were employed. These loudspeakers can rest on the ground, so
they don't obstruct the view, they are white and are nearly invisible against the
snow, and provide the best fidelity at high volume available today.
A screen of natural trees provided an invisible staging area for more than
3.000 ceremonies participants. The propane to fuel the flame was stored here.
On the right, the orchestra shell.
On January 26, the flame was tested for the first time, and all was ready. The
following day, our delegation came to Greece, and the Torch Relay began. The
mine safety lamps were lighted and held the Flame during the flight from
Athens to the United States.
In the U.S., the flame was carried for 1600 km to Lake Placid, and ceremonies were held by every community along the way. Finally, three days early, it
arrived in Lake Placid.
Meanwhile, our department was conducting ceremonies welcoming each
team to the Olympic Village. These ceremonies were conducted each morning
for ten days until all the teams had arrived.
Also, decorations were installed at every venue, including national flags.
The final touches — such as the red carpet — were placed on the morning of
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the Opening Ceremony, and the hostesses-took their places as the dignitaries
entered the presidential box. The Olympic Games were about to begin. The
next few pictures are self-explanatory, as the athletes parade into the stadium.
After the teams were all in place, the Olympic Flag was carried in, escorted
by eight Arperican Olympic champions of both summer and winter Games. As
the Olympic Anthem filled the air the flag was raised... and the 2.000 doves
were released. Then came the Mayor of Innsbruck, with the flag which is
passed from city to city. Skaters representing Austria and the United States
presented a short demonstration as the mayors and their bands left the
stadium.
The Olympic Flame was carried into the stadium. The torchbearer had been
selected by all the torchbearers who had carried the flame in the U.S. Now we
see many views of the moment of the lighting of the flame...
When the flame was lighted, the cauldron was raised to the top of the tower,
so that it would be visible from every sport venue, even those 13 miles away.
To dramatize this moment, an original composition was written based on
Pindar's "Olympian VII" ode, and sung by 400 voices accompanied by the
symphony orchestra.
Then the flags of all teams advanced for the final element of the ceremony:
the oath. Afterward, the skaters performed again, the chorus and orchestra
performed the "Ode to Joy" from Beethoven's Ninth Symphony as recommended by Pierre de Coubertin, and overhead, 45 hot-air balloons joined the
celebration.
The largest ceremony was over, but our department had much more work to
do. At the venues, we had to maintain the festive decorations, which were
always in danger of being stolen for souvenirs. As the competitions continued,
it was necessary to check the decorations and keep them fresh for the benefit of
the spectators and the television audience. This alone required the services of
40 persons during the course of the Games.
Everything was decorated, even the scoreboards.
Each evening, the medals were presented, and as directed by the President of
the I.O.C., Lord Killanin, the music for the Victory Ceremonies was performed by a live band, of 50 pieces.
The flag handlers had been training for three months to perform their job
with pefect dignity and protocol.
Only the medals for figure skating and hockey were presented in the ice
arena. All other Victory Ceremonies were conducted in a departure from
previous practice, at a special outdoor site, at 19.30 each evening. They concluded every night with a spectacular fireworks display, and the event was free
to an unlimited number of spectators. The largest crowd was over 10.000, and
more than 60.000 persons attended at least one victory ceremony.
At last, our work was almost ended. Because of the extreme cold normal to
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Lake Placid on a winter night, the closing ceremony was held indoors, at the
ice stadium.
The Flame was brought indoors just before the ceremony and did not burn
at this location at any other time. Because the ceremony prescribed by the
Olympic Charter is very brief — only about 15 minutes — some additional
entertainment was provided for the audience before the athletes entered. Lord
Killanin gave some inspiring remarks about the necessity for the Olympic
movement to contribute to mutual understanding in the world, and these
words were received with long and sincere applause. At last, the Olympic Flag;
was lowered, and was escorted from the arena by the 52 torchbearers. The
flame was extinguished, and a big celebration began which lasted most of the
night.
Innovations in Ceremonies at Lake Placid

During the XIII Olympic Winter Games, the ceremonies were conducted
according to the Olympic Charter, with some significant innovations in the
practices, music and setting. These innovations are outlined below:
I. Victory Ceremonies
A. Location — Lack of a "main stadium" as described in the Charter, and
the unsuitability of the ice arena as a substitute, because of the impracticability
of stopping the contests (figure skating & ice hockey); the single-mindedness of
such audiences and the difficulty for friends, relatives or team-mates to gain
access during sold-out events, led to the selection of a separate Victory
Stadium.
The Victory Ceremonies, except for the sports actually contested in the ice
arena, were held at the Victory Pavilion on the shores of Mirror Lake.
The frozen surface (.6 meters of ice) provided accomodation for more than
10.000 spectators, standing around the Victory Pavilion on three sides.
B. The Olympic Flame — The Olympic Flame was incorporated into the
Victory Ceremonies through the participation of the 52 torchbearers who had
carried the flame in the United States. The torchbearers, each holding a burn
ing torch, comprised an honor guard forming a double row between which the
medalists processed to the Victory Pavilion.
C. The Olympic Hymn — To announce the beginning of each evening's
Victory Ceremonies, the Olympic Flag was raised, and the Olympic Hymn
played by a 50-piece band. This version was an abbreviated (2-minute and
30-second) arrangement.
D. Free Admission — No tickets were sold, and no fee was charged for
spectators at the Victory Pavilion. The maximum attendance was estimated to
have been 10.000 persons. This free event was very popular and created a good
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feeling among the thousands of persons who were unable to buy tickets to the
other events during the evening.
II. Olympic Torchbearers: Selection and Duties
A. Small Number — Economics of the Organizing Committee dictated a
small number of torchbearers, because of the expensive unit costs of torches,
uniforms, etc. Selection, from among 225.000.000 U.S. citizens, to such a small
group, would automatically be a greater distinction.
B. Selection Criteria — "The Whole Man" concept from ancient Greece:
equal development of body, mind and spirit. The question was, could we find
such men and women among competitive and recreational runners? The ans
wer far surpassed our most hopeful expectations.
*
C. Geographical Representation — Economics and time again dictated that it
would be impossible to relay the Olympic Flame through all the 50 States of
the U.S.A. However, nationwide participation (and publicity) was produced
by selecting one torchbearer from each State (50), one from the federal district
of the nation's capital (Washington, D.C.) and to please the host city's cit
izens, on from Lake Placid.
D. Early Selection and "Ambassador" Role — The selection process began 18
months before the Games. Final selection was made 10 months before the
Games. Thus, for 10 months following their selection, each torchbearer
served as a "good-will ambassador" of the Lake Placid Games in his/her
home city and State. Thus, the word was spread about the torch relay and the
Games, in parts where there are no winter sports, and in places which would
not be touched by the actual relay.
E. Educational Program — Torchbearers spoke to groups (adults and
schools) for 10 months. During the relay itself, off-duty torchbearers prece
ded the Flame speaking in schools and community clubs. A school curriculum
was distributed three months before the Games in cities along the relay route,
and schools were invited to select "escort" runners on the basis of participa
tion in the Olympic education curriculum.
F. Olympic Candles — In many cities, special commemorative candles were
distributed, which were lit from the Olympic Flame at the time of the arrival
ceremonies. Use of a candle prevents the flame from burning after the Games,
but "spread the spirit" at the time of the Flame's passing. The candles are kept
as souvenirs.
G. Duties during Games — The torchbearers remained in Lake Placid dur
ing the Games. Duties included mingling with spectators and continuing the
education program in an informal way; honor guard at Victory Ceremonies;
and escort for the Olympic Flag at Closing Ceremony.
H. Expenses — Each torchbearer paid his/her own travel expenses to the
start of the relay and home from Lake Placid, but was provided food and
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lodging in Lake Placid at the expense of the Organizing Committee. Food and
lodging on the relay route was provided by each host community as a
donation.
III. Music
A. First Symphony Orchestra at Winter Games — For the outddor Opening
Ceremony, a symphony orchestra performed, raising the possibilities for qual
ity and range of music to be performed. Results were very good.
B. "Hymn to the Sacred Olympic Flame" — An original composition was
created to herald the arrival of the flame, and accompany its procession
through the stadium. Words were taken from Pindar's Olympian Ode VII.
Could be adopted as traditional official music for lighting the flame, if desired.
C. National Anthems — Despite previous accepted practice of using "abbre
viated" National Anthems, all performances of national anthems were full,
although repeated verses were cut.
IV. Olympic Flame
A. Moveable Flame Tower — A low stadium, in a naturally low part of the
community dictated a need to elevate the Olympic Flame for visibility. Howe
ver, we desired not to obstruct or clutter the design of the permanent structure
with temporary steps leading to the top. At some risk of the effect being
undignified, the tower was designed so that the flame cauldron would be
lighted near the bottom, then mechanically elevated to the top. The effect was
both dignified and dramatic.
B. Use of Liquid Propane Torches — Low temperatures prohibited the use of
gas-burning torches, so they were designed to force the liquid propane directly
into the burning chamber without gasification. This was only done in the
hand-held torches. The main Olympic Flame was fueled with gasified propane.
V. Cannonades
Rather than use cannon, as called for in the Charter, because of the military
overtones thereof, we used aerial salute shells from fireworks repertoire. These
proved very effective and were actually louder than cannon could have been.
The Olympic Flag flew at every venue during the Games, alongside the flag
of the organizing committee, and we were very proud to see them both, but if I
may make one personal comment, the proudest moment for me was in Athens,
on the day the flame was presented to us at the Panathenean Stadium, as we
from Lake Placid saw our organizing committee flag flying in the shadow of
the Acropolis. It was then we knew that we were part of the Olympic tradition
and heritage, and we in Lake Placid will always remember what an honor —
and a responsibility that represents.
(End of Slide Presentation)
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It is that sense of responsibility which brings me here to the International
Olympic Academy, to share with you a few thoughts formed during the four
years I worked on the ceremonies of the XIII Olympic Winter Games.
One of my staff members made a remark during our planning which I would
like to repeat here: "If the sports competitions are the heart of the Olympic
Games, and the athletes are their lifeblood, then the ceremonies must be the
soul of the Olympic Games".
The ancient Games here at Olympia began with an oath taken in the Altis.
The prizes were given at the Temple of Zeus. Both of these ceremonial — as
distinct from competitive — events took place separate from the playing field,
symbolizing the important relationship of the Games to the Gods. This separation, I think, emphasized that the oath and the prizes were not just part of
the competitions, but that through them, the competitions were part of the
greater life and philosophy of the entire Greek culture.
In the same way, the ceremonies of the modern Games emphasize the
relationship of the competitions and the competitors to the greater concept —
as expressed through the traditional rituals of the ceremonies — of Olympism.
Olympism, as is true with every other philosophical movement, can be
taught and practised, but must also be celebrated. I believe this is the true and
proper purpose of the ceremonies.
The ceremonies have been developed, have evolved, with contributions from
many unremembered persons, but with particularly significant contributions
from Pierre de Coubertin himself, and from Carl Diem (who was the driving
or inspirational force behind the innovation of the Torch Relay, among the
other things for which he is remembered).
It was mentioned yesterday that "Olympism" is hard to define and thus not
in any dictionary. This distinction which sets Olympism apart from other
philosophies is also apparent when one attempts to plan Olympic ceremonies.
One soon realizes, or should, that an Olympic ceremony is not definable in
terms of any other kind of ritual or ceremony, and thus presents the challenging problem of its proper presentation, proper in that it celebrates and represents in music, choreography and text, the essence of Olympism itself.
Olympic ceremonies are not religious services, although they must be solemn
and joyous, as religious ceremonies are. Olympic ceremonies are not circuses,
although some well-meaning Olympic ceremonies directors have on occasion,
conducted them as such. Yet they must contain certain elements which are
primarily entertaining.
No, the ceremonies of the Olympic Games are something quite different
from any other modality of productions. First, they are the single type of
ceremony in the world today which are of meaning to the whole world. People
who are divided by geography, religion and political ideologies are united in
the Olympic movement. And so, the Olympic ceremonies, with the greatest
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audience (900.000.000 people watched the Lake Placid Opening Ceremony,
according to television estimates) and a universal appeal without rival, are the
only "worldwide" celebrations or rituals.
As a television producer, an amateur actor, and a writer, I have always
believed that ceremonies must at least symbolically do something, (e.g. a marriage ceremony makes a man and a woman husband and wife, or a coronation
ceremony makes a person the king or queen) and when I began to plan the
Olympic ceremonies of Lake Placid, it was with this concept in mind.
The object of the Olympic ceremonies is the athlete. If something is done
during the ceremony, it must be done to the athlete(s). Thus, the flag is raised
and the flame lighted not only to signal the Games' opening, but to set the
stage with the two major symbols of the Olympic movement for what I believe
is the most important act, and the only one dating from the ancient Games: the
oath.
With the taking of the oath, I suggest, the oath, the taker and all the
competitors in whose name he speaks, become "Olympians." That, in the logic
of symbolism, is the functional essence of the Opening Ceremony.
The function of the Victory Ceremony is obvious, and carries with it the
admonition handed down from the ancient Games that the prize (despite the
cost of gold and silver today) is essentially valueless and that the performance
is the true value in which the competitor should be proud.
The function of the Closing Ceremony is a little more esoteric, but if we are
to complete this exercise in rationale, we must look for it. I suggest, and I
designed the closing ceremony at Lake Placid in this context, that the Closing
Ceremony acts on everyone who wishes to subscribe to the philosophy of
Olympism, including all the spectators.
In the Closing Ceremony the flame, the symbol of the spirit of Olympism, is
released and extinguished. But its message is commended into the hearts of all
who have seen its work manifest during the celebration of the Games. Thus, in
Lake Placid, we wrote a piece of original music for the dying of the flame, the
words of which conclude as follows:
"O stars above, we now return this flame,
But it will always burn,
Here in our hearts,
Where dreams are dreamed and dreams are
won".
1980 International Olympic Committee
In this text, we complete the circle of symbolism, concluding the Games, but
leaving behind not only the memories of valiant efforts and good sportsmanship, but also the suggestion of the fact that what the world has witnessed at
the Games can be a source of inspiration to all mankind.
In this respect, I have three suggestions to make regarding the symbols of
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the Olympic movement, in the hope that if adopted by the International
Olympic Committee, they will perpetuate the best results of the Olympic
ceremonies themselves.
These suggestions involve the Olympic Flag, the five interlocking circles
themselves, and the Olympic Anthem.
One of the most difficult duties I had as Chief of Ceremonies and Awards,
was telling people who inquired at my office that they were not permitted to fly
the Olympic Flag, and that in fact it was illegal for anyone to manufacture the
flag, except for a National Olympic Committee or an organizing committee of
an Olympic Games.
It was also my duty to inform musical groups that I could not provide them
with music for the Olympic Anthem because it was not published nor was it
permissible to perform it except at the Olympic Games and certain prescribed
functions at other times.
These persons who wished to fly the Olympic Flag or perform the Olympic
Anthem were not trying to commercialize these symbols. Rather, they wished
to honor and express their own support of the Olympic movement.
In my country, because the Olympic Anthem is restricted in its use, most
people think that the television theme which identifies ABC-TV's Olympics
programs is the Olympic Anthem. When they hear that piece of music, they
instantly identify it with the Olympic Games. When, if ever, they hear the
Olympic Anthem, they don't identify it with anything, because they don't even
recognize it.
If the Olympic movement wants to promote its ideals and its philosophy, I
suggest that it must not only have symbols, but that it allows them to be used. I
don't suggest wholesale, unlicensed manufacture or publication; and 1 share
the concern for ensuring their tasteful use.
For instance, the five interlocking rings or the Olympic Flag could be dis-·
played in every gymnasium in the world, not to imply that the International
Olympic Committee operates the facility, or sponsors it, or anything official
about it, but to symbolize the belief of the men and women training there in
the noble aims of Olympism.
I suggest that the International Olympic Committee allow the National
Olympic Committees to license competent manufacturers in their countries or
select competent state-owned manufacturers facilities, to produce the Olympic
Flag for general public and private use.
I suggest that the same type of arrangement be permitted for pins and
patches and wall decorations in reproduction of the five interlocking rings, for
general public use on personal clothing, and for use in sports facilities as
decoration.
Nothing in these two suggestions is meant to degrade or dilute the meaning
of these symbols. Just as national symbols are used primarily for unofficial
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expressions of loyalty and patriotism by individual citizens, so too would the
Olympic symbols then be used. Those of you here who believe Olympism is a
philosophy worthy of the students you teach would be able to point to the five
rings as an expression and reminder of that philosophy, and also as an inspiration of the ultimate goal of physical training, to participate in the Olympic
Games.
And the Olympic Anthem ought, I suggest, at least be permitted in the
repertoire of concert bands, orchestras and choruses.
Regulations would still be required to prohibit unauthorized use or commercialization, but I suggest in summary that such regulations would be much
more desirable than the blanket prohibition which exists now and which truly
disappoints many people whose interest in these symbols is one of the most
positive pieces of evidence of support for Olympism.
In short, these suggestions I make are in the following context: at present,
the symbols indicate that the place in which they are seen is an official part of
an Olympic function, that they are used because the I.O.C, or N.O.C. has
"handed them down" to the user. The proliferation of the symbols so that
anyone can express his or her support, admiration, or sense or belonging,
would result in their appearance having a different meaning, one of the people
of the world "handing them up" to the Olympic movement as a sign of their
belief in something which offers hope to the world, something which is good
for the world, and that, I believe, will be good for the Olympic movement.
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RELATIONS BETWEEN THE PRESS
AND OLYMPISM

By: Mr. Victor BANCIULESCU (ROM)
Professor of Philology and Journalist

In the course of my numerous journeys around the world, because of my
career of sports journalist I have often imagined myself as a modest spondophoros of other times whose task it was to announce the dawn of the Games to
the world, to plant the seeds of a sacred peace, to start the pilgrims off on their
long march. However simple this métaphore might seem, however idealised its
mission, the true sports journalist will always be able to find the noble function
of his profession, in the context of modern life and in the speech of our day. If
he has chosen his profession in good faith and in all freedom and if he has not
by chance failed, then he must have a clear view of a job founded on a sense of
humanity and on à professional conscience.
I am trying to talk to you from the sports journalist point of view,,with pride
and admiration for the daily work which they do, praising them when they are
anchored in constantly changing current events and criticising him sometimes,
for the concessions which they make to bad taste, which in itself is no less
fleeting. The sports press in the present day sense of the word is a sort of alter
ego for very wide circles interested in the sporting phenomenon.
Every day millions of people see through the eyes of journalists, thrill at
their reports and make choices based on their reading of the dailies. Such a
capacity of substitution, such confidence, such power of influencing others,
gives the press man a mission of incredible geographic and spiritual size, with a
truly apostolic flavour.
Of course it would be an exaggeration to view today's sports journalist as a
preacher who holds in his hand the ABC of physical exercise. In our day, on
the contrary, claims are constantly made on his attention by the breaking of a
record, by the tribulations of a star, the drama of an unexpected result and by
so many factors which have nothing to do with teaching. But why not admit as
well, that there were times when sports journalists did act as teachers in this
field. There was an age of pioneers, who bring honour to the profession of
writers. These comments make it necessary for us to take a brief look at a
relatively young profession.
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I personally, if 1 may be allowed to say so, have arrived in Olympia, very
moved by a festive occasion in 1980, the Romanian press celebrated its centenary. By lucky coincidence the first sports publication to appear in Bucarest in
1880 was entitled "Sportul" (Sport) — exactly the same title as the one on the
front page of the paper for which I write. It is true that the magazine of a
hundred years ago dealt mainly with horse racing and did only preliminary
work on the mysteries of the rules and terminology of modern sports. This was
in any case normal — because how can you convince a lot of young people
used to playing with all sorts of round objects that they could equally well play
with an oval ball, or that instead of taking a ride on the high and uncomfortable velocipede they could achieve far better results on a machine with two
equal sized wheels.
The 19th century is unanimously held to be the century which gave birth to
modern sport. What manuals of the history of sport (which are rather rare in
any case) rarely say and almost never stress enough, is the immense role which
the press played at this birth. It is probable that the universal nature of sport as
we understand it today, would not have been possible without modern
methods of diffusion. The philosopher Ortega y Gasset felt "moved and gave a
planetary dimension to the fact that a man could come from Calcutta in order
to play tennis with a man from Barcelona. How much more wonderful is it to
consider that a reader of a newspaper, no matter where, can understand at a
glance a report with the figures l:o and can immediately ask "who scored the
winning goal?" This is of course due to the universality of the round ball but
also to the penetrating force of the written word. Would it be possible today,
without universally acceptable means of communication, to have 146 National
Football Federations? Without the press, who would be able to manipulate
this language, which any man can understand and assimilate immediately,
directly and instantly, who would be able to master a similar esperanto which
brings people closer and produces invisible solidarity? There is no doubt that
the existence, all over the world, of the same scale of values (where figures play
an important part) has insured that sports information has a constant anil
universal nature.
Let us not forget that Ancient Greeks, to whom we fell so close in spirit,
here in Olympia have over the centuries needed the wheels of the chariot to
spread sports art throughout the widespread world of the Greek cities. In our
day we have needed homing pigeons, telegraph posts and wirelesses to enable
the wonderful seeds of sport to grow, bit by bit, throughout the world.
At the beginning of the 19th century in its native land, England, modern
sport attained dimensions which made it not only a subject of conversation,
but also one of contemporary newspaper comment. Furthermore specialised
magazines began to appear with names such as "Sporting Journal" or "Sporting Chronicle". On the other side of the Ocean, an even greater taste for sport
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and for outdoor recreation perhaps as a popular reaction to the puritanism of
the times — brought sport to the notice of public opinion. It is said that the
"New York Tribune" of the Summer of 1886 gave up no less than 500 columns
to the subject of sport. Ten years later the famous William Randolph Hearst of
the American press, inaugurated a custom which was quickly accepted by the
entire press, which was to publish a daily page in the "New York Journal"
entitled "In the World of Professional and Amateur Sports". This is how the
sports pages of the dailies were born. But there were also specialised publications in America in the old days, both weeklies and monthlies such as the "American Canoeist", the "Bicycling World", the "Ball Players Chronicle" and "Archery
and Tennis News". If we come back to Europe we can see, in France for
example, the increasing importance of the sporting press initially thanks to the
publications on two wheeled travel, the velocipede and the "little queen", the
bicycle. In the cradle of the press in France, well before "L'Auto" and its well
known successor "L'Equipe" turn of the century publications were called
"The Illustrated Velocipede", "The Cycle", "The velocipedists' Journal"
"The Velo" etc.
If at that time the written word played a determining role in the spread of
sports throughout the world, it is no less true that the profusion of sports
publications might also have had a negative effect in a certain way. At a given
moment, the number of articles no longer served as propaganda for the open
air movement and created fewer sportsmen and more spectators. It is interesting that a sports historian has said about France starting with the premise that
France has a developed and widespread sports press — that "the Frenchman is
interested in sport intellectually" and that he has become therefore more "a
reader of sport". Was not the silent Finn, Nurmi, to say later on that "television has transformed people into armchair athletes"?
In spite of these effects, relations between the press and sport have remained
very close up to the present day and operate on a basis of undestructible
reciprocity. In "The Meaning of Sport" Michel Bouet believes the press to be
one of the main factors in the expansion of the most noteworthy aspects of
modern sport: performance, records, and the continuous wish to reach
beyond. Such facts and data could not be universally known without modern
methods of diffusion, especially in a field which is subject to "a numerical
fetish" by announcing results, and centralising comparisons which are kept up
to date (classifications, ranks) and which it makes public well before the
administrative organisations and the federations do so, the press stimulates the
sports movement, playing an almost active role in its progress and always
seeming to be asking the spurring question "who has more to offer?" Furthermore, aware of its effect and two-way benefit the press not only creates but
also exploits the climate of uncertainty so typical of competition sports — the
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hazardous atmosphere of competitions, the suspense at match finals, the struggle for promotion, or to avoid relegation.
Amongst all our professional colleagues, drama, music, art and cinema
critics are those who envy us most. Usually they are dealing with a sedentary
public whom the critic requires to be introspective to meditate and to reflect.
The exact opposite is true in the case of the sports reporter who is writing for
people living in an active environment even if they are not themselves very
dynamic and whom he requires to be extravert, expansive, to make comparisons, to guess and forecast. A very well known Romanian novelist and playwriter, Camil Petrescu, (1894—1957) who in 1937 published a sports magazine
entitled "Football" and subtitled "Weekly review in order to teach 'fair-play'
in sport, art, literature and social life", made a similar comparison when IK
says "In the theatre everything is illusion: strings, imitation, clichés. Whoever
reads the programme knows in advance that the actor will die and rise again
for the curtain call. In sport (with the exception of rare cases when the audiences' good faith is betrayed) everything is to come. No one can foresee anything
at all. The event is unique. It is not acted out according to a written text. One
blow from a fist and the champion is floored to the astonishment of the
audience. No one knows whether he will remain there, or get up immediately
and in turn floor his opponent for good. This is something which neither the
administrators nor the referees nor the judges know. It is all absolutely in the
future with all its real unknowns and all its consequences.
In the historic marriage of sport and the press, in their long alliance which
has helped physical activities to make a place for themselves within a frequently hostile society, the first sports journalists were drawn from the most
zealous followers of the sports movement. Many a Frenchman of letter recognises with undissimulating pride that he was part of the sports section of some
obscure newspaper at its very beginning, where he led an active life in an
environment which was never dull and where he learnt to write dynamically.
Today in Romania we see an almost inverse situation. Famous poets and
novelists now and again leave the intimate atmosphere of their studies (the
ivory tower is no longer in fashion) not only to go to matches and competitions but also to write weekly articles on sport in all sorts of publications. And
I assure you that there is far less harshness in the imagined and stylised duels
of literature than in those practised in the field of sport by these literary
figures.
Alexander Rost ( i n his Weltrekord als Ware — The World Record as a
trading commodity) concludes trenchantly "Sport should be grateful to the
press no less than the press to sport!" On the well known grounds thai the
spectator of sports needs to check or pit his own opinion against that of the
reporter, he concludes that the press has used this need to full advantage
considerably increasing its circulation. The author gives the example of a West
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German newpaper "Bild" which at its very beginning had an unhoped wish for
printing of one million copies, when the FGR's football team won the World
Championship in Berne in 1954. One is also aware of the case of the trench daily
"L'Equipe" whose circulation goes up enormously during the "Tour de France". I
would also add our own newspaper "Sportul" (Sport) of Bucharest which reached
a record circulation of 600.000 copies on the day after a decisive football match
won by the Romanian team which qualified it for the finals in the world
championship. The fascination of exceptional performances takes sport to the
front pages of all political publications. The journalists talent lies in knowing how
to present sport as an 'interesting item' and to awaken the readers' curiosity and
understanding.
We often see the opposite phenomenon — sport from a different aspect which
fascinates journalists. 1 remember the extraordinary impression which Nadia
Comaneci had on a British columnist of the stature of Frank Taylor, who was
entirely preoccupied with football and who suddenly became interested in
gymnastics taking a plane to Fort Worth Dallas, to commentate on a gymnastics
event, instead of following an important match in the England soccer
championships! I think generally that in a confrontation between the sports press
and the beauty of the sporting act, it is the press which is conquered. In the last
few years we have lived through amazing consequences of this fact. The
splendour of track and field, swimming and gymnastics events, which formerly
held a very small place has led to a great movement towards all sports in the
Brazilian press in spite of the crushing supremacy of football.
But can we find a common denominator in the relation between Sport and
Press? Of course the press has always encouraged Sport even when it did so
clumsily. Alexander Rost adds with humour that "The Press has often helped
sport not to limp, not to fossilize but as for jumping — Sport has to jump by
itself". We see here a tendency to stress the autonomy of the two sides. A
disappointed idealist might add that in certain parts of the world the press has put
itself at the service of money, of spectacle sports and of the sports industry,
following the rules of that exclusive world, instead of following one's natural
impulse as a lover of physical activity, to serve the noble cause of the dissemination of sport. Did Edward Seidler not say that the history of the relations
between sport and the press is... a love story? I suggest therefore that you move
the framework of this love story to its most well known and often most
controversial place — the Olympic World. We will then see all the classic stages
which lead to marriage. The first shy steps, the reticence at the beginning, the
unknown, distrust, the discovery of things in common, the first thrill, promises,
affection...
The father of the modern Olympiads, Pierre de Coubertin was not very kind to
the press. As early as 1930, listing the ills of the world he named the press as
being among those responsible for these ills. Furthermore he explicitly tlec125

lared that he did not wish to revive the games, for the benefit of the press, for
the cinema or for trade. Wishing to preserve the purity of the Olympic Movement to transform it into a springboard for the betterment of humanity, Pierre
de Coubertin did not thing in terms of support from the press. It was a time
when the servants of the daily press did not besiege the gates of the Games as
they do today. To give you the flavour of the time I will read you an official
announcement by the Chamonix post office in 1924 — the first year of the
Winter Games. "We must arrange not only for a motorcar, which could take
the telegrams to Annecy in case of a catastrophe, but also for two or three
motorcycles". The post office in Chamonix was proud of having installed... six
telephone lines!!! Here are two useful figures which will give a better idea of
size. At the next Winter Games, in 1928 in Saint-Moritz, 330 journalists were
accredited. Forty years later in Grenoble there were 3.152 accredited
journalists!
Relations between the press and the Olympic Movement — were reanimated
only after the Second World War. Circumstances were propitious. The Olympic Games increasingly acquired a universal nature. The four-yearly festival of
world youth, began to move forward and to interest public opinion. It was for
the press to awaken this interest. The development of communications reached
a peak of sports. Huge Radio networks were added to the written press and
the widespread use of this apparatus brought every time into the home which
before had to be sought outside — including sport. As the stripped image
reached the spectator on television the responsibility of the written press
increased enormously. The press then felt a need to analyze the events and to
present them in greater depth than the superficial view which the reader
already had on the little screen. The press had to take an attitude since it
formed opinions.
However, the proliferation of all kinds of information, which was often
unchecked and collected by people who had no connection with sport, as well
as a strange kind of false competition caused a lot of harm. This was a time
when Avery Brundage, President of the International Olympic Committee,
looking for a modus vivendi, declared "Modern sensation seeking journalists
have seized on the Games, have exaggerated the importance of competition
sport and have overstressed records and national rivalry, generally ignoring
the true noble and idealistic aims of the Olympic Movement". The charge was
severe and partly deserved. But this outburst was in time to cause a review of
the practical attitude to the press.
The time was propitious and felt by everyone. I remember that the Romanian Olympic Committee decided, in 1956, to publish a bulletin (modelled on
the one in Lausanne) and also to set up a press bureau in order to be able to
supply at source information on the Olympic and sporting movement in Romania. Here was a sign of renewal.
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In September 1957, during the Sofia Session, the International Olympic
Committee decided to create the post of "press attaché" in order to give
journalists authorised information on Olympic questions. Two years later in
1959, the I.O.C, recognised the International Sports Press Association (ISPA)
and included it on the list of organisations with an Olympic standing. In a
conciliating spirit Avery Brundage even spoke of the ISPA as an association
which might "sometimes be useful to the I.O.C." These reservations were
obviously not to the journalists' taste. This is why during the next season in
February 1960 in San Francisco, probably overbiding, Avery Brundage suggested that a prize be awarded for the journalist who would write the best
article in the defence and for a better understanding of amateurism and Olympism. If up to now we have heard nothing of the awarding of this prize, it is
either due to our lack of documentation, or to the fact that in his harsh crusade
to safeguard the idea of amateurism, Brundage had more opponents than
followers in certain parts of the press.
In June 1962 in Moscow, the I.O.C, adopted a decision that each session
would be followed by press conferences and that the chairman would always
take part in these. This habit has remained and had provided an absolutely
essential bridge between the two sides, thus making mutual understanding
easier. Another step forward was made in Rome in April 1966, when Lord
Killanin proposed that an IOC subcommittee for press and public relations be
established. At the end of 1967, beginning of 1968, Monique Berlioux, a
former Olympic competitor in swimming and a journalist took on the task of
publishing the Olympic Review and of dealing with information and public
relations. As a director of the I.O.C., Madame Berlioux systematically increased contacts with the press, from periodic communiqués to official identity
cards. From a strictly administrative point of view 1968 was a very important
year because specific rules were adopted for the accrediting of journalists at
the Olympic Games. Furthermore in this key year in the relations between the
press and Olympism, the first journalist received "The Olympic Diploma of
Merit". This was Vernon Morgan, the well known editor of the British Reuters
Agency, who delighted us here eleven years ago, with his lecture on "The pen
and the Sword". His name was followed on this splendid board of the Olympic
press, by those of the Spaniard Andres Merce Varela and the Frenchmen
Gaston Meyer and J.K. Brisson, all of them acclaimed lecturers at this
Academy.
We can also mention the election as President of the I.O.C, in 1972 in
Munich, thus happily closing the circle — of "one of us" — Lord Killanin, a
well known Irish journalist who had worked for years on the "Daily Herald"
and the "Daily Mail". This event was well liked and soon the press itself
returned the compliment in Dublin in April 1975 by declaring Lord Killanin
an honorary member of the ISPA.
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Leaving aside the ups and downs of the continually changing press committee or subcommittee we will merely stress that the present committee is chaired
by a notable member of the I.O.C., the Spaniard Juan Antonio Samaranch.
Nor will we elaborate further on the troubled negotiations for the determination of press representation at the Olympic Games, because the numbers speak
for themselves: In Amsterdam in 1928 there were 771 accredited journalists —
and in 1980 in Moscow 7.800 are expected! Such an increase, when the number
of journalists is almost equal to the number of competitors at the Games, is
easily explained. The presence of the journalist in the Olympic arena close to
the athletes, following the tightly spaced events from close up, his visits to the
Olympic Village, the press conferences outside the changing rooms, the local
colour, the harmony of sounds, the general fever — all these create an unforgettable, unequalled and inspiring atmosphere for him. There, in the Olympic
Arena, the journalist accumulates new experience which will serve him for an
entire career.
Let us now mention the nature of the relationship between these two areas.
Without oversimplifying we should admit that these relations are two-way —
they are a return journey, based on a give and take principle (which is expressed as "do/ut des" in Latin). There is nothing degrading in this. The IOC's
management or the Press Committee do not function as a simple public relations bureau but as a working example of a permanent dialogue between the
press and the Olympic Movement. As long as the aims and objectives are the
same (and we must fight to ensure that they remain the same), it is necessary to
stress their interdependence. The current of ideas in any case flows in both
directions.
Of course, the mass media can be suspected of wishing to produce an
ephemeral effect and of lacking permanence. But their great capacity for long
term influence should not be forgotten, it is sad that present day journalists are
thirsty for sensationalism. But "sensational" does not mean criminal... Moreover, the celebration of performance, of the human adventure asks no-one's
permission. The champion and recordbreaker exists in the eyes of the world
only through the picture drawn by journalists. But in this instance the famous
french fencer, Jean-Claude Magnan was right to reproach some journalists
with two things: first of all to look more for what is amusing and spicy to the
detriment of the true overall picture, and secondly to cut off champions from
daily reality and to put them on a pedestal. I would add that the existence of
stars of the stadium sometimes obscures journalists views and the result is the
unexpected and surprising appearance of unknown champions, as was the case
in the superb and equally unexpected performance of Nadia Comaneci in
Montreal. There are few journalists who follow up the development of a rising
champion.
This interdependence requires that we underline once again the immense
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The Dean of IOA, Otto Szymiczek and the delegate from India Col. Judge Aject Singh walkfto the
Coubertin stele.

Lecturers and participants at the 20th Session of the IOA, lay a laurel wreath at the stele of Pierre de
Coubertin.

Wreath-laying ceremory at the Coubertin stele.

Laying of the wreath at the stele of Jonh Ketseas - Carl Diem.

service rendered by the Olympic Arena to the world through the medium of
the press. The picture of Nadia Comaneci, mentioned earlier, leads us to
consider the extraordinary boost which was given to gymnastics in Romania
(and probably in many other countries) thanks to the articles and photographs
in the 'press. This is an ideal path which leads from the champion to the
propagation of mass sport.
An immediate conclusion would be that the humanistic journalist who loves
sport and is aware of his mission, should not separate the result from the
action to the detriment of its context, its motives or the social conditions to
which the event described belongs. Of course, if rather than chasing after the
sensational at all costs, one thinks of one's educational role, requiring the
reader to think, it may be that the newspaper's circulation will not go up, but
on the other hand the journalist will have a much cleared conscience. He will
have done his duty as a representative and at the same time as a servant of
public opinion!
There is no better mission for the sports journalist than to serve the cause of
physical education and sport in schools and in daily life. And is that not also
the aim of the Olympic Movement which has as its first fundamental principle
"the promotion of the development of physical and moral qualities which are
the basis of sport" and "to educate youth through sport in a spirit of better
mutual understanding and friendship, thus contributing to the construction of
a better and more peaceful world?" These quotations from the Olympic Charter
show us the way. It is this Spirit — to which I bear witness here — which
directs the sports press in Romania as well as, of course, in many other
countries. The journalist-promoter of sport, is a noble calling today. When in
Bucharest we organised a demonstration on a national scale, calling students
by correspondence to an athletic competition, we were no less proud than
when announcing a world record. When we try to direct public opinion not
only towards sports spectacles but also towards the need to take up physical
exercise, we feel that we are promoting an undoubtedly Olympic ideal.
As for professional critics for whom only the "dark side" of life exists, it is said
in press circles that they only look at the dark side of the moon, with a
perseverance worthy of a better cause. The Olympic movement has not been
spared by this kind of complàiners either — their criticism obstinately wavers
between the so-called old age of the IOC members and the false problems of
gigantism. No one denies the existence of some negative aspects quite rightly
criticised in Olympic circles. But there is neither practical nor right to constantly look for flaws.
The Olympic Movement deserves greater respect if only because it has
preserved a living emblem across almost three thousand years, because it has
survived two world wars and stood firm at times of serious crisis in humanity,
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for the merit of being-one of the few universal institutions, capable of bringing
together the youth of the world in a unique peaceful arena and of giving it the
chance to get to know one another, to value one another and to forge ties of
friendship.
Someliave been afraid that the press might harm the existence of the Olympic movement by stressing the inevitable harshness of an area characterised by
dynamic action. There have been no such precedents. Our master of ancient
history Cleanthis Palaeologos does not list... the press amongst the causes for
the decadence of the Games two thousand years ago! We can therefore once
again plead that Homer — the first Olympic reporter in history — be accepted
as the patron of sports journalists, the world over...
I think that the most appropriate way of describing the relations between
the Olympic Movement and the Sports press is as partners in a great enterprise
which neither side can manage alone. I have already pleaded in favour of this
idea and I believe in it. Anyone wishing to serve the cause of humanity must
stand united — not divided. The noble task of promoting and protecting
humanistic principles is equally valid in newspaper offices as it is at the Château de Vichy.
All that remains for me is to end, considering myself as I said already, as the
modest spondophorus of another age. But in my wanderings across Olympic
horizons I will never forget that the first honorary president of our corporation, Victor Boin, a Belgian, was also the first athlete (in 1920) to give the
Olympic oath. And an oath is binding!
We journalists must serve Olympism not only on the eve or during the
Games, but particularly between two celebrations when the world tends to
forget them. In this way we have a chance of being eternal, together with
them...
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OLYMPISM, POLITICS AND EDUCATION
Impulses and trends, grandeur
and misfortunes
By: Mr. Fernand LANDRY, Ph.D. * (CAN)

* Professor, Department of Physical Education, Laval University, Québec, Canada; Vice-Président
for North America of the International Council for Physical Education and Sport (N.G.O.. A
status, UNESCO); Member of the Canadian Olympic Association.

PREAMBLE
It is always with the same feelings of gratitude and awe that I return to this
beautiful and sacred site of Olympia.
I wish once again to thank President Nissiotis, Vice-Président Palaeologos,
Dean Szymiczek and the members of the Ephoria for having invited me to
speak during this 20th Session of the Academy.
Those who believe in Olympism and who are at the same time aware of the
serious problems that confront, in present times sport, and the Olympic Movement, will understand better than anybody else the importance of the scientific
and educational mission of the International Olympic Academy.
I would like to congratulate most warmly the Hellenic Olympic Committee,
the Ephoria, the successive presidents and officials of the Academy and all
their assistants for the tremendous task they have accomplished, too often in
the dark, for 20 years now faithfully carrying on the work of pioneers John
Ketseas and Carl Diem.
It would be a euphemism to say that the Olympic Movement, especially on
the eve of the Games of the 23rd Olympiad of the Modern era, is showing
strain on all sides. Many are the facts presently debated or contended; many
are the contradictions, both apparent or uncontested; many and complex the
implications of the sporting and Olympic issue on education, welfare, health
and the quality of life of citizens, relations between people.
If there is a forum where views on sport, whether complementary, diverging
or strictly opposed can be presented and also discussed (though always in
conformity with democratic principles and respect due to the individual) then
this forum is indeed represented by the moral and physical setting of this
Academy.
It is here that always in a better way and to the benefit of the greater number
of people, an assessment should be made of what are the realities of thought
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and current practice in Olympism in our changing world. I therefore would
like to wish to each and everyone of us fruitful days of work and to the
Academy happy anniversary and our most sincere wishes for continuity and a
long and productive life.
SPORT, EDUCATION AND OLYMPISM: TOWARD A BREAK OR
GREATER HARMONY?
Humanity would he condemned to forgetting ils
errors if it were to forget its past. To this formula some answer that history teaches no lesson
apart from the fact that it teaches nothing. I will
add a third: the greatest threat is neither oblivion, nor memory but an incorrect interpretation of events.
Raymond Aron
16 April 1980
If Olympism as it is said is a way of life based on a code of sports practice1
its underlying concept should not as a result be separated from the fundamental educational issues or from the critical examination to which they can be
submitted.
Considered as an irreplaceable means promoting physical, intellectual and
moral development, a so-called privileged means of communication and
exchange between citizens and people, a source of enrichment, of friendly ties
and warm relations between individuals and communities, sport through the
years has still known criticism and belittlement, sometimes exaggerated it is
true, but often correct and justified: alienation, elitism, sexism, politicism,
commercialism, nationalism, state control, aggressiveness and violence (2, 3, 5,
6, 7, 12, 21, 29, 36, 37, 38).
So we have to admit that modern sport, in its empirical acceptance as
educational sport, participation-sport, elite-sport and spectacle-sport (3)
draws its reality from its deep rooting within the educational, economic, cultural and political dimensions of the relations that men, nations and States build
and develop among them. Indeed, if we want to grasp the significance and
scope of the Olympic Movement as a transnational cultural event, we should
try and discover, reveal and discuss the socio-political functions assigned to it

I. The conditions of which are, as is generally agreed, fair play, the prevalence of amateurism,
the rejection of discrimination under any and all of its forms, the promotion of mutual
respect and cooperation between individuals, peoples and nations.
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which, through the years, have become institutionalized within specific and
more varied frameworks.
The special theme of this 20th Session — From the Olympic Games to
Olympism — is very pertinent in my view. In the eyes of some people, to
juxtapose these two terms might appear superfluous if one thinks that the
words Olympic Games should necessarily or evidently be covered by the term
Olympism. Moreover, doesn't this expression reveal a wish, or a strongly felt
need to see the Olympic Games become more compatible with what the concept of Olympism in its widest sense implies?
The Games of the recent Olympiads certainly bear witness to the fact that
the Olympic Idea has prevailed as a universal and unprecedented social reality.
Many feel that the Olympic Movement should be considered as one of the
organizations of international renown which, in spite of the obstacles, has best
succeeded in its mission in this century. In the last three decades, the fact
however remains that potent international forces have, to quote Willi Daume,
invaded the field of modern sport and profoundly affected its organization and
practice (8). One can mention in this respect the differences and political and
social ideologies that divide the West and the East, the North and the South,
racial discrimination, the problems of ethnic, economic or religious minorities,
the specific problems of the third world and finally the international political
and parapolitical organizations which have realized the educational if not the
political significance of sport and which choose to intervene not only at the
level of the lofty principles for the promotion of sports participation, but also,
and this more and more often, at the level of structures, as well as support,
financing and overall control2.
It seems that we are still far from universally accepted definitions of the
human being, freedom, happiness and progress or even, in this context, of
Olympism. Under these conditions, there would be a certain advantage for
systems of social and political values whose bases partly exclude one another
(8) and therefore are in daily confrontation throughout the world, to be accepted as a reality or interdependent variables with which we should work from
now on instead of naively ignoring them or, even worse, knowingly keeping
them away from the interpretation of the events that affect and disturb sport,
especially on the international level. In this place, last July, Willi Daume was
saying: "We must live with the uncertainty of what will be the continuation of

2. As an example, the Interim Intergovernmental Committee on Physical Education and
Sports, created in 1976 as a follow-up to the First International Conference of Ministers and
Higher Officials of Physical Education and Sport which was held in Paris the same year,
became a Permanent Committee of UNESCO in 1979 {President: Dr. Raudol Ruiz
Aguilere, Cuba).
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world history, but our tolerance must be guided by mutual respect and the
belief that the other person has exactly the same right to believe in the validity
of his position" (8).
This is where, in my mind, the importance and essential need for Olympic
Congresses3 and for the IOA lies: a complementary and at the same time
essential forum for a continual process of rethinking the Olympic Phenomenon (20).
It is clear to all of us that the Olympic Idea and the Olympic Games are one
of the most valuable possesions of mankind in this 20th century. Although
they are a magnificent and unequalled competition, the Olympic Games are
not such a major or sacred event that they can remain above criticism, be it
complementary opposed or contradictory, originating from East or West,
North or South.
I was saying in this same hall last year that the success and prosperity of the
modern Olympic Games, especially these last 20 years, make many of us
concerned and perplexed for it is easy to detect in the overall Movement
uneasiness, excesses, abusive practices, contradictions: gigantism, spiralling of
production cost4, architectural extravagances, advertising and commercial
pressures, manifestations of chauvinism and racism, political pressure and
often evident contradiction between the spirit and the letter of many fundamental principles and certain rules of the Olympic Charter on the one hand, and
actual reality on the other.
The general consensus among educational, scientific, cultural and social and
political circles indicates that a review of the traditional Olympic doctrine is
essential in the short term.
At the extreme, some forecast the forthcoming end of the Olympic Games5
while others dream of new developments6 or still see in the Games a powerful
instrument for the building of tomorrow's society7.

3. The X° Olympic Congress was held in Varna in 1973,43 years after the IX° (Berlin, 1930). The
next and XI° Congress is scheduled to take place in Baden-Baden, F.R.G., in 1981.
4. The total "production" cost of the Olympic Games of Montreal has been estimated at 1.27
billion dollars.
5. Futurologist Jungk, cited by Daume (8) went as far predicting the eventual decline of Olympic
competition as a result of increasing scandals, ridicule, and eventually general indifference.
6. P. Noel-Baker: "... with Moscow 1980 in view, I want to argue that the Games have never been
too big and that, on the contrary, they must become much bigger still" (31).
7. Soviet writer Lev Kassil: "The Games have always seemed to me a préfiguration of a peaceful
and radiant future where on the whole planet, confrontation in sport, work and creativity shall
use no other weapons than sticks, skates, balls, gloves and sports javelins...." (15).
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The IOC, the IOA and the followers of the Olympic Movement8 I feel have a
threefold, heavy and most urgent task:
— first to review the doctrinal aspects of Olympism through analysis and
criticism of the social and cultural framework prevalent at present as against
that which defined the period when the famous Pierre de Coubertin revived the
Olympic Games (themes suitable both for the programme of the Olympic
congresses and that of the International Olympic Academy);
— also to identify, put in order, develop and disseminate collected know
ledge on Olympism, in view especially of bringing traditional Olympic ideo
logy closer to the requirements of the athletes and citizens present life in their
personal, economic, social and political contexts (subjects which are mainly
suitable to learned societies and sport governing bodies like the IFs among
others and of course the IOA);
— and finally to select among the many alternatives those which would be
felt to be, by vast international consensus, as those that can most promote the
development, improvement and if necessary even the radical transformation of
the Games by making them more rational without depriving them of their
historical and ideological meaning (under present conditions this is the ulti
mate responsibility of the IOC).
I believe that we should move beyond conventional dialectic explanations,
which rarely impress practitioners. For my part, however, I am always pleased
to see mutual exchange between sport and science9 taking place and growing
because these relations most often throw light on problems and events, thus
favouring a more objective interpretation.
It is of course worth examining the Olympic phenomenon (or a specific
problem that confronts it) in a scientific, sociopolitical, cultural and educational perspective. On this subject, experience gained in our country from our
people and our guests10 and also from our young people11 during the prepara8. The expression is here understood as the conglomeration of individuals, groups, organizations
or institutions interested in sport, active in its development and control within the general
framework of the Olympic Charter and Rules.
9. A world sports sciences congress under the theme Sport in Modern Society will be held in
Tbilisi, USSR, July 11—16, 1980.
10. The International Congress of Physical Activity Sciences which was held in Québec City
prior to the Olympic Games of Montreal was attended by some 1.500 scientists and
participants from some 70 countries. The official report of the Congress, under the general
title of Physical Activity and Human Weil-Being, has been presented as a collection or a
series of 10 volumes comprising 4.287 pages of texts pertaining to questions, problems and
issues confronting contemporary sport (17, 18, 19).
11. During the years 1974, 1975 and 1976, a vast program of Promotion of Olympism in the
Schools was conducted by the Ministry of Education of Québec with the aim of fostering a
generalized understanding of the Olympic Movement among the population and also with the
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tion and staging of the Montreal Games, makes us feel that citizens, in a
general way and provided they have access to information and other relevant
data, can have objective views and discriminating opinions on the overall
impact and effects of the sporting and Olympic phenomenon in their society
and in the international world.
The presentation, criticism or even the defence of the Olympic phenomenon
in today's society should not be carried out without the help of athletes,
scientists and young people whose perception of the whole is more often than
not free of heavy and persistent prejudice.
For too long we have been speaking of how important it is to help Olympism move into all the spheres of sport. In my view it is high time to attempt
the opposite, that is to generate the best possible sporting spirit and bring it
back into the Olympic Games. This is a challenge which above all is of an
educational nature. Not to respond to it would be to condemn the Olympic
Movement to become a mere social fact, a contradictory fact, without a
thought-out, internationally agreed and controlled sense of direction. The
Olympic Games would surely lose their dignity not to say their "raison d'être"
if they cannot regain the warmth of a true peaceful world festival.

OLYMPISM AND POLITICS
The politicising of international sports meetings is
not a choice, it is a fact
.
J.F. Revel
Février 1980
It is no new fact that international sports meetings have been used for the
glorification of States. It would be true to say that the roots of the major
conflicts we are witnessing today concerning the "neutrality" of sport go back
to the first decade of the existence of the modern Olympic Games.
The American author Kanin (27) reports that at the time of the 1900 Games,
the Amateur Athletic Union of the USA had considered building in Paris a
large sports club in order to show to the whole of Europe the superiority of the
American training system. It is interesting to note that the New York Times of
23 July 1900 described the Paris Olympic Games as a "world amateur championship" and announced without further ado that the United States had been
hope of informing the public in general of the implications and repercussions of the Montreal
Olympic Games, more particularly from the athletic, educational and socio-cultural
viewpoints.
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the "winner". Kanin also says that as early as 1906 the American press had
established a scoring system on a national basis, a practice which soon became
universal, and that States with different or opposed forms of government
would soon be using deliberately one should not be surprised, and this against
the spirit and the letter of points 8 and 44 of the Olympic rules12 .
Wise and far-seeing, Coubertin at the time had already discerned the deviations and foreseen the problems that would affect his work. As early as 1906 he
had in fact sounded a warning which is still strikingly topical today:
The modern Olympiad had first to be created; now it should be cleansed.
It involves too many activities that are foreign to sport, too many side
ambitions; one joins it in order to win a piece of ribbon; one uses it to
further personal, electoral or other interests. In this way many incompetent people try to contribute to its organization and harm it. Its machinery is made more complex; its staging thus becomes too costly.
Established bureaucratic procedures and the amounts spent in Athens in
1896, in St. Louis in 1904, are without any proportion to results
achieved.
Always on the subject of Olympic "scorings" by countries we should note
that when it joined the Olympic Movement in 1952, the Soviet Union did not
ignore the scoring system established by the Americans but defied it by introducing its own which laid less emphasis on the medals and more on the total
number of athletes who have made it to the 6 or 10 first places.
Thus at the end of the peaceful Helsinki Games, the two super powers were
proclaiming their victory each on the basis of its own scoring system, with
much support from the powerful mass media of the East and the West while
the IOC simply timidly reminded them that scoring by countries is not allowed
under the Olympic Charter.
We all know that international and national news and press agencies, whatever
their ideological affiliation, always eagerly count and analyze the medals and
places won by each country, especially those that are "aligned" no sooner are
the finals over. The large 8-column lists that appear after each Olympic
Games cannot convince us that international sport is neutral. No one, in the
West and East alike, has any scruples about praising (mainly in the East) or
criticizing (mainly in the West) on this basis the merits of governmental or
other policies regarding the preparation and support given to elite sportsmen
and of course on a wider level, the sociopolitical ideologies they represent.
To quote another example, an official publication of the Democratic
Republic of Germany aimed at informing foreigners about sport in East Ger12. Fundamental principle no. 9: The Games are contests between individuals and not
between countries. Rule 46: The Olympic Games are not contests between nations and
no scoring by countries is recognized.
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many clearly presents, with the help of a numbered table, the 20 nations that
have obtained the "best results" at the Montreal Games. East Germany occupies the second position (638 points) right behind the USSR (787 points) and
higher up than all the other countries of the world. Care has been taken,
however, to indicate on the table that this scoring is not "official" (32). The
Olympic spirit is thus preserved, thus saving face for articles 9 and 46 of the
Charter.
My own country, Canada, which can certainly envy East Germany as far as
Olympic victories go, is no exception to the rule in this pursuit of international
recognition through top performance sport. In her green book on the country's policy for amateur sport, published after the Montreal Games, the then
Minister of sport and recreation of the federal government, Mrs. Campagnolo,
tried to soothe the Canadians in this way:
"Last summer for example, at the Olympic Games, Canada won the 10th
place, a marked improvement compared to..." (13)
"In fact, among countries with a free-market economy, only West Germany
(sic), the USA and Japan came before us in 1976 and the smallest of these
countries has three times more people than ours". (13)
The spectacular success of socialist countries in top performance sport,
mainly in the last two decades, has led to a situation under which, retroactively, political institutions and the level of development of communities are
increasingly judged more or less favourably depending on whether they succeed or not in promoting sports feats preferably of the Olympic level.
If the USA seemed to have used sport for purposes of political diplomacy
even before the existence of the USSR, the latter soon showed that it had
realized the tremendous potential for diplomacy and propaganda provided by
international sport competitions.
In socialist countries, contrary to the history of sport in Western countries
in general, the popularity of sport in all its forms is openly attributed to the
exclusive efforts of the proletariat and Marxist-Leninist ideology. For communists, the working class, better than any other, seems to understand the true
demands of effort and the need to develop one's own will to win. The status of
sport in socialist society thus reflects the ideals of the working class (9, 27). As
the athlete of capitalist societies is considered as working for the ruling bourgeois class it follows that international and Olympic sport competitions are
seen and accepted in the Socialist world as a special form of class struggle of a
sociopolitical nature13.
The USSR joined the Olympic Movement in 1952, at a hollow period in the
13. V. Roditchenko, USSR: "... a confrontation of antagonistic class ideologies is taking place in
the field of Olympism.... " "All attempts to present Olympism as something uninfuenced by
class ideologies were historic failures". (35, pp.26—27).
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cold war between the two great powers. Since the Olympic Games are held
every four years, soon other types of international sport meetings were
organized between the East and the West which were often used as a privileged
medium for détente as well as defense or the indirect promotion of the sociopolitical ideologies of the East and the West.
"Thus top level sport and its acme, the Olympic Games, have become
an integral part of the materialization of détente and an important
political factor" (V. Roditchenko, 35, p. 29). In brief, the analysis of the
events that have occurred reveals the following scenario:
— Olympic Games of 1952; unofficial beginning of a cold rivalry at the
political and sporting level between the USSR and the USA.
— Olympic Games of 1956; relaxation of cold war and more friendly rela
tions between the USSR and the USA.
— 1957—1958; projects of cooperation and cultural, technical, education
and sporting exchanges between the USSR and the USA.
— From 1958 to 1979 and according to unstable and changing political
climates, a series of major bilateral sports meetings, with much publicity sup
port, mainly to the prestigious sports of track and field and basketball. Accele
ration, slowing down or even cancellation of the movement of athletes under
the effect of certain specific events such as, amongst others, the incident of the
U-2, the second Berlin crisis, the question of Soviet missiles in Cuba, the
Vietnam war.
Under such conditions it is clear that since Melbourne in 1956, the Olympic
Games have been used as a peak opportunity to "peacefully" present deep and
rapid changes that have occurred through the years on the world sociopolitical
chess-board. According to our colleague Roditchenko of the USSR, the considerable progress of the Olympic Movement in the decade 1966—76 is less due
to its intrinsic values than to "progress in world politics"14. On this question, I
personally agree with Roditchenko when he affirms that the principle of the
political independence of the NOCs as proclaimed in the Olympic Charter15

14. V. Roditchenko: "... the evident progress of Olympism in the recent decade is accounted for
not so much by its intrinsic ethical values as by the progress in world politics, the growth of the
Olympic Movement's authority in the political field and, last but not least, by efforts toward
democratization of the Olympic Movement constantly exerted by Socialist and developing
countries." (35,p. 30).
15. Art 24, paragraph 4: "NOCs must not associate themselves with affairs of a political or
commercial nature." Art. 25, paragraph 1, "National Olympic Committees must be
completely independent and autonomous and must resist all political, religious or commercial
pressure".
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presently in force, should have been subjected, long ago, to serious critical
analysis16.
In May 1970, the IOC chose the city of Montreal, in preference to Moscow,
which was also a candidate city at the time, as the venue of the Games for the
22nd Olympiad. Moscow's bid for the Games had provoked some opposition
at the time and certain countries had even hinted of a vague intention to
boycott the Games if they were held in Moscow, with the clear aim of influencing the vote against the Kremlin. Five years later, in 1975, the reasons of
détente prevailed and the Olympic Movement decided to grant Moscow the
privilege wishing in so doing to recognize the very valuable contribution of the
socialist world to the contemporary development of sport. Moscow therefore
was designated as the uncontested host city of the Games until the events in
Afghanistan last December. Since then, the Moscow Games have surely
become the most politicized international sports event since the Games of
1936. Bearing witness to this we have (14):
1. The immediate reaction of the US government to the political and military
events in Afghanistan and their association (by the American government) to
the forthcoming staging of the Games in Moscow.
— On January 5, 1980, Président Carter condemned Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan and announced that the United States were thinking of not
attending the Moscow Games.
2. Deliberation and votes at the UN and the Security Council on the Afgha
nistan issue.
— With 104 votes against 18 the UN condemned Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan; a similar trend was observed within the Security Council while
the USSR resorted to their right of veto.
3. As from January 1980, the governments of many countries started asking
the Soviet Union to withdraw its troups from Afghanistan and were openly in
favour of boycotting the Moscow Games.
— The first governments which took a stand on this question, through
the diplomatic channels and through the mass media included: Great Britain,
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan,
the People's Republic of China, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Israel, the Emirates of
Qatar and Djibouti, Sudan, Kenya, etc.
4. After President Carter's final decision on the Moscow Games boycott (on
January 21, 1980) there was a progressive but relatively rapid alignment of
groups involved, at the level of political geography and sports geography.

16. V. Roditchenko: "...the principle of independence of national Olympic movements proclaimed in
the Olympic Charter deserves a most detailed analysis." (35, p. 30).
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— For the transfer, the postponement or the boycotting of the Games: many
countries with a capitalist economy from all continents. Against the boycott:
the IOC's Executive Board, all IOC members, the NOC General Assembly,
most NOCs even those whose government had taken position in favour of the
boycott and finally, in a general way, the governments of socialist countries.
5. In February, March and April 1980, involvement of transnational organi
zation with a social-economic object and some religious organizations; on the
whole they are in favour of the boycott.
— The European Parliament, the Conference of Islamic Countries, the
Church of England, among others.
6. From January to May 1980, growing involvement of the mass media in
Western countries (written press, radio, television, news magazines, etc.) in the
public debate on the Moscow Games issue.
— As an example, a research carried out in the major information banks of
North America showed (only for the computerized list of the New York
Times) for the period from January to mid-April 1980, a total of 365 edito
rials, editorial columns, or main articles on the question of the Moscow Games
boycott.
Faced with this situation, how can we fail to say with Revel (34) that "the
politicizing of international sports meetings is not a choice but a fact". And at
the same time how can we fail to recognize with Revel that boycotting does not
create the politicizing of sport but rather that it arises from it?
Beyond these semantic nuances, the problem of the Moscow Games remains
unresolved. If by voting in favour of the expulsion of South Africa and Rhodesia from the Olympic Movement17 was a way of in fact showing one's disapproval of apartheid, how, under the same logic, the fact of participating in the
Moscow Games could not be taken to mean support of the Soviet intervention
in Afghanistan, Soljenitsyn's deportation, Sakharov's arrest18 and in a more
general way, the foreign policy of the USSR19?
Discreet or not, National Olympic Committees prevaricate, are worried; it is

17. As early as 1962, the Olympic Committee of the USSR, had proposed to exclude South Africa
from the Olympic Movement. South Africa could not attend either the Tokyo or the Mexico
Games. In 1970, again on the proposal of the USSR, South Africa was definitively excluded ; in
1973 the same happened to Rhodesia. S. Pavlov: "As long as apartheid will live, racist
countries will be kept away from the great Olympic family of peoples". (33).
18. On January 22, 1980 it became known that Andrei Sakharov, Stalin prize, Lenin prize and
Nobel prize winner for peace (1975), known Soviet dissident in the West, was arrested and
placed under surveillance.
19. Newsweek also quotes a paragraph from the Militant Communist's Manual of the USSR,
1980 edition: "The decision to hold the Games in Moscow is a decisive proof of the correctness
of the Soviet Union's foreign policy". (32).
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difficult to predict what the balance of power will be exactly next July. However one feels that, in the last analysis, we will most probably return to the
pattern of alliance of yesterday's cold war with the difference that the present
network of international trade relations and the Olympic Movement will not
be able to escape the after-effects of last December's events.

THE BOYCOTT, A CONSTANT OF OLYMPIC HISTORY
...to bring together the athletes of the world in a great festival...20

Problems of influence and political interference like the boycotting of the
Olympic Games, it must be said, are nothing new. When studying the history
of the Games and that of the IOC we can see a series of events fitting into one
another like the pieces of a puzzle where the boycott itself appears to be the
result of deliberate, formal and progressive action.
It was under different headings of course but generally in the name of
human rights and international right that conflicts, withdrawals and boycotts
have marked the sequence of Olympiads. A few examples: 1933 On
November 21 the Amateur Athletic Union of the US voted for the boycott of
the Olympic Games of 1936 as a protest against the rise of Nazi nationalism.
1935 A national movement promoted in the US by the Committee on Fair
Play in Sports campaigned for the boycotting of the 1936 Games under the
slogan: No American participation in the Olympic Games under Nazi auspices.
We must remember that in several European countries, among which France,
it was the leftist and antiracist organizations which were at the time hostile to
the celebration of the Olympic Games in 1936.
1948 The new State of Israel (whose independence had been proclaimed on
May 14, 1948) against its wish had not taken part in the London Olympics, as
a result it seems of an unformulated threat by certain Arab countries that they
would boycott the Games (39). In the end Israel joined the Olympic family as
late as 1952 while by a strange coincidence Syria, Lebanon and Iraq had
achieved this during the year of the Games, i.e. in 1948. Iran had been admitted in 1947.
1956 The Melbourne Games held soon after the Soviet intervention in Budapest and the French-British expedition in Suez, marked the opening of a new

20. Fundamental principle no. 1, Olympic Rules.
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era of formal boycotts. For various reasons11 Egypt, Iraq, the Netherlands,
Spain, Switzerland, Panama, Guatemala, Malta, the Ivory Coast, Lebanon
and the People's Republic of China withdrew, the latter because of the participation of the Nationalist Republic.
1968 A little before the Mexico Games, the USSR had made a military intervention in Czechoslovakia. Several countries of the world asked in vain that
the USSR be not allowed to take part in the Olympics. However, on the
initiative of USSR representatives at the IOC it was decided not to allow South
Africa and Rhodesia to take part in these same games "for real sins it is true,
but not without their equivalent elsewhere" according to Revel (34).
One also remembers that in Mexico the opening of the Games hung by a
thread. On October 2, 1968, police forces opened fire on student demonstrators. There were hundreds of dead. Bertrand Russell and Jean-Paul Sartre
vainly tried to incite a boycotting of the Games. 12.000 policemen succeeded in
maintaining "order" around the enclosure and the Olympic flame in Mexico.
The incident on the podium caused by Smith and Carlos22 seems to have had a
greater impact than the slaughter outside the stadium on the previous days, in
the sense that it disrupted a protocol procedure considered as sacrosanct until
then and suddenly drew the worlds's attention to the issue of racial
discrimination.
1972 The Munich Games, among the most successful from an organizational
and technical aspect, started with political confrontation. Rhodesia which had
recently been re-accepted in the Olympic family was expelled once more (having come to the Games) in the face of a boycott threat from many African
countries.
I don't have to remind you that the black September events have unfortunately consecrated the Olympic Games as one of the most dramatic and most
powerful political arenas of our times.
1976 I remember it well, since the events occurred in my own country. The
Republic of China (Taiwan) could not in the end take part in the Games,
caught between the Canadian government on the one hand and the IOC's
Executive Board on the other, both intransigent in their respective interpretation of their duties, privileges and responsibilities in the field of national and
international politics.
We shall also remember that just before the opening of the Games, practi-

21. According to Revel (34) these are the first examples of second degree boycotting, since
protests were not aimed against the host country (Australia) but against participating
countries, i.e. France, England and Nationalist China.
22. Having nearly boycotted the Games of 1968, the two athletes gave the Black Power salute
during the victory caremony before the cameras and photographers of all the world.
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cally all African countries (28) decided to boycott the Games as an open
protest against racial discrimination and apartheid23. In Montreal with the
hope of holding the Games "in peace" we finally mobilized about 10.000
people from the army, reservists, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the
provincial police, urban community police forces and volunteers who were
all designated under the general title security forces.

THE IMPASSE
Behold the moon up there.
Half black it seems to be,
And yet it's round and fair.
Thus are we oft inclined
to scoff in our mind
At what the eyes don't see
Matthias Claudius
(1740—1815)
At times of tension and confusion that always seem to reach a peak during the
period of the Games, the IOC, NOCs, IFs, the Organizing Committees of the
Games, that is all the bodies that are involved in the staging of the Olympic
Games find it more difficult every year to reach acceptable compromises in the
spirit of the present Olympic Charter and its fundamental principles24.
The Olympic Movement is the victim of the worst of these contradictions:
that which divides its followers into two isolated groups which in the past
ignored one another but which have now chosen to confront one another (11,
14, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 39, 41).

23. Revel observes that this was a third degree boycott since the protest was not aimed against the
host country (Canada) or the country whose policy was condemned (South Africa which had
not been invited) but a third country (New Zealand) which present at Montreal had had
"impure" contacts with South Africa to which it had sent rugby players in the previous year.
24. Having resisted for decades the amendment of certain aspects of the Games blamed by many
for furthering nationalism, the IOC at its meetings of April and May 1980, suddenly activated
the debate on concrete measures that had been proposed for a long time: free participation and
no longer by country in the opening ceremony ; victory ceremony to be held with the sounds of
the Olympic anthem, and not that of the winner's country; elimination of flags of medallists,
etc. It is clear that such expedients aim at reducing the strong political implications of these
systems in view of conditions presently prevailing for the Moscow Games.
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The first group is composed of those followers who in a stoic and more often
than not passive manner, always proclaim that sport must remain independent
from politics (41). The IOC, universal trustee of an Olympic Charter that has
become obsolete, belongs in my opinion to this group in the sense that in fact it
is ultimately bound by the spirit and the letter of Articles 3, 12 and 24 and is
thus unable, for all practical intents and purposes, to act with any kind of
authority25.
The second isolated group, which is however more active, includes the
followers of the Olympic Movement who, accepting the strong and weak
points of the Olympic Charter and in accordance with their conception of the
historic evolution of social order maintain that sport plays a formal and
positive role in the confrontation of conflicting ideologies and that as a result
it has a real and unavoidable political vocation. In a general way, countries of
the socialist block behave according to this line of thought (10, 33, 35, 40) as
far as national, international and Olympic sport is concerned.
In the present situation, it will not be possible to solve the major problems
facing the Olympic Movement as long as the same individuals, the same
institutions and the same States are not following the same line of reasoning,
under similar circumstances. For the time being the tendency to make contradictory speeches26 is so strong that it appears that it cannot easily be reconciled
to the Olympic ideology in its widest accepted sense.
In these difficult times for the Olympic Movement, the IOC has no choice as
far as salvage solutions go. The most visible life-buoy is the Olympic Congress
to be held in Baden-Baden in 1981.
All over the world, in Eastern and Western countries, in the North and the
South, people fervently hope that the IOC's reflection and criticism in BadenBaden, with the support and cooperation of the main followers of the Olympic
Movement, on its role, charter and rules, as well as on its means of action, may
be courageous, realistic and constructive.
At the level of the universal cultural heritage, doesn't the fact that the

25. At the worst period of the escalation of the conflict on Afghanistan, Lord Killanin stated on
February 21: I' ve always faced the fact that politics is part of the Games. (41) Now that
there is no going back he said on May 19, in London: / am terribly worried, in the long run.
about the use of sport for political purposes. (22).
26. One has to admit that Kremlin authorities had the right to find excessive the statements of
Washington concerning Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. One should however also note
that Premier Kossygin made the following statement at the time of the intervention of the
People's Republic of China in Vietnam in 1979: No peace-loving country, no person of
integrity should remain indifferent when that sort of thing happens, when an aggressor
holds human life and world opinion in insolent contempt. (I I).
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Olympic Games are at stake revive in our hearts a feeling as old as time ...a
nostalgia of peace?
Here in the clearing Olympia
Vigilant day and night weaves for each
a wreath of wild live
of Greek peace
of peace of the whole world
Takis Doxas
Light of Olympia
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WOMAN AND OLYMPISM
By: Mrs Liselot DIEM (GER)
Prof of Sport Didactic
Deutsche Sporthochschule Koln.

1. Retrospection on former publications of the Olympic Academy
The present theme "Woman and Olympism" has been treated frequently
within the Olympic Academy and the single reports can be read in the annual
publications of the Olympic Academy. I, therefore, wish to draw your attention to the three contributions of the Report of the 4th Session, 1964: Dr. Eva
FOLDERS, Hungary: "Women at the Olympics", Dr. Eleanor METHENEY,
USA: "Sports and the Feminine Image" and my own contribution, L. DIEM,
Federal Republic of Germany: "Olympic Sports for Women". In the Report
of the 10th Session, 1970 you can find the contribution of Sara S. JERNIGAN,
USA: "The Preparation of Women Athletes for the Olympics", in the Report
of the 13th Session the contribution of Lia Manoliu, Romania: "Competitor in
Six Olympic Games". Of special importance for our theme is the enormous
presentation of Jean M. LEIPER, Canada: "Women and modern Olympism"
in the Report of the 17th Session, 1977. Especially this work represents an
excellent source of documents by the various quotations of COUBERTIN on
the sport of women and on the Olympic Idea — we can hardly improve this
work in any aspect.
As my subject will be presented with nearly the same title, I ask for your
understanding as I try to speak about this interesting theme from quite another point of view.
I shall use some sources which have not been registered in the existing
reports of the Olympic Academy.
2. The World Federation for Women Sports and the "Jeux Olympiques
Féminins".
On October 31st, 1921 the "Fédération Sportive Féminine Internationale"
(F.S.F.I.) was founded in Paris with the support of England, France, Italy, The
United States of America and Czechoslovakia. Until the year 1930, 30 nations
sent their delegates to the Congresses on Women Sports and to the "Jeux
Olympiques Féminins", which were organized by the International Federation
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of Women Sports: among other countries Germany, Japan, Greece, Netherlands, South Africa, Hungary, Latvia, Norway, New Zealand, Palestine,
Poland, Sweden and Switzerland had joined the Federation. Interesting for
many similar foundations of autonomous Women Sports Federations or
Women Sports Clubs is the declaration of the International Women Sports
Federation: "The International Women Sports Federation was founded
because the International Amateur Athletic Federation (I.A.A.F.) refused to
engage in matters of the track and field for women"1.
1. From: Publication of the F.S.F.I.: Fédération Sportive Féminine Internationale. Paris. 1928
Just recently we were confronted with the same development in women
soccer. After the German Soccer Federation had, in 1955 and again in
1958, refused to establish soccer competitions for women, the women decided
to become independent. However in 1970 the German Soccer Federation
decided to signal the green light for the access of women soccer clubs and to
organize championships, a decision which prevented the foundation of a separate women's soccer federation. In the course of the women sports movement,
a similar development can be observed in nearly all sports; You will remember
the Women Federations for swimming, hockey and rowing. Women always
had to overcome their discrimination by independent federations. They had to
challenge and free themselves from the men's federations in doing so.
The World Federation for Women Sports also was a challenge to the Olympic Movement: "By the successes made by the F.S.F.I., the I.A.A.F. claimed
the control over Women's Athletics. In the year 1926 both Federation agreed
on the following solution: the F.S.F.I. would oversee the direction of women's
sports with the obligation to respect the technical championship regulations of
the I.A.A.F., but with the authorization to change them in regards to distances, facilities etc. for the adaptation to women. Despite this agreement the
I.A.A.F. continued to assert their claim intending to oppress the International
Women Games without notification of the above mentioned fact regarding the
realization of a complete Women Atheltics Programme during the Olympic
Games"1.
At the same time the World Federation for Women Sports proclaimed the
forthcoming discussions to agree upon the fact that either the World Federation for Women Sports "with its complete Women Games" or the International Amateur Athletic Federation with only some Track and Field competitions for Women, should be the future concept of women's track and field
within the Olympic Games.

1. From: Publication of the F.S.F.I.: Fédération Sportive Féminine Internationale. Paris. 1928.
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The Federation Sportive Féminine Internationale regularly published docurments-with very carefully quoted reports about the various events organized
by women, the single competitions and women's sports records. Also the
monthly journal of the German Sports Authority for Track and Field, Handball and Summer games "Start und Ziel" regularly reported extensively about
the "Jeux Olympiques Féminins". The first Games were organized in 1922 in
Paris with the United States, France, England, Switzerland and Czechoslovakia participating. The second World Games for Women took place in 1926 in
Gotenburg, Sweden, with participants from Belgium, France, England, Japan,
Latvia, Poland, Sweden and Czechoslovakia. At the third World Games in
1930 in Prague, German athletes took part for the first time together with
Belgium, England, Estonia, France, the Netherlands, Italy, Japan, Yugoslavia,
Latvia, Austria, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland and Czechoslovakia. From the
German reports we know that 19 representatives were sent to the track and
field competitions and 13 representatives for the handball competition. There
also was a classification of nations which showed the following order in 1930:
1. Germany, 2. Poland, 3. England, 4. Japan, 5. Sweden, 6. Netherlands, 7.
Austria, 8. Italy, 9. France, 10. Latvia. We have to take into consideration that
Poland and Japan were each represented by only one delegate.
The 4th World Games for Women were held in 1934 in London with the
order: 1. Germany, 2. Poland, 3. England etc. The 5th World Games which
were planned to take place in 1938, were applied for by Austria and Poland,
but in the course of the integration of the Women Track and Field competitions more and more into the Olympic Games, the International Federation of
Women Sports was liquidated in 1938.
Under the very active leadership of the French woman A. MILLIAT the
World Women Sports Federation organized 9 Congresses on Women Sports:
1921 in Paris, 1922 in Paris, 1924 in Paris, 1926 in Gotenburg, 1928 in Amsterdam, 1930 in Prague, 1932 in Vienna, 1934 in London, and 1936 in Berlin.
Detailed reports were given in the corresponding technical journals. The congresses should serve as settings for the standardization of rules, the acknowledgement of new records and the introduction of new disciplines. In the report
of the Congress of 1926 in Gotenburg we read: "The handball game will be
included internationally also for Women. The next Women Games will be held
in 1930 under the name 'World Women Competitions'. They will take place in
Czechoslovakia. 12 delegates will constitute an Olympic Committee for
Women Sports in the future. The new Committee has to confer about the
manner of including the women competitions during the Olympic Games in
Amsterdam in 1928. In December a meeting on that will take place in Paris.
The next general Congress of the Women Federation will be held in 1928 in
Munich. The negotiations on agreement proposed by the International Amat-
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eur Athletic Federation have been successful. The presented draft was agreed
upon"2.
Reports were made also about the 7th Congress in Vienna, 1932: "Beginning
of September male and female leaders of the International Women Sports
Federation met in Vienna. The most interesting fact among all discussions
having taken place is that the 4th International Women Games will be organized in 1934 in London. The foreign expeditions will get free access to English
soil as well as free accomodation and full board. Taking into consideration the
English mentality, the competitions will take place on Saturday evening and
Monday. The new stadium in London is just about ready and will be the scene
of the Games. The organisational preparations of the English have already
been terminated. On occasion of the World Games, the World Championships
in basketball, handball and hazena will also be carried out. The handball
championship will be organized by the International Handball Federation.
The participation in this championship will be much higher than in 1930 in
Prague, as the women of Hungary, Sweden and Poland have, in the meantime,
expressed their interest in the handball competition... It seems to be important
that at the suggestion of Germany the international triathlon was given up in
favour of our German pentathlon on the official list of world records. At the
World Games in 1934 the championship in pentathlon will be carried out. The
proceeding improvements of women performances require the construction of
a new multi-competition index, for example pentathlon. This task was given to
Dr. MÜLLER-PASSAVANT; the new classification will be presented in 1933
to the International Board of Directors. The International Women Sports
Federation emphasizes the fact that on occasion of the Olympic Games 1936, a
full women's program should be organized, consisting of 60, 100, 200, 800msprints, 80m-hurdles, high jump, long jump, shot put, throwing the javelin,
discus throwing, 100m relay and pentathlon. Interesting is the application for
soccer by an English Women's Sport Federation. This application has for now
been put aside. A circular letter will be sent to all national federations on the
inclusion of soccer as a female sport. Presently women's soccer is played in
France, Belgium and England. The congress to be held in 2 years will make a
final decision about this question. It is not unthinkable, that the English
speaking nations willChave the casting vote in favour of women's soccer..."3.
All this was demanded already in 1934 within a very strong international
women's sports movement. Whoever took note of this? Half a century ago
this World Sports Federation for Women with its congresses and its "Jeux
Olym-

2. From: Die Leibesübungen. No 18-September 1926.
3. From: Start und Ziel. Monatszeitschrift der Deuts/hen Sportbehörde für Leichtathletik,
Handball und Sommer-spiele. Heft 11-November 1932, p. 277.
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piques Féminins" was a strong autonomous women's movement with Olympic
goals.
3. What does Olympism mean?
I do not wish to repeat the various quotings on this term, but we should give a
summary of those facts which were expressed in the women's sports
movement:
— First the internationality: the meeting of many nations in mutual compe
titions and games, with uniform rules and international regulations.
— Secondly: Olympism means loyalty, partnership, no discrimination.
Women united themselves because they were kept from participating in the
Olympic Games by the International Amateur Athletic Federation. They
found access to the mutual Olympic Games by their emancipation movement
and overcame part of the discrimination which still persists today in many
respects. In making the decision of accepting women or not, men still often
judge their performance capacity from the aesthetic point of view which we
know from the many minutes of the IOC after the organization of the track
and field competitions in 1928. Women are often treated like minors who
cannot decide for themselves. They are subject to preventive regulations as for
example young people, as if they are not mature and able to decide for them
selves. A very good example of this is the marathon. With great efforts women
could force their acceptance in the International Marathon championships.
We think of the participation in the Boston Marathon run as an example.
Today women also participate in the group of long distance runners at the
100-km-run round Biel or in the 100 mile-course in Sacramento. But why do
women have to "struggle", to "fight" for their participation? Why are they not
accepted quite naturally like everybody else in every kind of sport in which
they feel able to cope with? It still will be some time before discrimination will
be overcome completely. This is in opposition to the Olympic idea.
— Thirdly: Olympism means also self-determination, self-control, and selfvictory, for example defeat of the self. I do not know a better example as the
touching report which Lia MANOLIU gave here in Olympia in 1973. She
called her presentation: "Competitor in Six Olympic Games" (or in German:
"Sport has elected myself).
Sport did not make it easy for her. She always had to fight against her
doubts. She chose the difficult discipline of discus throwing: "After all, who
could have guaranteed me that, by giving up volley and basket-ball sports in
which I had 8 out of 10 chances to become very quickly a star — and by
specializing in a difficult event, I could ever conquer glory? Nobody! Why did
I stay with the discus? Was I foreordained by the Gods to lead further the
sport which Apollo liked best? Very unlikely. Was it a wish to reach individual
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fame and glory? Quite possible. Was it clumsy and hard to explain attempt to
push forward, as far as possible in the air, by my own efforts, from the
impossible circular launching platform? Probably. Was it an ambition roused
by the first difficulties, a need to win over my intimate opponent — myself?
Rather that, I think"4 .
We cannot explain better the idea of self-conquest, the self-victory within
Olympism. Only at the 5th participation in the Olympic Games 1968 in Mexico Lia MANOLIU won her gold medal. Under what difficulties! Because of
an injury of the arm the doctor had allowed only one trial:
"I don't compete against anybody, but myself, I am alone with my fright
and my handicap. Twenty minutes of waiting. On the board my number — 212
— lights up. I breath in deeply. A single thought: I have only one attempt! A
long turning and I fall back on both legs. Before throwing, my arm is perfectly
straight. I feel a sharp pain, which tried to undo my fingers from the discus. I
grind my teeth and pull up to the end, in spite of the iron claws which tear my
ligaments. The throwing is over. A long oh! of the stands and I know that it is
O.K"4.
Also the reflections of Lia MANOLIU shall describe the Olympism in its
real form: "The written or unwritten laws of sports recommend that one
should withdraw in full glory, It would be a normal thing for me to give up,
too. Only the sport won't let me go. Dostoievsky wrote about the consuming
passion of the gambler. Who will write about the frenzied sportsmen? Nothing
can entail me to take leave of the stadium: neither the age — that damned
sporting age... — nor the certainty that I wouldn't be able to win again...
Sports give me back now, with interests, all I invested with it all these
years..."4.
The term the "Olympic Idea" or the "Olympism" can be defined in many
ways. Especially within the last months we had to observe the frightful misunderstandings which were circulated by a sensation-hunting press presuming
everything having to do with the Olympic Games. Repeatedly the slogan: "The
Olympic idea has passed away" could be read. It will not die, however, as long
as people look for international meetings in play and competition, to prove
themselves, to find self-appreciation. Never have boycott measures promoted
Olympism. The inclusion or exclusion of teams always means a violation
against Olympism. Examples of this violation are when the German teams
after the first World War in 1920 and in 1948 after the second World War were
excluded from the Olympic Games in Antwerp and London. The only honorary member in London was Carl DIEM. Governments have to recognize that

4. From: MANOLIU, L.: Competitor in Six Olympic Games, International Olympic Academy 13th
Session. July 1973.
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sport is abused by the Olympic boycott measures. Olympism means: Internationality, openesss to the world, world harmony. It means communication and
cooperation, loyalty and fairness. It means self-determination, individual selfdiscipline and self-control in struggling for the best performance.
I dare, to state women such as Lia MANOLIU have realized within Olympism that.what COUBERTIN promoted as the Olympic Idea.
4. Barriers in Women Sports
In the American Journal "Sportswoman" — to name another typical example
— it is reported repeatedly how women are discriminated in their training for
competitions: they may not train together with the men under the best coach,
or, the Department of Physical Education for women received less money than
the Athletic Department for Men which was responsible for matters of competition. Therefore, in 1974 Title IX was created in addition to the educational
law in the United States, the "Non Discrimination on the Basis of Sex".
Verbatim the new law postulates: "Title IX provides that 'no person in the
United States shall on the basis of sex be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving Federal Financial assistant5.
The law referred to all institutions which received financial aid by the State.
It was formulated very sharply: "No course offerings may be conducted separately,on the basis of sex, including health, physical education, industrial arts,
business, vocational, technical, home economics, music, and adult education,
and no student may be required to participate or be refused participation in
any course offering on the basis of sex"5.
Olga CONNOLLY, five times participant in the Olympic Games, was elected in 1972 by the American team as "captain of the team" and carried the
flag. But the US Olympic Book of 1972 did not mention this honoring nor did
it document the women's competitions in discus throwing. Olga CONNOLLY
hopes that Title IX will give the United States a last impetus for a legitimate
promotion of women sports. She gets annoyed about the manner in which the
American male youngsters are presented brilliantly in their sports, in reading
books and how the American girls are presented when singing, doing house
work nnd with grotesque rhymes: "Ellen at the hill lop, standing still, still,
still...": this is shocking"!6

5. Department of Health, Education and Welfare: Non-discrimination on the Basis os Sex. Federal
Register Vol. 39-1974, no. 120.
6. From: Diem, L.: Neue Chancen im USA-Frauensport. Sport-Informationsdienst (SID) 1974.
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The same we can prove in our German reading-books published in the last
year, for example for 8-year old children:
"AH that little Hans can do:
can trample and kick
and tear and bite
and trip and stumble
and scold and climb
and smash the doors

All that little Lise can do:
can play a flute and whistle
and flatter and caress
and babble and clap
and bring and jump
as the nightingale sings"7

Cedric DEMPSEY from the University of the Pacific ironically defined the
American situation and the role of women and men (and we could transfer this
in many other countries) from an anthology of Betty & Theodore ROSZAK:
"He is playing masculine. She is playing feminine. He is playing masculine
because she is playing feminine. She is playing feminine because he is playing
masculine. He is playing the kind of man that she thinks the kind of women
she is playing ought to admire. She is playing the kind of woman that he thinks
the kind of man he is playing ought to desire. If he were not playing masculine,
he might well be more feminine than she is — except when she is playing very
feminine. If she were not playing feminine, she might well be more masculine
than he is except when he is playing very masculine. So he plays harder. And
she plays... softer... He is becoming less and less what he wants to be. She is
becoming less and less what she wants to be. But now he is more manly than
ever, and she is more womanly than ever... The world belongs to what his
masculinity has become. The reward for what his masculinity has become is
power. The reward for what her femininity has become is only the security
which his power can bestow upon her. If he were to yield to what her feminitity
has become, he would be yielding to contemptible incompetence. If she were to
acquire what his masculinity has become, she would participate in intolerable
coerciveness. She is stiffling under the triviality of her femininity. The world is
groaning beneath the terrors of his masculinity. He is playing masculine. She is
playing feminine"8.
Women overcame the medical barriers, the wrong diagnosis of medical
doctors which hampered women sports for decades. Women will overcome
also the aesthetical barriers erected by sports, because there is no "feminine

7. From: RENGER, A.: Gleiche Chancen fur Frauen? Berichte und Erfahrungen in Briefen an die
Präsidentin des Deutschen Bundestages. Heidelberg-Karlsruhe. 1977.
8. From: The National Association for Physical Education of College Women/The National
College of Physical Education Association for Men: Title IX: Moving toward implementation.
Briefings l.USA 1975.
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javelin throwing" or "male javelin throwing", no "female training methods"
for start or relay delivery in opposition to a "male training method". Women
are as capable to be trained as men. They should be accepted to a competitional team without any problems just as they are in the community of leisure
sports. The Olympic Idea applies to both: to high performance sports as well
as to leisure sports.
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THE RIGHT STUFF

By: Mr. Marvin H. EYLER (USA)
The University of Maryland*

It is a distinct honor for me to address the delegates to the XXth Session of the
International Olympic Academy on this hallowed ground. Imagine with me
what excitement, what joy, what pain, what pathos occurred here on this very
spot during the years from 776 B.C. to A.D. 394. Those thousands of classical
Greeks, to whom we owe so much, strove here in a freedom of expression and
with a will to perform which the world has never quite matched again. What
was the ingredient that kept alive the ancient Games for 1200 years, despite
wars, political intrigues, and rampant professionalism? When, in contrast,
there is serious concern today about our ability to keep the Games alive for 100
years1.
Oscar Wilde once said: "We are all in the gutter (human condition), but
some of us are looking at the stars." Just as science has labored reduce matter to
its simplest form, the Arts and Humanities have struggled to characterize the
holistic stuff that gives rise to this looking-up-attitude. Utilizing sport as a
paradigmatic example, the present paper attempts to trace the evolution of this
inspirating stuff and to comment on the circumstances that put it on center
stage

1. This is not to say that problems with the Olympic Games as a structured international festival are
unique to the twentieth century. There were many imbroglios one could cite in the ancient period.
Suetonius, for example, in his Tranquillus tells of Nero's visit to Olympia:
.. .When the victory was won, he made the announcement himself; and for that reason he
always took part in the contests of the heralds. To obliterate the memory of all other,
victors in the games and leave no trace of them, their statues and busts were all thrown
down by his order, dragged off with hooks, and cast into privies. He also drove a
chariot in many places, at Olympia even a tenhorse team, although in one of his own
poems he had criticised Mithridates for just that thing. But after he had been thrown
from the car and put back in it, he was unable to hold out and gave up before the end
of the course ;but he received the crown just the same. On his departure he presented the
entire province with freedom and at the same time gave the judges Roman citizenship and
a large sum of money. These favours he annouuced in person on the day of the Isthmia
Games, standing in the middle of the stadium.
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in contemporary society2.
The Olympic Games, an outgrowth of the spirit of man, are an event of
global importance. They are an institution founded on an idea which now
encompasses over one hundred and thirty nations, and is witnessed via telecommunications by hundreds of millions of people. In the words of John
Lucas, an Olympic sport historian, "Few, if any, human institutions surpass
the Olympic Games in offering young men and young women the opportunity
to exercise physical aggressiveness in a relatively non-destructive way, and, at
the same time, to express humanistic and cooperative, even loving, illustrations." (Lucas, 1980) Lucas says elsewhere, "The Games — too often a mirror
of negative aspects of society — must purge itself of gigantism, excessive
nationalism and commercialism. Olympism, or the spirit of amateurism, needs
searing study without destroying its essentially idealized concept." (Lucas,
1975)
When asked to read a paper here, I thought about how man (antropos)
today is dispirited, how reductionism, modern man's greatest disease, has had
a deleterious effect upon his spirit. It has negated the autonomy of man and
has created a fear that has become pervasive. Man has lost his individuality. In
my search for some answers to this malaise, I turned to Heroic man. In the
words of Bennett Simon:
Heroic poetry consoles us by holding up a vision of our deepest ideals
and aspirations, of what it is to strive beyond measure and risk going
beyond proper human enough to serve as models, but sufficiently
remote and superhuman that we need not require ourselves to reach
their level.
Such poems tell us what it was like in the old days, when men who
were close to the gods, or even children of the gods, walked the earth.
The old days are comfortably set in the long ago, either ancient times
or the timelessness of childhood dreams.
What follows then is an all-too-brief study of the many meanings the Heroic
Greeks gave to the spirit of man, man the individual, man in performance. It is
found in the Greek word arete3. It is this quality that man must rek'mdle-arete,

2. Acknowledgement is given to Dr. John Hurt for his many ideas.
3. The Greek-English Lexicon lists several meaning: goodness, generally excellence of persons, of
goals, and of manner; valor; glorious deeds ; moral virtue; and the reward of excellence, distinction,
and fame. See also p. 73of Joseph H. Thayer's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament. He
gives arete many meanings in Greek writing, i.e., any excellence of a person (in body or mind)or a
thing, any eminent endowment, property characteristic, or quality. In an ethical sense it denotes ( I )
a virtuous course of thought, feeling, or action; virtue, moral goodness; (2) any particular moral
excellence, like modesty or purity. When used of God, it denotes His power. The equivalent in Latin
is virtus man-meaning, manliness, courage, valor, bravery, virtue, worth, value, excellence.
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IOC President. Lord Killanin, awards to the Dean of the IOA, Otto Szymiczek, the medal of the
Olympic order during the 83rd Session of the IOC in Moscow.

Karticipants of different nations-races and colours attend the Session's proceedings in a fraternal
atmosphere.

A discussion group chaired by Dr. K. Diem (GER) holds a meeting in a corner of the library.

The group of which Mr Eiler (USA) is a member meets in the main hall.

the classical Greek ideal, the competitive free spirit, the pursuit of excellence.
The tale has been oft told, but it is important for us to consider it again today.
To be sure, some of the more than seventeen meanings of arete are vague,
abstract, perhaps even obfuscating but this idea once realized, i.e., made a part
of each of our experiences, may help rekindle the flame of the spirit of individual man.
Homer (ca. 750 B.C.) uses the term frequently in a broad sense to describe
excellence in human endeavor as well as in animal performance, i.e., in speed
or strength, or in a sense of heroism—the power of the gods. It is difficult to
separate the concept of leadership and that of arete. It is clear that Homer
thought man ought to have a sense of duty and the strength of his courage.
Werner Jaeger4 in his excellent Paideia talks of the code of nobility in Homer
and its effects on early education where "...the city states inherited from it one
of the finest elements in its ethical system — the obligation to be brave (manliness)". (Jaeger, 1945) Above all else, arete to him was a power — an ability to
do. Strength and health are the arete of the body: intelligence and insight are
the arete of the mind. Homer also showed that arete exists in mortal man. In
analyzing the Homeric hero, Kitto believes that the very soul is a sense of duty
not toward others, but toward oneself. Another concept found in the Odyssis:
"...There is no greater glory for a man so long as he lives than that which he
achieves by his own hand and his feet".
Pindar5 (ca. 464 B.C.) is concerned more with the meaning of victory than
he is with speeds, distances, and throws. Among his many ideas are these: that
one must give his all if he is going to succeed: that performance is not without
risk; that one must add to toil and innate ability the favor of the gods; and that
one must acknowledge the gods in victory in the sacred Games. In a paper
read before the 111th annual meeting of the American Philological Association,
Professor Hugh Lee discusses athletic arete in Pindar when he discusses the
preparation for competition:
Above all there is a crystal clear perception of the human condition,
of man who by essence is mortal, who is not a god, who must grow
old and die, whose life is subject to the ups and downs of fortune. The
odes are full of such sentiments. If we turn once again to Pythian 8,
we note the turn that the poem takes following the passages on the
agony of defeat and the thrill of victory: In a brief moment the
happiness of men will grow. Even so it also falls to the ground. We
are creatures of a day. What is a man? What is he not?He is the dream
4. For a more detailed analysis of the changing meanings of arete and its connection with early
concepts of education for the aristocracy, see his chapter on Nobility and Arete.
5. For an excellent treament of the Athletic Ideal in Pindar's Odes, see Chapter IV of C.M. Bowra's
Pindar.
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of a shadow. But when the God-given brightness comes, shining
light is on men, and life is sweet as honey. Pindar believes that
although natural gifts and hard work are important,
there is a strong element beyond the control of man involved in victory. (Ode
13, 104-6):
.
Now I have hopes, but with God is the end. If the Fate of the race
goes by, I shall leave this to Zeus and the Sea's Master to do.
(trans. Cecil Bowra p. 174)6 Another provocative idea can be found
in Anacharsis. Lucian (ca. 590 B.C.)
has Solon telling of the pleasures of arete: "...watching the arete of man and
physical beauty, amazing conditioning and great skill and irresistible force and
daring and pride and unbeatable determination and indescribable passion for
victory..."
Herodotus (ca. 450 B.C.) tells about the attitude of the Eleans in the conduct
of the Olympic Games.
In the reign of Psammis, ambassadors from Elis arrived in Egypt,
boasting that their arrangements for the conduct of the Olympic
Games were the best and fairest that could be devised, and fancying
that not even the Egyptians, who surpassed all other nations in wisdom, could add anything to their perfection. When these persons
reached Egypt, and explained the reason of their visit, the king summoned an assembly of all the wisest of the Egyptians. They met, and
the Eleans having given them a full account of all their rules and
regulations with respect to the contests, said that they had come to
Egypt for the express purpose of learning whether the Egyptians
could improve the fairness of their regulations in any particular.
The Egyptians considered awhile, and then made inquiry "...if
they allowed their own citizens to enter the lists. The Eleans
answered that the lists were open to all Greeks, whether they
belonged to Elis or to any other state. Hereupon the Egyptians
observed that if this were so, they departed from justice very
widely, since it was impossible but they favour their own
countrymen, and deal unfairly by foreigners. If therefore they
really wished to manage the games with fairness, and if this was the
object of their coming to Egypt, they advised them to confine the
contests to strangers, and allow no native of Elis to be a candidate."
Such was the advice which the Egyptians gave to the Eleans.
The term is used by Xenophon6 (ca. 364 B.C.) in telling the immortal story
6. See his Hellenics. VII also for evidence of truce-breaking which occurred between the Arkadians,
together whith the Pisatares, against the Eleans during the progress of an early Olympiad (364-363,
B.C.).
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of "The Ten Thousands" who followed Cyrus the Younger in driving his halfbrother from the Persian throne. Cyrus was said to possess such a fine spirit
and do such good service that even mercenaries would follow him. Plato, in
The Laws (ca. 350 B.C.), tells of the importance of training both hands and
both feet:
...it is due to the folly of nurses and mothers that we have all become
limping, so to say, in our hands. For in natural ability the two limbs
are almost equally balanced; but we ourselves by habitually using
them in a wrong way have made them different. ...There is a vast
difference here between the taught and the untaught, the trained and
the untrained warrior. For just as the athlete who is thoroughly
practised in the pancratium or in boxing or wrestling is capable of
fighting on his left side, and does not move that side as if it were
numb or lame, whenever he is compelled to bring it into action
through his opponent shifting to the other side, in precisely the same
way, I take it, in regard to the use of weapons of war and everything
else, it ought to be considered the correct thing that the man who
possesses two sets of limbs, fit both for offensive and defensive
action, should as far as possible, suffer neither of these to go unpractised or untaught.
In discussing education, Aristotle (ca. 325 B.C.) asks several probing questions about the value of education and in responding to these questions
attempts to personalize the concept of manly virtue, i.e., the moral and social
qualities which make up a perfect man. Each man must try to understand for
himself what his goal of life should be. In Book VIII he says:
...What constitutes education and what is the proper way to be educated? At present there are differences of opinion as to the proper
tasks to be set; for all peoples do not agree as to the things that the
young ought to learn, either with a view to virtue (arete) or with a
view to the best life, nor is it clear whether their studies should be
regulated more with regard to intellect or with regard to character.
And confusing questions arise out of the education that actually
prevails, and it is not at all clear whether the pupils should practise
higher accomplishments — for all these views have won the support
of some judges; and nothing is agreed as regards the exercise conducive to virtue, (arete) for, to start with, all men do not honour the
same virtue (arete), so that they naturally hold different opinions in
regard to training in virtue (arete).
These questions probably would not have been posed 425 years earlier in
Homer's time. Perhaps the years reflect changes in societal attitudes, the
meaning of arete has changed sufficiently by 325 B.C. to have Aristotle raise
questions regarding it as well as its processes, i.e., pedagogy:
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It is therefore not difficult to see that the young must be taught those
useful arts that are indispensably necessary; but it is clear that they
should not be taught all the useful arts, those pursuits that are liberal
being kept distinct from those that are illiberal, and that they must
participate in such among the useful arts as will not render the person
who participates in them vulgar. A task and also an art or a science
must be deemed vulgar if it renders the body or soul or mind of free
men useless for the employments and actions of virtue. Hence we
entitle vulgar all such arts as deteriorate the condition of the body,
and also the industries that earn wages; for they make the mind
preoccupied and degraded. And even with the liberal sciences,
although it is not illiberal to take part in some of them up to a point,
to devote oneself to them too assiduously and carefully is liable to
have the injurious results specified. Also it makes much difference
what object one has in view in a pursuit or study; if one follows it for
the sake of oneself or one's friends, or on moral grounds, it is not
illiberal, but the man who follows the same pursuit because of other
people would often appear to be acting in a menial and servile
manner.
...There are perhaps four customary subjects of education, reading
and writing, gymnastics, music, and fourth, with some people, drawing; reading and writing and drawing being taught as being useful for
the purposes of life and very serviceable, and gymnastics as contributing to manly courage. ...For at present most necessary, yet leisure is
more desirable and more fully an end than business, we must inquire
what is the proper occupation of leisure. For assuredly it should not
be employed in play, since it would follow that play is our end in life.
But if this is impossible, and sports should rather be employed in our
times of business (for a man who is at work needs rest, and rest is the
object of play, while business is accompanied by toil and exertion), it
follows that in introducing sports we must watch the right opportunity for their employment, since we are applying them to serve as
medicine; for the activity of play is a relaxation of the soul, and serves
as recreation because of its pleasantness. But leisure seems itself to
contain pleasure and happiness and felicity of life.
...So that it is clear that some subjects must be learnt and acquired
merely with a view to the pleasure in their pursuit, and that these
studies and these branches of learning are ends in themselves, while
the forms of learning related to business are studied as necessary and
as means to other things.
In ca, A.D. 60 in 1 Peter 2:9 Peter uses the plural form of perfection,
excellence, when he says, "But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood,
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a holy nation, a peculiar people that ye should show forth the praises (arete)
of Him who has called you out of darkness". Six years later he uses the term to
mean a virtuous course of thought, feeling, and action. In 2 Peter 1:5 he refers
"to your faith, virtue (arete)". At the same time Paul, writing to the Philipians
in 4:8 uses the term as a moral excellence "...if there be. a virtue ...think on
these things".
Pausanias (ça. A.D. 170) includes descriptions of the statues at Olympia
which make his work a significant source to the student of sport history:
But the image of Zeus in the Council House is of all the images of
Zeus the best calculated to strike terror into wicked men: it bears
the surname of the God of Oaths, and holds a thunderbolt in each
hand. Beside this image it is the custom for the athletes, their
fathers and brothers, and also the trainers, to swear upon the cut
pieces of a boar that they will be guilty of no foul play in respect
of the Olympic games. The athletes take an additional oath, that
for ten successive months they have strictly observed the rules of
training. Also those who examine the boys or the foals which are
entered for the races swear that they will decide justly and will
take no bribes, and that they will keep secret what they know
about the accepted or rejected candidate.
Athenaeus (ca. A.D. 228) allgorically uses arete as virtue in contrast with
pleasure when he says "...it is really a trial of pleasure against virtue".
In summary, arete has several meanings — distinctions, duty (primarily to
oneself), excellence, fame, glorious deeds, goodness, greatness, heroism, manliness, leadership, moral goodness, moral excellence, quality, perfection,
power (when used of God), valor, and virtue. Some of the many implications
of these meanings contextually are: man is born, grows old, and dies; performance is not without risks; winning is all (sportmanship, as presently interpreted, did not exist in ancient times); man achieves by his own skills and is
aware of something other than his body; there is a sense of an "inner life"
which controls the physical; man being mortal, must acknowledge the gods;
human performance is the quintessence of life; and finally, man is the measure
of all things and is the responsible agent. Lee says that "victory is a metaphor
for all human achievement. It is a slice of immortality which consoles the
inevitable defeat (death) which comes to all mortal mankind." (Lee, 1979).
This may be set against what Rollo May says about modern man: "The
central core of modern man's neurosis is the undermining of his experience of
himself as responsible". One cannot expect great positive changes in the practice of Olympism throughout the world unless each man, each individual,
realizes that he is responsible for his actions, for what he does with his life, and
particularly for the spirit he cultivates from within. Recently, a race was run
in the United States which served to draw great
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attention to the dispirit which I have been attempting to describe. The race,
conducted by the American Cancer Society, was named for the girl who was
disqualified from first place recently in the Boston Marathon. The Rosie Race
was conducted this way: one runner started a great distance from the finish
line and others were invited to join in as the lone runner approached the finish
line. All who finished the race were awarded first place. Those too dispirited to
run could win first place simply by writing in. Conducted to raise funds for
Cancer research, the race nevertheless called attention to a human characteristic that deserves very serious attention: The wish to win but no spirit to drive
that wish. Norman Cousins was undoubtedly right when he said: "The greatest
tragedy of life is not death but the little something that dies inside us each day
while we live"7.
Kraft takes this idea one step further when he writes in the Washington Post:
Anyway, there is reason to be glad that sports at least afford
an enterprise with a mass constituency that does fit into a special
enclave (i.e., sports is one of the very few modern activities that
keeps faith with the great myth of American Societies — that
American society is free and easy.) As many of us feel in our
bones, sports is one of the last barriers against a mindless
egalitarianism, a refusal to acknowledge superiority that is
diminishing in the quality of American life.
The Heroic Greeks had the answer to man's irresponsible, even mindless
egalitarianism. It is phrased beautifully by Kitto when he says "...what moves
a Greek warrior to heroism is not a sense of duty as we understand it, i.e., duty
toward others, it is rather a duty toward oneself. He strives after that which we
translate virtue or excellence, the Greek arete (The Right Stuff). It implies a
contempt for efficiency or rather a much higher idea of efficiency, i.e., an
efficiency which exists not in a department of life but in life itself.
The preservation or perhaps the restoration of man the individual, a repersonalization, demands more than knowledge, more than technology, more
than science. It requires the reconstitution of the will to do — the spirit to do,
and the willingness, nay, the obligation to develop the "skilled hands" to
accomplish the task.
Man must again see that the only accomplishment of worth is that which
comes from within, that which comes from the spirit. The freedom to pursue
this quest must be rekindled, so that this International Olympic Academy will
not — cannot — fail to fulfill Baron Coubertin's lofty goals of Olympism, that
a solution be found to the problem identified in 1961 by Avery Brundage when
he addressed the opening of this Academy, "...one of the major causes of this
situation (growth and complexity of problems) is the difficulty in acquainting
7. Paper read before the Delegates of the National Convention of the AAHPER, Kansas, City, 1978.
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the vast number of Olympic caliber athletes with Olympic principles". Dardick (who was a delegate here fast year) is even stronger when he says "When
one violates an Olympic ideal or breaks a law, it is that the athlete violates
himself — his own freedom to aspire to his greatness — to his own aim of
excellence, that is the spirit of the Olympics". (Dardick, 1980) This Academy
has an awesome responsibility for educating the youth of the world in the
spirit of the Olympism. If the present concept of the National Olympic Academies is to be effective in this important quest, they must begin to attract the
Olympic caliber athletes to their annual meetings. A new concern must be
added to our concerns about speeds, heights, and distances — a concern about
the spirit of man.
The pursuitof excellence is a formidable challenge. In the end, it is the spirit,
the sheer determination, which marks the difference between achieving a goal
or falling short.
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OLYMPIANA
By: Mr. Vernon MORGAN (GBR)

My brief is "Personal Impressions of the Olympic Games" and I will do my
best to please and amuse you.
It would seem that I was born an Olympian. My natal day was in 1904 (St
Louis Olympics), I was married in 1932 (Los Angeles) and I have a daughter
born in 1952 (Helsinki). Moreover I am a Taurean and I think the Bull has a
place in Olympic History.
I now take comfort in the fact that if I manage to survive this Olympic year,
I should be around until the next Olympiad in Los Angeles in 1984. But the
most certain thing in life is death. And should heaven be anything like Olympia ΓΗ be quite happy to go there!
It could be said that I could run before I could walk, since as a toddler I was
always on my toes rather than my heels. Thus it was that at my first major
school for boys up to 14 I was Victor Ludorum at the age of nine.
From that stage I duly progressed until I made the British team for the 1928
Olympic Games in Amsterdam in the steeplechase. Actually I might have
made the 1924 Olympics in Paris. I was asked to consider myself a possible and
train to that end. But it so happened that these Olympics clashed with a tour of
Canada and the United States by the leading amateur soccer club the famed
Corinthians, and I had been asked to join the party. Now what would you
have done? At the age of 20 a visit to the U.S. and Canada was much more
tempting that a trip across the English Channel! Moreover I was hoping, as we
say in England to "have my cake and eat it" by taking the soccer tour in 1924
and the Olympic Games in 1928. I based this on the fact that in four years I
should be a better Olympic prospect. As I have said I succeeded.
I would apologise for this personal matter but I consider it relevant to my
subject. I will however try to make the rest of my talk less boring and more
attractive. One could write volumes on the Olympics, Winter and Summer,
over the last 40 years but I will do my best to chat about what I feel might
amuse you. The Olympics, like everything else in life have changed radically
over the last five decades. It is not for me here to say if this is for the better or
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the worse. All of you have your own ideas. But may I be permitted to say that
what was once "Goodwill and Guts" has now become "Glamour and Gold".
Austerity was the watchword and the life of an Olympic athlete in the twenties
was spartan. No "perks" of any kind, no cosy chalet in a magnificent village
with everything found including excellent cuisine and all sorts of entertainment. There was a granary for us in the docks in Amsterdam and we slept in
large dormitories with no privacy. And no elegant outfits either. All we got
was a tie (I still have mine!) an ill-fitting blazer and a pair of cheap baggy
trousers, almost "à la Charlie Chaplin". They were really only fit for gardening when the Games were over. As for "foodies" all we got were some malted
milk tablets — and there was no such luxury as Coca Cola!
One really did take part for the fun and joy of just taking part and meeting
other people, rather than winning medals or breaking records, though of
course we did all try to win and in our amateur way trained very hard to be at
our best on the great day. Taking part was for many a considerable sacrifice,
notably the self-employed. In Amsterdam there was a runner who was in civil
life a railway porter. He gave up his livelihood to compete. Such was the spirit
then prevailing.
I would now like to go through the various Olympiads, starting with my
participation in 1928.
History books have recorded all the records, outstanding feats and some of
the sensations. I will endeavour to tell you some of the things of which you
may not have heard. For instance why did I wear dark blue shorts in the
steeplechase? Not for my university, Oxford, but because the rules and regulations of the British Amateur Athletic Association made it essential for these to
be worn by all steeplechasers for the sake of decency! You see in those days the
water jumps in Britain were formidable obstacles and it was almost impossible
to clear them. So there was prudery in Britain in those days! To-day it seems
hard to believe, especially in this country where in ancient times they took part
in the nude.
Then there was the story of the watch of the "Flying Finn" Paavo Nurmi,
than whom there has never been a greater. Nurmi used to work out his time
schedules before each race and to make quite sure he kept to them he ran with
a stop watch in his hand. On this he placed much reliance. Now in the heats of
the steeplechase, to which he was not accustomed, Nurmi went a purler at the
water jump in the heats, wrecking his timepiece. He was furious, and there are
those who believe that but for this mishape he would have added the gold,
instead of the silver, to those he won in the 5.000 and 10.000 metres.
The scandal story of these Games was the sending home of an American girl
swimmer, a potential gold medallist, for having broken the U.S. Committee's
training rules by drinking champagne at a pre-Games party. She got her gold
all right at the next Olympiad. I've purposely refrained from giving her name.
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If Amsterdam was a success for the Finns, Los Angeles was a disaster, especially for'Nurmi who had hoped to round off his illustrious career by winning
the Marathon. But before the Games he was disqualified for "professionalism". If such strict standards were-observed today, and in the following
years, there would be many gaps among the medal winner! These Games made
history in that-it was the first time there was an official village and that electric
timing was introduced to decide the winner of the sprint. It also saw the
appearance of one of the greatest sportswomen of all time the Texan Mildred
"Babe" Didrikson who set two new world track records.
And now to one of the most controversial of all Olympiads,Berlinl936. I
have three good stories to tell you about these Games. First about the lady
from Tampa, Florida who could, had she so wished, have assassinated Hitler.
As I sat on the opposite side of the open air swimming pool, the Fuehrer with
his henchmen paid a surprise visit during the morning qualifying rounds. All
of a sudden a middle-aged lady sitting behind the Nazi party rose from her
seat, dashed down the gangway and before anyone could do anything about it
was about to imprint the intended kiss when she was hustled away. She told
me she had wanted to tell the folks back home that she had kissed Hitler!
There was also one of the most famous sacrificial gestures of the Olympic
Games. It happened in the Marathon. Up in front a fierce battle was ensuing
between Kitei Son of Japan and Ernie Harper of Britain. Close home the
Japanese, then in front, took the wrong turning. Harper instead of going on to
win went after the Japanese to put him on the .right road, and to victory.
There was also a sex story. Was there a man, or at least a non-female,
among the sprinters? To this day it is argued that there was. I do have more on
this subject but I will leave it at that, especially as no action was taken by the
officials.
The Winter Olympics of that year took place at Garmisch Partemkirchen.
For me they were memorable because in my near forty years of sports reporting this was my toughest assignment ever. I covered the Games virtually
singlehanded which meant bed at two or three in the morning and up at six to
be at the bob run by 7. These Games were notable for the emergence of the
peerless Norwegian figure skater Sonja Henie and the victory of Britain in the
icehockey tournament. This tournament was run in the most crazy fashion and
Britain, with several Canadians in the team, did not have to contest the final
match. They won the gold on a countback!
War prevented the holding of the next two Olympiads and the next Games
were London in 1948. I cannot recall any amusing stories but for me the
highlight was the Marathon drama. It took one back 40 years to the London
Marathon of 1908 when the Italian waiter Dorando Pietri collapsed just short
of the winning post and was disqualified for having assistance in reaching it.
The unknown Belgian paratrooper Eitienne Gailly was in a similar plight
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when he entered Wembley stadium and one feared he would never make it. He
did but to the dismay of the huge crowd he was passed on the track by both
Cabrera of Argentina and Richards of Britain. Two other features of these
Games were the victory of the seventeen year old American student in the
Decathlon and the four gold medals of the 30 year old Dutch housewife Fanny
Blamkers Koen on the track. It was close on midnight when under floodlights
Mathias triumphed after 12 hours of gruelling competition.
Compared with the Garmisch Winter Olympics, those in St Moritz in 1945
were a "cakewalk", certainly as regards the events. It was however a different
story in the Committee rooms to decide which of the two American icehockey
teams which turned up was the more eligible. In the end it did not matter
which one competed because after failing to win a medal they were then
disqualified. A Canadian girl, who might easily have won a beauty competition, Barbara Ann Scot, won the womens figure skating.
And in 1952 came Helsinki. This was a very special Olympiad for me. Not
only do I have Finnish relatives but I was helping to organise the 1940 Games
for them when war broke out. So may be I am biassed in saying they were one
of the finest of all Olympiads. The drama began before the events had started.
There is a tendency to keep Opening Ceremonies secret so that when a lady
dressed in white came running into the stadium and made for the microphone
most people thought it was part of the show. But a leading Finnish official,
who knew it was not, just managed to get to the loud speaker before the lady
and she was hustled away. It turned out that this "Angel of Peace" as she was
called, was a German pacifist, who wanted to broadcast her views to the
world.
Though the last relay runner into the stadium was supposed to be a secret
but it was no surprise when it turned out to be the national hero the great
Paavo Nurmi who though now 55 years of age trotted in like a youngster to the
roars of the huge crowd.
The hero of this Olympiad was unquestionably the Czechoslovak Emil
Zatopek who proved himself a second Nurmi by winning not only the 5,000
and 10,000 metres but also the Marathon in which he finished as fresh as a
daisy.
Prior to the summer games in Helsinki we had the Winter Olympics in
another Nordic capital Oslo. It was the first time a capital city had staged an
Olympiad and they did it remarkably well. Some splendid performances by the
home competitors were highlighted by their speedskating star Hjalmar Andersen who took three titles. In connection with one of these I have an amusing
story to tell. An Oslo evening newspaper saw that he was leading, and assuming he would win, quickly went into print and the paper was on sale in the
stadium with his three golds on the front page as he crossed the finishing line.
These games were also notable for the victory of the British figure skater
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Jeannette Altwegg, which was notable not so much for her win but for the fact
that instead of turning her gold into more gold by turning professional she
went to Switzerland to look after handicapped children. For this she received
the Olympic Diploma of Merit, an honour very rare indeed for a woman.
A new record was established in the next Olympiad with the Games being
split between two cities Melbourne and Stockholm. The reason for this was
because the events could not be staged in Australia because of quarantine
regulations. There are many Olympic officials who would like to see this
division of cities repeated, if not in different countries then in the same one.
The main objection to this is the effect it would have on the Olympic Village,
now regarded as one of the most important aspects of the whole Olympic
movement.
Having helped to organise the Melbourne Olympics I was delighted at their
success. Outstanding performances were those of the Soviet distance runner
Vladimir Kutz with two gold medals, Betty Guthbert the 18 year old Australian sprinter with three golds, and the great performance of the Hungarian
boxer Laszlo Papp in winning an Olympic title for the third successive
Olympiad.
Melbourne will never be forgotten by many British sports writers. They were
either out on the town relaxing after a hard week's work, or asleep in bed,
when Britain won her only gold medal of the Games. This was won by Gillian
Sheen in the fencing late at night. My New Zealand reporter had stuck it out
and was the first to tell the British public of their first gold. The first the British
sportswriters heard about it was from London with "rockets" from their
editors. The last thing they had expected was a British title in the fencing!
The Winter Olympics of that year were held in the Dolomites in the delightful resort of Cortina d'Ampezzo. These were the Olympics of the dashing
young Australian Toni Cailer who proved himself to be in a class of his own in
Alpine skiing winning all three events. They also saw the emergence of the
Soviet Union as a world ice hockey power in taking the gold in this event.
Any incidents? Yes, in the figure skating. In those days the judges had to
stand out on the ice facing the main stand and display their score cards. The
spectators thought that some of them at least were biassed. To show their
displeasure they pelted them with everything they could find and drove them
off the ice, now covered with litter of every kind.
In 1960 it was the turn of the Eternal City, Rome with its wonderful ancient
buildings surrounding the competition sites. Once again it was the Marathon,
the gruelling long distance race with Greek connotation, that was for many
reasons the highlight of this Olympiad. Indeed it was perhaps the most
memorable of all Olympic races. Because of the intense heat it was run at night
under a beaming full moon. It started beneath the Capitol Hill, centre of the
ancient Roman Empire and finished down the Appian Way just before the
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Arch of Constantine. It was won by a man none had ever heard of before, but
who became world famous later, one Abebe Bekila a bare footed runner who
gave Ethiopia her first Olympic gold medal. This member of Emperor Haile
Selassie's bodyguard produced a world's best time of 2 hrs 15.62 mins with
another unknown Rhadi ben Abdessalam of Morocco in second place. Mention of the Arch of Constantine reminds me that it was a Constantine, the
Crown Prince of the Hellenes that won for Greece a gold medal in the
yachting.
I have an amusing story to tell of these Olympics. In the village the male and
female athletes were kept far apart in their quarters, those of the female being
guarded by a high wire fence. This kept out most male admirers but not a
certain pole vaulter who used his athletic prowess to visit his lady love. Yes this
is true.
The most astonishing thing about the Winter Olympics of that year was that
the IOC members chose an unknown unhabited site in California, Squaw
Valley, in preference to the well known Austrian winter sports resort
Innsbruck. Though most IOC members had never even heard of Squaw Valley, some 200 miles from San Francisco. There is no doubt these worthy
gentlemen had been persuated that they would have a much more enjoyable
time in California in February than Austria! The real surprise was that the
International Federations allowed their members to take part, though they did
raise strong objections. There was no bob run, artificial obstacles (against FIS
rules) for the Downhill course, while the Nordic events officials said the cross-country courses were at too high an altitude. Albeit the Games were a very
great success in every way, especially for the Press, for whom the arrangements
had never been better.
They were satisfactory games for the home nation for thé United States won
the ice hockey title for the first time, as well as all the figures skating gold
medals. And as far as I know there were no untoward incidents of any kind.
As for me I'll never forget the finish of the Nordic relay in which the last
three men from Sweden, Finland and the USSR came down the finishing
straight in a line. Ultimately the Swede won by less than a ski length from the
Finn, with the Soviet the same distance behind — and this after 40 kilometres!
One can only eulogise about the following Olympic Games in Tokio in 1964.
Would you permit me to repeat what I wrote on this Olympiad for "The
Olympic Games" a detailed record of all the Olympics. I started my report as
follows; "It is not easy to find the correct epithet to describe these Games".
There is no doubt that at the time thpy were the greatest modern Olympics.
They were also joyous and were called "The Happy Games". Their success
should not be judged by monetary profit, or loss, nor by the standard of the
performances. Personally I would say that the success of an Olympiad depends
on the feelings of all — organisers, officials, competitors and public. My belief
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is that the Tokio Olympics were greatly enjoyed by all. The smiling Japanese
seemed to spread a spirit of happiness everywhere.
None was more impressed than the President of the IOC the burly American
Avery Brundage, a man whom I greatly admired. Nor was anyone more sad to
leave. No effort was spared to please the visitors. How much this Olympiad
was appreciated by the members of the IOC was shown by the many awards
made to them for the successful staging of these games. Apart from their huge
record cost, Tokio had the largest ever number of nations competing, 94, and
the largest number of events, 163.
My one criticism, which obtains to all recent Olympiads was the chaos at the
Closing Ceremony. I am one of those, probably in a minority, who think that
the competitors should "let their hair down" after and not during this Ceremony. For many it is a sad occasion. For me it was not funny that a group from
one nation guyed the Japanese Emperor and his subjects with kow tows. Done
as a joke of course with no ill-will, but it was not funny.
As for the events themselves, in a galaxy of talent the outstanding male was
the Ethiopian marathon runner Abebe Bikila, and the leading female the
Australian "mermaid" Dawn Fraser. Bikila showed his Rome win to be no
fluke by not only winning again but by beating his Rome time by some three
minutes. The most remarkable thing about his victory was that he took part,
for only five weeks before the marathon he had an operation for appendicitis.
Dawn Fraser, now at the ripe old age for a swimming sprint of 27, won the 100
metres freestyle for the third successive time and set a third successive Olympic
record.
Mention must also be made of the gymnastics. Largely due to television
presentation, this sport really came into its own in Tokio and the hall was
packed solid night after night. The heroine was the pretty blonde Czechoslovak Vera Caslavska, who won three titles.
The Winter Olympics of that year took place in Innsbruck, consolation for
their failure to get the 1960 Games. They were the first fully computerised
Olympics, and whereas at Cortina it had taken eight hours to decide the
figureskating results here they were announced in a matter of seconds! The
games could have been wrecked by a shortage of snow, but the Austrian Army
came to the rescue and hauled snow from nearby peaks up the mountains and
so all was well. Indeed Mr Brundage, never a lover of Winter Olympics, said at
the finish "The Innsbruck Games have shown how much the human will is
capable of achieving". Perhaps the outstanding competitor was a woman, the
Soviet speedskater Lidia Skoblikova who won four golds.
These games were notable for another example of true Olympic sportsmanship; When in the two-man bob the Italian champion Eugenio Monti heard
that a British pair with a chance of beating him and winning, might have to
scratch, he unselfishly gave them the missing bolt to enable them to run and
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win. Monti got the bronze.
I will now take the winter Olympics of 1968 at Grenoble before giving my
impressions of my last Olympics before retiring in Mexico City. It was at
Grenoble that Monti got his reward for his Innsbruck sacrifice by getting a
gold in the bob. Thus was justice done. Alas these Olympics had many controversial aspects, the chief one of which was the extent of advertising and commercial exploitation.
Arguments abounded, and so it was not the happiest of Winter Olympics. It
was however a triumph for the French Alpine skier Claude Killy who won all
three titles.
And so to my finale in Mexico City after 40 years of Olympics. These
unfortunately had several controversial aspects which even led to the possible
cancellation of the Opening Ceremony. But I prefer to pass over the several
unhappy incidents, which had started even before the Games began, and speak
of the happier moments. Incidentally Mexico City was something of a surprise
choice. But had you been a member of the IOC which would you have preferred, an industrial French city or sun drenched Acapulco!
The highlight of these Games was unquestionably the 8.90 metres (29 feet 2
1/2 inches) leapt by the coloured American Bob Beamon in the long jump.
I was lucky enough to have my glasses trained on him as he made his
historic world record, one which is likely to last for a long time.
And oddly enough it was only with his last jump that he qualified for
the final. The altitude had obviously had a say in this record. Beaman
was obviously helped by the rarified air of a track over 2,000 metres
(7,000 feet) above sealevel. It was also instrumental in giving great assistance
to those runners living at high altitude. Thus it was that men from Africa
(Ethiopia and Kenya) won the golds in the 1,500 metres, 5,000, 10,000 metres,
marathon and steeplechase.
Noteworthy performances were put up by the hefty American Al Oerter,
who won the discus for the fourth successive time, and the Czechoslovak
gymnast Vera Caslavska who made Olympic history by adding four more
golds to the three she won in Tokio.
There were two other notable aspects of these Games. These were the novel
high jumping of the American Dick Fosbury, who went over the bar backwards to invent the "Fosbury Flop", and the fact that it was a woman that for
the first time set alight the Olympic Flame at the Opening Ceremony.
As the last flicker of the Flame died out I ended my Olympic career with a
final report of the Closing Ceremony. It was a sad and unforgettable moment.
Since then I have attended two further Olympic Games as a guest of the
Munich and Sapporo Organising Committees. It was nice just being a
spectator!
You will of course ask me what were the best Games, which I enjoyed most
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and so on. While it is said that "Comparisons are Odious" let me conclude by
saying that, in my opinion of course, the two best organised of the summer
Olympics were Berlin and Tokio and of the Winter Olympics Squaw Valley
and Oslo. The ones I enjoyed most were Helsinki, Tokio Squaw Valley and
Oslo. I refuse to tell you which of the cities I thought were least well organised
and which I felt were the least "Olympic"!
In taking my seat I hope I have not bored you too greatly and that lengthy
as this talk has been it has proved of some interest. Citius Altius Fortius.
(OBE; ODM; IOA; Finnish Silver Cross; AIFS Diploma) Vernon Morgan

One of the buses of the Organizing Committee of the Moscow Games which escorted officials of the
Olympic Torch Relay all the way from Olympia to Moscow.
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OLYMPIAD-80
Prof. V. STOLIAROV (USSR)

Mankind needed almost one thousand five hundred years to resurrect the
Olympic Games. It was at the end of the last century that the Olympic Flame
once again blazed over the land of Greece. Twelve European countries took
part, competing in nine sports — such were the modest dimensions of the first
Modern Games in Athens.
Since then the Olympic baton has gone round the world. The universally
known Olympic emblem of five linked rings, each a different colour, symbolizing the inhabited continents of the globe, has regained its original meaning: the
Olympic Games have become a world festival of youth and friendship,
strength and beauty.
For the first time in the history of the Olympic Movement the Games are to
take place in a socialist country.
The fact that Moscow has been entitled to stage the nineteen eighty Olympic
Games is an expression of respect for the great Soviet achievements in physical
education and sport and its contribution into the Olympic Movement.
Olympic ideas are not merely proclaimed in our country but are consistently
brought into practice. The Soviet Constitution contains a clause on the necessity of the broad development of physical education and sport. And there are
all the conditions in our country for this.
In Soviet Union, it would be impossible to find a population centre without
its own stadiums, sport fields and gyms, which are intended to open up sport
and physical culture to everyone.
Over fifty million people attend sports sections and participate in sports
competitions in the Soviet Union today, more than six and a half million of
them practising track and field sports — the most popular sport in our
country.
Sport is very popular among the children. More than ten million boys and
girls every year take part in the traditional children's competitions for the
Leather Ball, Golden Puck, Neptune and White Boat prizes, and in the AllUnion Young Pioneer Games.
Every day at ninety eight thousand enterprises, practically all those engaged
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in production, practise physical exercises during work time. Thirty million
people regularly take part in more than one hundred thousand track union
sport clubs.
They are members of thirty two voluntary sports societies (for example
"Spartak", Society is run for geologists, civil aviation pilots, doctors, teachers,
actors, the oldest trade union sports society "Locomotiv" is run for railway
workers, "Burevestnik" is run for Soviet higher education students).
We should mention also the "Prepared for Work and the Defence of the
USSR" (PWD) physical — culture standards, which are set after many years
of scientific research and are designed for all age groups.
Millions of Soviet people wear the PWD badge, but that is not the end of the
story, for the PWD test, as Aleksey Leonov, the famous Soviet cosmonaut and
head of the mass movement of physical culture enthusiasts to meet the PWD
ratings, put it, is "a race without a finish". One level of achievement is always
succeeded by another, for there is no limit to man's physical improvement.
All Soviet people knew the call: from PWD badge to Olympic medal!
This is not just an attractive motto. In our country top-class and mass
physical training are two sides of the same coin. Our Olympic successes are
based precisely on the development of the massive physical fitness movement.
Incidentally, an article I read in an Italian newspaper analyzing the results of
the Montreal Olympics referred to the PWD set of standards as the "Russians'
secret weapon"!
In our country the saying goes that Olympics are not only for Olympians.
The motto has become even more significant now that Moscow is to be the
host city of the twenty second Olympic Games. Indeed, only several hundred
top athletes will get into the Soviet Olympic team, but all fifty million Soviet
sports enthusiasts will quite justifiably consider themselves as taking part in
the Olympic Movement. They know that the most important thing about this
Movement is participation rather than victory — sport for the sake of enjoyment, sport as a vital human need.
Here is only one example. In April this year ten thousand participants took
part in the mass running which was held in a small town of our country —
Winnice — under the name "The Olympic year is not only for Olympians".
A broad development of physical education and sport in our country is not
by chance. Those active in physical training and sports are assisted by over
three hundred thousand full-time coaches and more than seven million voluntary part time coaches.
Everything needed for physical training and sports is offered free to Soviet
citizens, that is to say, not only the sports buildings and coaching services, but
the sports equipment and sportswear as well. The State and mass organizations, notably, the trade unions, likewise bear the cost of arrangements for
athletic contests and festivals, including the competitors' travelling, accomo179

dation and food expenses. Medical attendance for the athletes is, of course,
also free.
It must be said that members of sports societies pay what amounts to token
membership dues of thirty kopeks a year (that equals the price of two portions
of ice-cream)·
These are only a few facts which demonstrate how much attention is paid to
sport and physical education in our country — in realisation of Olympic
ideals.
Moscow — the place of XXII Olympic Games — plays an important role in
the sport life of our country. Moscow has long since become an extremely
popular sport centre. It has been the venue of international championships in
various sports. Only during the last eight years Moscow hosted about a dozen
of world and European championships and such a major sports event as the
World University Games and many others.
And at present time Moscow is completely prepared to receive sportsmen
and guests of the Olympic Games, that is:
— more than three thousand participants in the Congress of the Interna
tional Olympic Committee and International Sport Federations;
— more than three thousand sports referees;
— about eight thousand representatives of mass media;
— more than one hundred thousand tourists.
It is of course a very difficult task to receive, accommodate participants,
organize competitions and training process of sportsmen, but it is a habitual
thing for our country and Moscow.
As far as sport facilities I must say that Moscow had even before excellent
sports facilities meeting Olympic standards and needs. There were in Moscow
over five thousand divers sports arenas and grandstands for nearly a million
spectators.
Yet we felt that this is inadequate for the nineteen eighty Olympic Games. In
Moscow are being built now new facilities whose architecture, equipment,
class and convenience will meet future needs.
These facilities include: an indoor stadium (the largest in Europe) for forty
five thousand spectators transformable into several gyms; an equestrian stadium for twelve thousand spectators; an indoor velodrome; a swimming pool
with stands for ten thousand spectators and, of course, the Olympic Village.
(You can see all of them in the film about Moscow Olympic Games).
It is not our intention to make these facilities showy and ostentatious. They
will be well built, plain and serviceable. They are not to become dead monuments to the Games, and will remain in service after the Games are over.
Let me illustrate this. Our Olympic Village will be not only an Olympic
project. It is being built as a housing development with all its needs — schools,
shops, laundries, catering establishments, service shops, etc. After the Games
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the Olympic Village will be used by the Moscovites themselves.
All the other facilities are being built in a way making it possible to use them
rationally after the Games. This, incidentally, explains why we are not creating
a single Olympic complex, as the organizers of the previous Games had done,
but are expanding five sports centres in order to provide people living in
different parts of Moscow with full and rational sports facilities.
The ideals of the Olympic Movement, recorded in its Charter, coincide with
our policy. We fully subscribe to Lord Killanin's words against building projects that will be useless to the city and the nation after the Games..
The largest part of the outlays of the Olympic Games is developments of the
city's infrastructure: building of access routes, roads hotels, camping sites,
communication lines, etc. According to the Canadian Press, the following
amounts were spent on the seventeenth Olympic Games in Tokyo: about
twenty five million dollars on the organisation of the Games itself, about four
hundred million on sport facilities and equipment and upwards of two and a
half milliard dollars on the development of the infrastructure.
Developing the infrastructure of the Olympic host-cities creates many problems under conditions of private enterprise.
In this respect, it will be much easier for us. For under socialism, the
economy is based on long-term scientific plans. Capital construction, transport, trade, public services and utilities are all planned. And since the development of Moscow's infrastructure is part and parcel of the general plan for the
development of the capital, it means in practice that the state undertakes to
defray all the above-mentioned expenses. The basic material and technical
outlays for the organization and holding of the nineteen eighty Games in
Moscow are likewise provided for by the state five-year economic development
plan.
It is very important that the preparations for the Olympic Games will not
affect the tempo of housing construction envisaged by the General Plan. This
will remain adequately high: Moscovites will annually receive not less than one
hundred thousand modern flats free of charge. Moscow has no equal among the
world's large cities for the rate of building and for the housing increment rate.
We shall make use of the experience gained by the organizers of the previous
Games and try to recuperate the money spent on the organization and holding
of the Games. To recoup part of the outlays, the Olympiad-eighty Organizing
Committee will undertake all the traditional measures provided for by the
economic programmes of the preceding Games: there will be an Olympic
lottery called "Sprint", Olympic postage stamps and so on.
It is quite obvious that the nineteen eighty Olympiad will attract a huge
number of foreign tourists. For them are built now new hotels (for example the
most big hotel in Europe — near the metro-station "Jemailovskii park" for
ten thousand guests, a youth camp (for two thousand people), and new motels
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and suburban camping grounds.
Specialized clinics have been set aside for athletes and visitors. In accordance with Soviet law, medical assistance will be free of charge.
Some words should be said about privileges for the Moscow Olympic
Games participants. For example all participants and officials are given the
right to use all kinds of municipal transport free of charge; those who will live
in the Olympic Village will be able to get medicines free of charge and so on.
Besides Moscow the Olympic Games will be held in some other large cities of
the USSR. The football preliminaries will be held in Leningrad, Kiev and
Minsk; the sailing regatta will be hosted by Tallinn,
The Olympics not just as a purely sports event. That is why the Olympic
Charter, in its section of requirements to candidate-cities, specifies: "The
Olympic Games are a great festival of the youth of the world, the Social
educational, aesthetic and moral sides of which must be emphasized".
Moscow intends to present a diversified cultural programme. There will be
folk song and dance ensembles from all the Soviet republics, concerts of
classical music, drama, variety and the cirans. Moscow's cinemas (which will
show the finest Soviet films, including sports films), museums and exhibitions
will hold their doors open for Olympians.
The cultural programme of the nineteen eighty Olympics will include every
kind of exhibition, show and excursion imaginable. Trips to the "Golden
Ring" towns of Vladimir, Suzdal and Yaroslav will be laid on for those wishing to travel.
Apart from Moscow there will be four other towns where Olympic events
will be held: Tallinn, above Tall, then Leningrad, Kiev and Minsk. A trip to
each of them will be a discovery in itself. It's worth leaving the capital for a few
days to see the unique palaces of Leningrad, the park in Tallinn where the
annual song festival will take place at which one will be able to hear thirty
thousand voices singing at one. One can probably say that the cultural programme will .follow the athletes wherever they go.
Before Olympic Games will be held the World Scientific Congress "Sports
in Modern Society" (from 10—16 July 1980, in the city of Tbilissi, the capital
of Soviet Georgia).
How the world will see Olympiad-eighty? The nineteen seventy two Olympic
Games had a television audience of one milliard. The television audience of
Olympiad-eighty is expected to be twice as large. Some enthusiastic estimates
place it at three milliards. However, according to the most modest estimates
practically the entire adult population of the world will be able to follow the
Olympics in nineteen eighty.
It is planned to relay colour broadcasts from the twenty second Olympic
Games, on twenty channels. For the sake of comparison, it will be recalled that
from Mexico City in 1968 television broadcasts were on seven channels (five
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hundred million viewers) and from Munich in 1972 on twelve channels and on
seventeen channels from Montreal.
All continents will receive television broadcasts from Olympiad eighty. Each
national television company wishes to have its own programme for viewers in
its own country in order to cater to their interests. That two, has been taken
into consideration.
It will not be easy, of course, to give effect to what has been planned. It will
be necessary to build a new TV Center in Moscow, almost equal in size and
sited next to the Ostankino Centre that has been in operation since 1967.
Moreover, the XXII Olympic Games are to be broadcasted on one hundred
radio programmes for foreign countries. The Organizing Committee of the
Olympic Games has the full support of the Soviet Government. The Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR has guaranteed that the Olympic Games in
Moscow will be conducted strictly in accordance with the rules and regulations
of the International Olympic Committee. All the necessary funds and material
will be provided to assure a high standard.
All athletes and the personnel accompanying them, as well as representatives of international sports federations, the press, radio and television and all
persons involved in the organization of the Games will be allowed unhindered
entry into the Soviet Union. This also concerns tourists wishing to see the
Olympic Games in Moscow or to travel within the Soviet Union.
Turning to Coubertin's legacy, comparing the diverse interpretations of
what he had said on various aspects of the reborn Olympics, one cannot help
returning to the summit of his literary achievement, his "Ode to Sport" and
especially its last line. It underscores the grandeur of the main Olympic Goal:
"Oh, Sport, you are Peace!"
Moscow, host to the twenty second Olympics, subscribes whole heartedly to
this inspiring motto.
All our country is preparing to the Olympic Games being well aware of their
great both sportive and social significance. In Ancient Greece during Olympic
Games wars stopped. This ancient symbol of Games has been embodied in five
connected rings of the Modern Olympic Games. They symbolize the wish of
peoples of five continents to peace, friendship and equality. Therefore every
Olympic Games have great practical significance for developing the spirit of
mutual understanding in Modern human Society.
We intend to turn the Moscow Olympics into the unforgettable festival of
international friendship and solidarity for the world's youth and a factor for
unity, peace and friendship among peoples. We are sure it will be a success; at
least the Soviet people according to the General Secretary of the USSR Communist Party Central Committee L. I. Breznev: "Will do everything for the
Moscow Olympic Games being held on high level and giving new impulses to
noble ideas of friendship and peace".
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MY OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE
My: Mr. Eduardo Mario GUELFAND (ARG)
Olympic Games, Mexico City 1968
Hockey
My dear friends:
In a first instance, I would like to excuse myself for the quality of my
English.
It is very difficult to express in a short synthesis the feelings I experienced as
a sportsman, on the occasion of two Panamerican Games and the XlXth
Games of the Olympiad in Mexico City. In spite of the difficulty, I shall try to
transmit not only the pleasant aspects but also the others; those that we should
improve by collaborating in order that the Olympic Ideals reach their maximum expression.
Amongst the first, the unforgettable moments of both joy and disillusions,
jokes and meals with athletes of different nationalities, races, religion and
ideology, thus acquiring from each other different forms of life but always
united by the Olympic concepts, seeking for the best qualities of man through
sports. However, before the opening ceremony, a special feeling invades the
participants and reaches its highest point with the entrance of the Olympic
flame in the stadium and the lighting of the cauldron.
The closing ceremony is the realisation of the fact that the fifteen ( 15) days
during which joy, defeats and all that can be shared with a friend is coming to
an end.
No Olympiad is similar to another and neither do we know whether life will
give us a second opportunity to meet again these new friends who, even if far,
we always remember and who, sometimes, we meet again as was my case this
year in the Olympic Academy with Reginald Plummer, from the Canadian
hockey team, rival in the field and friend outside it.
For sure, when this XXth International Olympic Academy session ends,
everybody will feel what I felt as, although it is not an Olympiad, an Olympic
spirit dwells in the Academy.
And now the doubts, the difficulties, looking in the past with the only aims
of improving the future with the energy of youth and the experience of ancients, in order to find solutions and collaborate in the achievement of Baron
Pierre de Coubertin's principles, adopted to the own present realities.
Let us not shut our eyes, nor be cowards, but face all problems:
— How many times during the Games have we not talked with athletes
from all the world about the difference between amateurism and profes
sionalism?
— How many times have we not commented, during an Olympiad, the
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possibilities given by certain countries to their athletes only to train without
the necessity of working? Is this amateurism? Do we only seek for records and
results? Very well, in that case be professionalism welcomed.
— How many times have we not discussed the pressures exercised on
athletes?
— How many times has it been emphasized that politics and sports are two
different languages?
However we have long since realised that such is not the case.
— How many times have we not thought and discussed as to whether the
gigantism and commercialisation of the Games will not be their destruction?
Very well, I have felt all this but luckily I have also felt that:
— This is not what the athletes wish for;
— Professionalism does not interest us;
— Records or victories obtained by the destruction of the Olympic spirit do
not interest us;
— Neither politics nor religion within sports interest us;
— Gigantism and its commercialisation does not interest us: modest
Games, but with a living Olympic spirit are preferable to lavish games but with
a dead Olympic spirit.
I believe in the purity of the athletes; let us not allow outside interferences
which would deteriorate our principles.
A final desire and request: in these difficult moments lived by Olympism, let
us all unite and fight, each of us in its own country, in order that the Olympic
Games may become again what they should be, so that no problem succeed in
destroying them, so that the whole world receives through us, youngsters, an
example of unity and solidarity in order that those who will follow us do not
suffer what we have suffered.
Let every country create its Olympic Academy and defend Olympic principles. Let every individual benefit from sport, let Olympic spirit take fire in
everyone of us and spread throughout the world, thus serving peace.
May, more people, for all times, say, as I, thank you Olympism!!
Ancient Olympia, 27th June, 1980.
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WHAT I FELT
IN PARTICIPATING
IN THE OLYMPIC GAMES
By: Miss Maria LENK (BRA)
Mr. President of the C.I.O., Nic Nissiotis, Mr.
Director of the C.I.O., Otto Szymiczek,
It is a great honour for me to speak to such a selected audience. Among you
are the greatest experts on the subject Olympism. Even knowing, all I am
expected to say is about what I felt in participating in the Olympic Games.
It has been many years ago and only the very special occurences were
impressed into my mind to come back as memories now.
It was 1932 — the Xth Olympic Games of Los Angeles. We arrived on a
brazilian freighter carrying "coffee and athletes", as the newspapers would
write about. Between those athletes there was the first southamerican woman
ever to take part in the Olympic Games, and that was precisely the person who
is speaking to you now, so many years later. It was then that the Olympic flame
was lit in my heart.
These where the Games where you could have seen Johny Weismiller, Buster
Crabe (both famous later on, for their movies as tarzans). There was the
mighty american swimming team with Helen Madison, Eleonor Holm,Georgia
Colman, Dorothy Pointen — and there was the allround champ Baby Didrikson. All of them became friends of that lonely young swimmer almost lost
in the immensity of this strange surroundings. This is my first practical lesson of
Olympism. There where other occurencies which proved that not only the
athletes were possessed of that spirit but more than all the wonderful public,
then mostly american. They knew by heart, through their ancestors and by
tradition what it meant: fair-play, respect of the opposition and hospitality.
And they had an opportunity to show it when their greatest hope for a gold
medal in 1500 m dash. Hill was blocked from passing his opponent, losing his
chance.
80.000 persons started to "buuh" but it needed nothing but the speaker to
say: "Ladies and gentleman, please remember that those people are our
guests" for a complete acceptance of the fact and even applause when the
winner Lethinen offered Hill to step on the victory pedestal with him. This
very same public applauded the brazilian runner Cardoso, who at the 10.000 m
still had one lap to run after all the opponents had finished, doing so despite
his wounded feet (he ran bare feeted) on the rough coalash track.
In 1936 the Xlth Olympic Games at Berlin again patriotism and Olympism
were combined in a noble way — at least it seemed so to me.
I do not want to finish this, little talk to you without presenting a thought
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which came up while looking at the problems of Olympism or Olympic Games
as presented here.
Then I look back to what was one of the worries presented by Coubertin.
At the opening ceremony as the French team entered the stadium, saluting
with the elevated arms, there was also the dramatic drop of the baton by the
last German girl in the 400m relay. All her opponents went to console her as if
it happened to themselves.
Another occurence happened to Dina Senf, the Dutch backstroke world
record holder. At the finals she failed to touch the wall; her reaction of fair
play was to return to the wall, attend the rules and only then go on. She did it
with so much vigor, that it resulted not only in her victory but in a new
Olympic record, which earned her the applause of everybody.
This Olympic Games gave all of the participants an opportunity to meet
each other, not only at the Olympic village but at the special reserved sections.
Another event (regardless in which sport they would compete) and where
one could get to know the other in great emotional moments as their compatriots where down at the arena, doing their best. All I can confirm about those
remote Olympic Games: There was fair play, mutual understanding, mutual
respect, comradeship, friendship besides of peaceful patriotism — in short
THERE WAS OLYMPISM.
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OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE
By: Mr. ZELL ALLAN (USA)
As a physical educator, sports seemed to me in a whole an activity which
should conduct to physical aptitude (say health) as the basis of the triangle
intellectual and moral perfection being the other two sides.
Sport should give you enjoyment while you are practising it and even after
you stop competing in organized competition, and more than then before it
should enable you to practise it for physical aptitude and pleasure. These goals
seems to be forgotten, as I find former athletes of the younger generations who
"never want to do regular exercise again" since their competitive life gave
them a sad memory of too much of it. There is also the fact that great athletes
should become models to be imitated by the mass. Therefore their activity
should be of a kind which enables the common person to imitate them. This
would have a direct reflex on the Olympic program. It is one of the great
innovations which could be introduced now, at this psychological moment
when everybody thinks about great changes. This change of the program needs
to be studied very carefully by scientist of all kind. The athletes involved should
be studied not only during and before they entered the athletic life, but especially after they stopped competing. This follow-up certainly would reveal
facts which could coordinate sport and Olympism — say Olympic Games to a
new revolutionary direction. It should be established which sports are most
desirable to be implemented. Which events (competitions) are proper for men
or for women — or is there any differences to be considered. Should team
sports be included — should the events represent such a high degree of risk not
only on health but even on life? With which age should the human body be
exposed to stresses (biological and psychological as well) as high performances
in sport require? And with which age should this stress be reduced? After
physiologists, psychologists, pedagogues, sociologists come to a conclusion, a
new philosophy about sport and the Olympic Games may appear with new
aims and new methods. It could represent an answer to the "gigantism"
mentioned here and to the problem of professionalism, and so on.
If the right answer is found about what to practise, the answer of how, by
whom and where will be found more easier. Athletes should meet in excelling
themselves, contributing to brotherhood, friendship and peace.
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MY PARTICIPATION IN THE
CANADIAN OLYMPIC GAMES
By: Mr. Reg PLUMMER (CAN)
Canadian Field Hockey Team
I attended the 1976 Olympic Games in Montreal. At that time I was 23 years
old and had been a member of the National Team since 1973. Since Field
Hockey is very weak in Canada, the Canadian Government sent our team all
over the world in order to gain international experience. This was very hard
for us as we received some crushing defeats.
Field Hockey is a team game and like all team sports it requires that all
players sacrifice a certain amount of ego for the greater goals of the team. Not
every player will be called on to the limit of his skill and stamina since some
positions on the field are more demanding than others. This willingness to
submit oneself to the goals of the team is in contrast to competition between
individuals.
When a team has a habit of losing as ours did, it becomes a severe strain on
the relations between the individuals on the team. This is even more complicated by the fact that there was a considerable range in both ages and occupations in the team. We represented a considerable ethnic and social
cross-section of Canadian Society.
My team overcame these difficulties and by the time of the Olympic Games
we had developed a certain esprit de corps born out of difficult circumstances
and as a result we could no longer be taken lightly even by the best teams.
When the Olympic Flame arrived in Montreal it found us fit, keen and fairly
hopeful of an 8th place finish. One must remember that in 1973 we were
considered to be outside the top 25 teams in the world so that this would be a
considerable achievement. The gods smiled on us once — against Argentina —
but ignored us for the rest. We finished in 10th place out of 11 teams. We won
an award for the team received the fewest warnings and suspensions over the
tournament. I am a little ashamed to admit that we would all have cheerfully
foregone the honour of receiving this award if it would have bought us the 8th
place.
So much for facts and figures but what about the Games? How does it feel
to compete at the Olympic Games? I was proud to take part in the World's
greatest sporting event. When the whole Canadian Olympic Team marched
into Montreal's Olympic Stadium the deafening roar of approval that greeted
us was one of the great moments of my life. One is flooded with patriotic pride
and a feeling of being a particularly worthy member of a proud nation.
The lighting of the flame is an entirely different feeling that I'm sure everyone who is watching can feel. To me then it signalled the beginning of a great
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event. I have learnt here that it symbolizes much more but Olympism was
unknown to me then.
The last great ceremony — the Closing Ceremony — was somewhat of a
disappointment for the athletes. Only 5 athletes from each country took part.
The rest of us were herded into a corner of the Stadium to watch.
In the last couple of days we have discussed the Olympic Games and Olympic Ideas. Each group came to some common conclusions. The importance of
the Olympic Village as a meeting place for athletes was one of these. For me
and I think for my team mates this aspect of the Village is greatly overstated.
Our hockey competition lasted the entire 2 weeks of the Olympic Games. Over
that entire period one was nervous and tense. There were often practices and
team meetings. We often went together in small groups to the outdoor concerts at the Village or just sat around talking, reading or attending other
events.
The tension that goes with competition did not allow one to just go to the
village and chat with all one met. One must not confuse the Olympic Village
with our Academy. First there were not 3 official languages but many.
Secondly people have not gathered there in a spirit of friendship and international harmony as we have here. One is there in order to compete. The agony
of defeat is a very real thing and at that level one abhors it. One especially fears
personal disgrace. This feeling is common for the average or less than average
competitor who knows he or she will be hard pressed to put in a respectable
performance — never mind a medal.
This tension does not allow one to go to the ice cream stand and have a
pleasant chat. Only when we had finally completed our competition did we
really relax.
We have spent much time talking of Olympism, and the qualities that one
should develop through education and sport. Jean Leiper spoke of playing
outside the spirit of the game. In field hockey this is particularly prevalent. The
game is still very much an amateur sport. However if a player looks as though
he might score it is not unusual to see him tripped up. I suffered a broken nose
in only our second game in this very manner. I was tripped and my face ended
up on the turf beside the ball. A player attempted to place the ball but played
my nose instead. A video replay showed that the actual trip was quite deliberate. This kind of thing is not common and it was only bad luck that it ended
so badly for me.
I have mentioned some aspects of the Games that I think are not quite in
accordance with popular beliefs. Let me now say of what value I think the
Games were to me. Without the Olympic Games there would not have been a
Canadian Field Hockey Team. The Government supports Olympic sports
precisely because it is a huge and spectacular event that receive the world's
undivided attention for 2 weeks. Canada's poor showing in Mexico and
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Munich was a considerable national embarrassment and lead to the increased
financial support for all Olympic Sports.
In order to raise our team to a reasonable level it was necessary to send us all
over the world in order to get top competition. This was a wonderful social
experience for all of us. We had to learn to get along with our team mates. We
learned a lot about the people we visited as well. I was able to make many
good friends in these countries through international sport. It was in this
indirect way — though our preparation for the Olympic Contest — that
international friendship and respect were built. Indeed it's the social aspect of
the game together with the thrill of competition itself that keeps me in the
game even now.
Finally my participation in sport or the Olympic Games has given me the
opportunity to come here and make many new friends and for that I will
always be grateful. Thank you.

Volley ball is a very popular sport where many mixed teams fight for victory.
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FEELINGS AND IMPRESSIONS
AS AN ATHLETE IN THE
1976 WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES
By: Miss Kim ALLETSON (CAN)
Ladies and gentlemen,
I thank you for this honour and opportunity to express true feelings and
impressions of my experience as an athlete in the 1976 Winter Olympic Games
held in Innsbruck (Austria). I was a member of the Canadian figure skating
team and competed in the ladies single event. In as much as my participation
was the result of many hours of hard work, dedication and determination, this
seems hardly significant to my message today. In other words, I won't bore
you with my competitive career record.
My greatest emotional feelings of the Games occurred during the opening
ceremony. No words can ever convey the patriotic pride, mind as I marched
with my fellow countrymen and -women, and watched with awe the colour,
splendor and pageantry. This truly signified to me the accomplishment of one
major lifetime goal.
Ironically, in contrast to my nervousness in the opening ceremony, I experienced for the first time total relaxation and enjoyment during the long free
skating portion of the competition.
At this point, I wish I could continue with more such positive reflections.
However, to do so would be dishonest to all of you as well as to myself. Please
let me try to explain.
As a young, naive 17 year old figure skater my goal was to compete in the
Olympic Games because it was considered to be the ultimate in competitive
sport. My expectations were that there would be something magical about the
Games, yet, there wasn't. My impressions and thoughts of the Olympics as a
whole, were, for almost four years, those of disappointment. Of course, I made
numerous international friendships, viewed and learned from other sports,
cheered for my friends and competitors, and probably had one of the best
times of my life. And yet, there was something disturbingly wrong, something
missing. Finally as I was researching for my participation in this Academy, I
realized what this something was. The missing link was simply: knowledge. Or
better still, a lack of knowledge, of the history, significance and meaning
behind the Olympic Games. The knowledge necessary to interpretate my deep
emotional feelings, experiences and actions during the Games as more than
just a shared international "good time".
So for me, without any prior knowledge or education of Olympism, the
Olympic Games were no more than a grandious top international sporting
event, an entity, and thus a disappointment.
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A French-speaking group with Victor Banciulescu (RUM) is holding its meeting in an open-air shelter.

Mr de Navacelle (FRA) takes part in the meeting of a French-speaking group under a shelter near the
swimming pool.

English-speaking young men and women, together with Dr. John Powell, hold a meeting at another
site.

Another group with lecturer Dr. F. Landry meets on the idyllic hill with the high pines.

Certain hours on the programme of the Session are devoted to sporting activities.

In the magnificent swimming pool of the IOA, in Olympia, competitions and games are organized
each year and winners receive commemorative prizes.

Γhe 3d class of the Cadet School visits the IOA each year and students listen to lectures on the ancient
Olympic Games and the Olympic spirit.

The two-week stay in Olympia, includes excursions to the beautiful beaches of the W. Péloponnèse.

Only today with the quality of Olympic education I have gained here at the
Academy from the prestigeous lecturers and my fellow students in conjunction
with my own research can I honestly say I have gone from the Olympic Games
to Olympism. Now I realize the magic I was looking for was Olympism.
In conclusion, I would like to tell you of an international friendship I made
with a soviet hockey player. We consolidated our friendship by exchanging
team training jackets. As you can imagine, I get many strange stares when I
wear this CCCP-jacket and often have found myself stumbling to defend the
wearing of a "communist jacket" in a "free" country such as Canada and even
more recently the United States. Now I have only one word for those who
question me... OLYMPISM.
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OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE
By: Mr. Pekka VASALA (FIN)

My dear friends,
By asking what my experiences and feelings about the Olympic Games are 1
must say that I am not able to tell you about the atmosphere in Munich. Why
can I not tell you this? Because I went to the Munich Olympic Games just one
day before my heat. I stayed in the Olympic village only three days and straight
after the final I returned home. Why did I do so? I wanted to concentrate in my
home country and in my home with the people who are very close to me. I
liked to be alone without any pressure for example from newspaper men or
other competitors. This was best for me mentally.
When we are talking about the Olympic spirit I think that you can get that
feeling only by staying in the Olympic village and by communicating with other
participants.
I think that most of us athletes haven't learnt about Olympism, the Olympic
movement and its history.
When I started to practise for the Olympic Games I did not think about
anything except results. However, I started like all young children because
sport is fun. When I went to practise at my track and field club I enjoyed the
company of other boys and girls. We felt that we belonged together because we
had the same hobby. Later on when results came better and better I started to
take more seriously my practising and racing. I was interested to know what is
my capacity for running. First of all I made it my object to become Finnish
champion, then European, which I never achieved and finally to get the Olympic gold medal. A gold medal is the biggest honor that an athlete can get from
sport but nowadays it takes many years if you are going to get to the top.
During those years you have to practise and practise all the year round, every
day, mostly twice in a day. You have to run miles and miles and all the time
remember that others are doing the same. I often asked myself if this life was
worthwhile. I have to say, yes! I cannot explain by words that feeling which I
felt at Munich when I passed the finishing line. You have to imagine achieving
your own lifelong ambition.
Since I have retired, now is the right time to learn more about Olympism, its
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history and philosophy. I am very pleased that I have had the opportunity to
come here to learn all this fine history and philosophy of Olympism. I hope
that all National Olympic Committees will send at least one Olympic medalist
or Olympic participant every year to this fantastic and peaceful Academy.
After this session I have just realised what a great thing the Olympic movement is and how fine it is.
I wish all the best for the Olympic Academy and its work to get the Olympic
movement better known. Thank you
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OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE
Miis Sylvaine DELTOUR (FRA)
Competitor in the Olympic
Games of Munich 1972
Olympic Youth Camp
Competitor in the Olympic
Games of Montreal 1976
Canoe-Kayak Event
As this work session of the Olympic Academy draws to a close 1 am very
touched and thankful to be able to relate to you my somewhat limited experience of the Olympic Games. I thank the President, Mr. Nissiotis, the Vice
President and the Dean for inviting me to take the floor for a brief moment.
My experience of the Olympic Games is a twofold one, since in 1972 I took
part in the Olympic Youth Camp which ran alongside the Olympic Games in
Munich, and in 1976 my experience of the Montreal Games was as competitor
in the Canoe-Kayak event. May I just add, for information's sake, that the
Kayak is a light canoe steered by a double oar in calm waters, the canoekayak, the slalom event, is an attractive sport, held in turbulent waters:, it did
not become an Olympic event until the Munich Games.
My first experience, therefore, was with the Youth Camp in 1972, an international gathering of young people for one month in conjunction with the
Olympic Games. Exclusive to students of Physical Education the programme
was rich and diversified — judge for yourselves — a one-week study trip to
Berlin, visits to West German universities, a tour of the Olympic installations,
viewing of about fifteen events, cultural and sports exchanges, and visits to the
Olympic village itself.
All the occasions were for me also opportunities for discovery, enrichment
and international exchanges. However, I must make mention of some negative
points which made an impression on me then and which have remained in the
form of question marks and insoluble problems for many years.
First of all, the grave events which erupted in the midst of the Games, and
suddenly dispersed the ambience of fraternity. In the face of unforeseen difficulties, ideological struggles and the inability to comprehend again came to the
forefront. Hence my question: Was not this tremendous encounter with sport
as its focus a very fragile thing? The second aspect which shocked my youth
and my idealism at that time was the feeling of stifling commercialisation, this
plethora of publicity:, could sport and Olympism ever be free of this?
My participation in the Olympic Games of Montreal was of a very different
nature. I was no longer there to discover, to learn or view things critically — I
was there to give something of myself and try to excel myself after four years of
preparation. What did participation in the Olympic Games represent for me?
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It was, as I had to admit even several months prior to the Games in the realm
of dreams and now that I was there, when all the obstacles had been overcome
I felt a certain consecration of my sporting career, but with the desire of doing
as best I could.
Certain Unforgettable moments in these Games have to a great extent been
explained and expanded upon by a number of speakers. The opening and
closing ceremonies, the competitiveness of the sporting events and the contacts
between sportsmen impressed me very much at those Olympic Games. Not
forgetting the "après-Olympic Games", the friendship with our Quebecan friends, the three-week Canoe Expedition "in the woods".
I would with your permission just like to make one small remark; I previously made mention of the obstacles to be overcome in preparing for the
Games and I must expand on this for a better understanding.
To train for three or four hours a day for more than a year, to give up all the
pleasures and a part of one's emotional world for the competitions, these
"sacrifices" were in no way a constraint for me, and at that time I simply
said that I had made a choice, admittedly very limited, for the Kayak and the
preparation for the Olympic Games.
On the contrary I felt a certain frustration during this period as a "social
man" (or woman if you wish... the problem remains the same). As athletes we
were, in fact, under the protective wing of our Federation, then of our National Olympic Committee, which admittedly gave us the financial and material
means to participate but where the possibility to consult or to decide were
non-existent. Were we suddenly so fragile or had we become children once
again?
The fact that it is impossible to express oneself openly under the circumstances, that it is impossible to take action for the sake of sport, in all its forms,
impelled me to stop top level competition.
It is only now as a full-time teacher of Physical Education at club and
regional level that I feel I am making a true contribution to the development of
sport and Olympism.
Thank you once again for your kind attention and for the opportunity you
have given me here at the Olympic Academy, of elucidating and expanding on
all these ideas.
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OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE
By HARSONO SON (INDONESIA)

I have had the honour of representing my country at the Olympic Games of
Munich and Montreal in archery. In Munich my country's delegation
numbered 7 competitors and in Montreal 8.
None of us succeded in winning a medal. The best results we obtained were
8th position in boxing in Munich and 9th position in women's archery at the
Montreal Olympics.
For a country like mine where sport, or top performance sport at least, is
not very developed (with the exception of badminton) an Olympic medal or
distinction in a world championship is still beyond today's possibilities. So
what is important is to take part in the Games so that our athletes can acquire
international experience instead of winning titles.
This approach in my opinion has a positive effect on the mission we
undertake through our participation in the Olympic Games and World
Championships. It is compatible with the principle of "competing as well as
you can, in respect of the high athletic spirit and principles". This is I feel a
major contribution to the promotion of Olympism.
This approach could change if badminton is ever included in the Olympic
programme. Then our mission would be to win not merely to participate. A
defeat in badminton would be inadmissible since until now we are the best in
the world.
As far as my experience and impressions are concerned I wish to say the
following:
1. The Olympic Games have given us the opportunity to meet and talk with
people from all over the world, share experiences with them, leam how they
think and react so that we can now face them with better understanding and
greater respect.
2. We have also had the opportunity to visit excellent sports facilities. This
experience is useful to my country's NOC for the planning of sports contres
and the building of sports facilities.
3. Personal contacts with athletes and coaches from different countries has
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provided me with a deeper understanding and insight concerning preparation
and training for top performance sport.
4. The photographs and films of the best archers from different countries I
have taken have proved extremely useful during the training of my athletes.
5. The most precious experience, however, has been the meetings, be it
unofficial, among the coaches of national archery teams that took part in the
Games. At these meetings we could exchange views and experiences, talk
about coaching methods and problems and also deal with problems related to
the equipment. I believe that these meetings have given me new strength and
inspiration in my striving for perfection in my duties as teacher and coach.
Concluding this short talk, I would like to submit two proposals to the IOC
(although I am not quite sure if this is the proper forum).
1. Encourage the organization by International Sport Federations of
meetings of coaches from the countries taking part in the Olympics for the
purpose of exchanging ideas and experiences.
2. Include Badminton on the Olympic programme. From what I know,
badminton is played today in more than 15 countries by men and women
alike, not only in S.E. Asia but also, although it is less popular there, in
Denmark, Sweden, Holland, Germany, Canada, the USA, Switzerland,
Mexico, England, Australia, New Zealand and some other countries.
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MY IMPRESSIONS FROM THE OLYMPIC GAMES
By: Miss Gabriela TRUSKA (ROM)
After the projection of the film on the Montreal Olympics, someone asked me
if the young girl that kissed Nadia Comaneci was me. Yes, it was me. I was 18
years old, member of the Gymnastics team of Rumania at the 1976 Olympic
Games, team with which I won the silver medal.
I have been practising gymnastics since 7 years old in my home town of
Bacau. In this Rumanian town, capital of its region, I finished my studies and
it is in this same town that I am today professor of physical education and
coach of gymnastics. Since my childhood and until today it has been a long
way, strewn with a lot of ambition. I was dreaming of being a good gymnast,
even when I did not know what the Olympic Games are.
The moment of my encounter with the Olympic world came unexpectedly,
at a time when I did not believe in it any more. In spring of 1976 I suffered an
operation in my leg and I passed my exams in high school. Nevertheless, those
who had confidence in me, chose me for the Romanian Olympic Team. This is
how I arrived in Montreal. The moment I received the silver medal I did not
quite realise its significance. On the podium I only felt that I was in the seven
skies, as if I were on another planet. Under the lights, only the flag of my
country was keeping my ties with earth. Only later, when I arrived home and a
big crowd was waiting for us at Bucarest airport, came the time for me to
realise what I had actually achieved. With this image I will remain throughout
my life. It was the compensation for my efforts, my ambitions, my desire to
crown my sports career with the title of "Olympic Athlete".
This dream I accomplished, but today I am able to say that without my
participation in this Session of the International Olympic Academy, my understanding of the Olympic world would have never been completed. I am sincerely grateful to everyone here who helped me remember the most beautiful
moment of my life and I assure them that I will never be content with the
medal that I have in hand. The Ceremony of the lighting of the Olympic Flame
which I attended has given me a renewed impulse. Now that I also teach
gymnastics to other children I promise I will be a new propagator of Olympism. Besides, on the 3rd of July in my home town in Bacau, I, myself, will
carry the Olympic Flame!!!
Thank you for your attention.
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OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE
By: Mr. Rupert GURTLER (AUT)
It is a great honor for me to be allowed to speak to this important audience.
I will try to express my personal feelings as a participant in skijumping at the
Olympic Winter Games in Innsbruck in 1976.
I must tell you that I regret very much that I was not able to attend this IOA
session before my participation in the Games. I wasn't until these two weeks
that I've learned so much about the spiritual values around the Olympic
Games.
Although I could feel a special atmosphere and could see examples of good
sportsmanship and international community I didn't know that this was called
Olympism. Olympism in my mind was too strongly connected with amateurism and that term I didn't like because without the financial support of our
sport industry I could never have attained such a high level of performance. At
the Games I primarily experienced a feeling of awe in seeing the gigantism of
the occasion, the impressive opening ceremony and Innsbruck being the center
of the world for two weeks.
When the President of Austria shook my hand and told all the athletes to
represent our country well I was conscious of the honor I had received. There
was a feeling of nationalism and patriotism but I can't say that I realized a
contribution to international peace in the Games. It is quite true that countries
send their athletes to Olympic Games (or don't send them) to demonstrate the
power of a nation. The international communication and friendship among
athletes is equally developed at any other international competition and in this
respect the Olympic Games were nothing unusual for me. One might consider
the Olympic Games as the biggest and therefore the best occasion for international communication. At least among the athletes this is not true. The athlete's concentration on his performance for which he has been preparing over
some years doesn't allow any other thoughts to distract his attention. So there
is no participation in social gatherings for some days prior to the competition.
The athlete avoids contacts with spectators, officials and journalists and closes
himself off.
Immediately before the competition at the scaffold of the ski-jump as well as
at the start of all other skiing events athletes just look into themselves and
ignore everything around them. Only after all events are over does a relaxed
atmosphere arise and the athletes meet each other in one great community at
the closing ceremony. Too bad that this last only one night.
I for myself made friends with most of the athletes of the other nations at the
end of the skiing season at smaller international meetings where the international community of skiers actually takes leave from the winter in a warm atmosphere without competitive strain. And I dare say that athletes in my sport from
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all countries form one big community although I doubt whether that contributes to peace because when two countries are going to attack each other,
politicians don't care what their sportsmen think of each other. The peaceful
meeting of so many people at the ancient Olympic Games was at that time
unique but today with our modern means of transportation and communication and so many international contacts in various fields, this function of the
Olympic Games, promoting of international understanding, is no longer
significant.
When I find in the list of Olympic principles, honesty, fair play, respect,
tolerance, perseverance and loyalty, I can say that I have found these qualities
in nearly all of the outstanding athletes in my sport and I would even regard
these moral qualities as existential necessities in a sports community. I don't
feel too comfortable with the principle of the development of physical and
moral qualities leading to a balanced personality and the bitterment of this
person. In my opinion this balance tends too much to the physical side today
and the extreme physical training of top athletes is not for their betterment but
is often harmful. The fact that high performance sport in general, as it is
practised today, is unhealthy, is not only my opinion, but also that of three
leading Austrian sport doctors and they have proof of this. So I think the
future of the realisation of Olympic ideals through sport lies in the fitness
movement and the "sport for all" program. I thank you for your attention.

ne Dean of the IOA, Otto Szymiczek (GRE) with Prof Dr. F. Landry (CAN) at the headquarters of
the IOA.
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DISCUSSIONS IN LANGUAGE GROUPS
Following a long established tradition, a large part of the working programme
at each Session is devoted to discussion in small groups on given topics, thus
allowing all participants to express their thoughts and their views. Participants
are divided in language groups and they retire at different spots on the I.O.A.
grounds where they elect a Chairman and a Secretary who takes notes. At the
end of the discussion on each topic they present the text of their conclusions to
the general meeting.
This year participants worked in two French-speaking and four Englishspeaking groups. A moderator had also been appointed to each group from
among the lecturers to give useful guidance based on his experience from
previous Sessions.
Two topics had been selected for this year's discussion groups:
a. The nature and methods of Olympic education,
b. The contribution of the Olympic Games to the promotion of Olympism.
22 hours were devoted to the debate in scheduled session in addition to the
many opportunities which participants had to discuss these two topics during
their free time and breaks. During these meetings, as the conclusions that were
presented show, the different groups also had the opportunity of discussing
other issues on which they felt the need to present their thoughts and ideas at
the general assembly. We are presenting the general conclusions of the discussions as they were submitted by the secretaries who worked together in order
to draw up the conclusions of the groups.
This reading of these texts will clearly show how carefully and deeply our
young friends have studied the topics and the enthusiasm and eagerness with
which they presented their thoughts; this proves that their initiation to the
Olympic principles and ideas during their stay at the I.O.A. in Ancient Olympia was complete and fills with joy all those who are toiling for the exemplary
of this cultural centre of Olympism.
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CONSOLIDATE REPORT OF SIX SEMINAR GROUPS
1st Discussion Subject
NATURE AND METHODS OF OLYMPIC EDUCATION
— What are the elements of Olympic Education that make it distinct from
other forms of Education?
— Is it both necessary and useful to know the principles of Olympism and
the history of the Olympic Movement in order to teach sport?
— What are the effects of today's realities that affect the understanding of
the principles of Olympism and on their application within education?
— Olympic education is distinct from other forms of education and the
practice of sport is necessary for the understanding of the Olympic Spirit.
However, Olympic education is an entity in its own right and it is recognised
that value systems, environmental and cultural factors are determinants from
education generally, to Olympic education, specifically.
It was noted that Olympic education does not appear to be even an identified form of education in most educational systems, yet, from childhood many
have practised the principles of Olympic Education without knowing or realising that they are doing so.
Olympic Education starts at any age and is seen as a continuum associated
with values which lead to Olympism, although this word is defined in neither
the Olympic Charter (1979) nor in any dictionary.
The International Olympic Committee is requested to include a definition of
"Olympism" in the Olympic Charter.
Elements of Olympic education include: fairplay, respect for one's opponents, high personal ideals, aspirations, personal, social and ethical behaviour,
altruism, self-identification, self-discipline, communication and equality.
A group insisted that one could not discuss the topic adequately without
definitions; thus "Olympism" was defined as: "... a philosophy which concerns
the promotion and development of sound physical and moral qualities in
balance, through sport and the provision of opportunities for people to meet
together for the creation of good-will, mutual respect and international understanding amongst men and women; thus creating a better and more peaceful
world".
Olympic education is global and aims to achieve the harmonious education
of Man.
— Olympic Games history, both ancient and modern as well as the essence
of Olympism are important pre-requisites in the programmes of study for
those who intend to teach, coach, officiate, administer or compete in sport.
The teaching of the ideals and values inherent in Olympism should not be
confined to the sports or educational environments alone, but should be trans204

mitted to parents, volunteer workers and to the public in general through
well-informed, enthusiastically presented and accurate media productions.
Curricula in schools, from kindergarten through University, stressing principles and objectives would aid in the universal understanding of the Olympic
Movement.
"Learning by doing", sports, games, dance, exercise and taking part in
contests provide unique opportunities for expression, aesthetic appreciation
and personal experience. They become valuable, helping realise talents, feeling
and the expression of one's culture.
The celebration of National Olympic days would aid in a wider and better
understanding of the essence of Olympism as would more publicity help in the
propagation of knowledge about the Para-Olympics and the Games for the
disadvantaged. National Olympic Academies should be established in all
countries.
It is not sufficient to only practise sport to understand the Olympic Spirit,
which is a way of thinking and acting. Olympism is a social phenomenon and
should adapt itself to today's social reality. The Olympic Spirit can not flourish when social structures are discriminatory, such as interference by governments and the restrictive control of women's participation.
Social realities concerning the Olympic Movement include: blood doping,
the use of ergogenic aids, racism, poverty, unemployment, inflation, population explosions and decline, as well as political interference, unethical athletic
behaviour and the attitude "win at any cost". These are reflected from the
stadia to the public and indict national leaders as well as competitors' desire
for prestige. Winning is often taken as a justification for a nation's political
policy.
Despite these irregularities and abuses, it is believed that the answer to
combatting these trends lies in education. Through wise educational methods
success in sporting endeavours should be judged in the broader context of their
potential contribution to the quality of life of each participant, upon the
community and the nation.
Increase in general activity by the masses; the necessity of making a decision
concerning the boycott of the 1980 Summer Games; governmental interest as
well as private financing and support may lead to a broadening of the base of
participation in many countries.
These positive factors should encourage greater participation and lead to
better understanding of, and adherence to the Olympic Principles.
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CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF SIX SEMINAR GROUPS
2nd Discussion Subject
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES TO
THE PROMOTION OF OLYMPISM
a) Which of the Olympic Principles are the better demonstrated by the Olym
pic Games?
b) What parts do the participants and the sports governing bodies play in the
promotion of Olympism?
The Olympic Principles, as stated in the Olympic Charter ( 1979), are seen as an
expression of desired goals of national and international scope that have
specific educational, socio-culturai and esthetic connotations.
It is noted that the extent to which the Olympic Principles are demonstrated
by the Olympic Games, in the host country as well as abroad, depends largely
upon the attitudes of the athletes, of the sports governing bodies, of governmental agencies, of the mass-media and of the public in general. Thus, the
celebration of any Olympic Games does not necessarily imply that the Olympic Principles have been or will be accomplished realities.
It is believed that the aim of the Olympic Movement which is better demonstrated by the Olympic Games is the 4th of those listed under the Fundamental
Principles of the Charter i.e. the bringing together of the athletes of the world
in a great four-yearly sports festival.
The contribution of the Olympic Games to the three other aims of the
Olympic Movement, i.e.:
— the development of physical and moral qualities,
— mutual respect and friendship between participants,
— international goodwill,
was seen as possible, desirable, but problematic. The aspects of the Olympic
Games which possibly contribute to the attainment of the 3 aforementioned
aims are seen to include:
1. The athletes and their performances in the specific sports events of the
Games can, and more often than not do stand as models and examples to the
youth and to the public of the whole world, as concerns the development of
physical and moral qualities, and self-realization;
2. The host city and country, and the citizency in general can make original
contribution to international goodwill by the extent and the quality of their
hospitality as well as by the expression of their culture;
3. The Olympic village normally does provide for unique opportunities for
interaction, communication and for the development of mutual respect and
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friendship between the members of the international Olympic community that
are present;
4. The opening, the closing and the victory ceremonies are seen as a system
which may contribute to the expression of legitimate pride and positive individualism and nationalism, for the athletes themselves, the host city and country, the participating countries.
It is believed that countless athletes, coaches officials and sports administrators, even unknowingly, are indeed promoting- Olympism through fine
examples of sportsmanship, integrity and dedication, during a sporting performance and in the course of every-day's activities as well.
Knowledge about Olympism, for the athletes and the sports participants at
all levels, is however judged most desirable for the reinforcement of the positive role model that the athlete is called upon to play. It is noted that the
athlete is unproficient in knowledge about Olympism, a situation which is not
helped by mass-media which are judged as all too often indifferent or even
negative With respect to Olympism, the Olympic Movement and the Olympic
Games.
It is believed that the creation of National Olympic Academies constitutes
one of the most concrete and positive approaches in the promotion of Olympism nationally and internationally.
At the national level, National Olympic Academies, in conjunction and with
support of the National Olympic Committees, can act as a prime mover in the
areas of specialized programs and services such as:
— the production and the dissemination of pertinent information material
on Olympism;
— in-service courses or seminars on Olympism of athletes, coaches, offi
cials and administrators, with the cooperation of interested sports governing
bodies and other agencies;
— special seminars at the intention of Olympic athletes, representatives of
educational and governmental agencies, institutions of high learning, espe
cially at the opportune time of the Olympic year;
— the provision of special sports-education and sports-appreciation servi
ces for the public in general, with the cooperation of the mass-media, espe
cially through television.
At the international level, cooperation of the existing and emerging National Olympic Academies, between themselves as well as with the I.O.A. is seen
as most desirable. Olympic Solidarity could be used with a view of providing
generalized services to any and all National Olympic Academies.
It is believed that sports governing bodies and the National Olympic Committees can and should act as a restraint on governmental policies relative to
international as well as national sport, more particularly in times of conflicts
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of interest and jurisdiction over the subordination of sport to political pressures or national ideologies.
It is asked that the athletes, within their National Sports Federations and
National Olympic Committes should have a stronger voice.

Mr. Huang Peter (China-Taipei) presenting a dancing duel with big swords.
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DISCUSSION REPORT OF THE 1st FRENCH-SPEAKING GROUP
Ancient Olympia, 27 June 1980
The group decided, since the possibility was open to it, to select the themes for
its discussions. It concluded that the debate should mainly be outered on two
themes that we will examine successively:
A. Determination of the essential points of the theme "From the Olympic
Games to Olympism" and the concepts that are used.
B. Study of the means by which participants will be able to implement what
they have learned.
C. The essence and usefulness of the formula: "From the Olympic Games
to Olympism".
Faced with the wealth of lectures we wondered whether this formula was
either inspired by a historical and chronological approach — for the ancient
games developed at a time when no reference to the term Olympism could be
found in the ancient vocabulary — or by a philosophical and ethical consideration of our modern Olympic Games.
We rather felt that the purpose of this formula was mainly educational, to
allow us to study the three main themes:
— Olympic Games.
— Olympic Movement.
— Olympism.
The result seems to have been reached because this conceptual analysis has
led to a vast controversy and triggered in most members of the group the wish
to advance further in the study of Olympism values. This led us quite naturally
to a consideration of the essence and function of the Academy and our role
within it, which is more to receive than try to propose.
The Academy is not a university and the remarkable teaching we have been
offered is aimed at allowing us, during a second stage, once we have become
aware of the fundamental concepts, to develop our own system of thinking,
adjusted to the social reality and conditions of our countries.
However, some members of the group deplored the non-topical character of
most lectures and their uniformity, probably due to the fact that the majority
of lectures were Anglo-saxons and to the absence of I.O.C, representatives,
who are concerned today with serious problems.
Finally, we discussed more technical and organisational aspects, such as the
preparation of participants before attendance at a session, their level and their
previous knowledge of Olympism.
— It was thus suggested that NOCs should obtain from Olympic Solidarity,
more documentation on these subject so that a greater homogeneity could be
ensured among participants.
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— Furthermore, and this is a wish that was often expressed — it seems that
participants would prefer, at the end of each lecture, to have some time at their
disposal to try to sum up and reflect on what they heard, by means of group
discussions, in order to be able then to ask more relevant questions. We do
not, however, under-estimate the technical problems that such a system would
pose.
B. Utilization and practical application of things learned
— General wish to study the lectures again, with a clear head.
— Submission of summaries and proceedings to the NOCs, universities,
research centres, sports clubs and associations.
— Need to enrich libraries with suitable documentation.
— Holding of seminars and sessions at sporting and university level.
— Writing of articles for newspapers and the mass media.
— Implementation of programmes for the preparation of future partici
pants at the Academy sessions and possibly for the creation of national
academies.
— Further dissemination of the work of the Academy, among the different
sports organizations, so as to create vocational interest that might give us the
great figures of the Olympism of tomorrow.
Noting that these ideas appear over and over again and thinking of the
astounding variety of cultures, environment, social conditions where the seed
will grow, we cannot but appreciate that remarkable impact of the Academy.
For this reason, we who are but humble contributors to the work being
done, we feel gratitude towards those who have devoted their life and their
love to it.
We therefore thank the founders and leaders of the Academy for the work
of initiation they have undertaken and for a stay which will forever remain
stamped on our heart and memory.
For the discussion group:
The Secretary: Marianne Hügli, Switzerland.
The rapporteur: Grégoire Rabalnic, France. The
moderator: Victor Banciulescu, Romania.
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DISCUSSION REPORT OF THE 2nd FRENCH-SPEAKING GROUP
Ancient Olympia, 27 June 1980
Questions discussed·
1. Thoughts of participants concerning the organization of the 20th Sessions
work.
2. Who owns sport? How are the powers distributed? How is information
disseminated?

Before parting, the 2nd French-speaking group felt it would be useful to
examine working conditions at the 20th Session of the I.O.A. Participants
formulated the following wishes:
— To receive the programme before the beginning of the Session.
— To know in advance the subjects of the lectures.
— To be given a bibliography in order to acquire more complete informa
tion about Olympism.
— To have more time for the study of presented subjects.
— Any questions on the different lectures should be prepared in the course
of group discussions and submitted before the next lecture, since this could
improve their quality and facilitate answers.
Participants noted:
— that the subjects selected for this session mostly covered historical
aspects to the detriment of topical issues (with the exception of Mr Landry's
lecture);
— that this Session was fruitful thanks to the exchange of views and know
ledge and mutual enrichment;
— participants believe that they can serve the Olympic ideal, if it is properly
defined, when they return to their countries. The creation of national acade
mies would certainly be useful for the dissemination of information.
Noting there is often a lack of information on Olympism especially at NOC
level, the group felt it would be useful to examine the structures that link
sportsmen (athletes and officials) to higher sporting bodies. It was noted that
in most countries, sport is organized on the basis of associations with voluntary elected officials, who therefore represent the sportsmen who select them.
Some officials are not always able to meet their responsibilities and this probably due to the fact that sportsmen are only interested in the practice of sport
and not in the life of their association. For their part officials do not always
encourage sportsmen to make their voice heard. In any case, we could say that
we get the officials we deserve.
The question is therefore raised:
Who owns sport? How are powers distributed? How is information
disseminated?
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A structure pattern, apparently applicable to most countries would be the
following:
a. A vertical organization along which through a series of elections the
officials of federations are appointed and which constitutes the backbone of
national sport.
b. Horizontal relations at federal level between federations, NOC, State and
commercial sector that can lead to the differentiation of objectives and prob
lems between the club whose local interest are different from those of his federa
tion and the federation.
c. The diagram includes the other organizations as well. We note the rela
tionship between the Gen. Assembly of IFs, the Gen. Assembly of NOCs and
the IOC on which, however, we will not insist here.
d. The left part of the diagram shows the sport movement (sport-as an end in
itself), the right the Olympic Movement (sport-educational tool).
e. How are powers distributed? The arrow that links the IOC to the NOCs
follows only one direction since IOC members are not selected by the NOCs.
f. Difficulties that might occur: Diverging objectives at NOC and IOC level,
IN CONCLUSION
— Information starting from the base follows the federation structure and
does not seem to reach the IOC.
— Information concerning Olympism should emanate from the IOC and be
disseminated through the NOCs to the federation and clubs. Here too we find
that this information is not disseminated. This might be due to the fact that
available channels do not belong by right to the IOC.
Moreover, the group expressed preoccupation concerning article 2 "to
attract the attention of the world to the fact that a national programme for
physical education and sports, does not only develop the health and the fitness
of young people of both sexes, but, and this may even be more important, it
makes them better citizens, since their participation in the properly administered amateur sports competitions can positively influence the formation of
their personality".
This is worrying to the extent that a government considers that physical
education and sport are part of its responsibility to create good citizens. This is
a tendency that develops under the auspices of the UNESCO.
In any case sport should continue to belong to sportsmen otherwise it would
become a consumer good if it were taken in charge by the commercial sector or
to guided or elite sport if it were taken in charge by the State.
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ENGLISH I
What are the major problems of the I.O.A. and what areas need development?
I respect the fact that the I.O.A. has set up its aim as an educational establishment. However education is not only receiving but also involves giving suggestions and points of views.
There is no other opportunity that makes available such a "collection" of
people from Olympic Nations. It is therefore important that the ideas and
resolutions that are made, are studied and possibly put forward for the I.O.C,
to consider. We are always talking about involving "new blood", then the
Academy is the greatest opportunity available.
In order to obtain the greatest benefit of the short period one has at the
Academy it is necessary to be well prepared. This can happen at two levels:
a) N.O.C. — a briefing of delegates before they leave their respective coun
tries is very beneficial. This involves the previous years delegates and the newly
selected to meet and discuss the happening of the Academy. Alternatively in
large countries a report by each of the previous years delegates to be sent to the
new participant.
b) I.O.A. — we thought it would be very useful if the Academy could send
to each participant firstly, an outline of the Olympic Principles, such as the
Olympic Charter or to form an I.O.A. Handbook. Secondly a programme of
lectures that will be read; so one can-prepare for the correct subjects.
When selection of participants are made to attend the I.O.A. every delegate
should be ready to participate along with other delegates in group discussions,
games and live as room mates with others, irrespective of his/her race, nationality and political beliefs.
We would like to see, if possible, more flexibility in the programme with
regard to lectures and discussion groups. The discussion groups prove to be
very valuable and we think if more time could be given to them it would be
very worthwhile. We thought that set discussions should occur in the first
week and the second week to have subjects selected by the participants, those
been chosen during the first week.
We think a greater variation in lectures would be more appealing. We agree
the Olympic Principles should be presented at the beginning of the session and
then various aspects of Olympism be covered. Always there should be a scientific based paper, especially since Carl Diem expected the I.O.A. to become the
"scientific foundation of the edifice of Olympism".
We think it would be useful if lectures notes are handed out before the
lecture. This is for two reasons:
a) For those with english or french as a second language, they are able to
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study the paper first and have a better chance to pick out the essential
information.
b) Discussion will probably be more useful when a preview of the lecture
has been had.
Also, unless the lecturer is specially "honoured" we suggest there is a time
limit on his paper.
We ask that the papers all have a bibliography attached.
We would like the participants and lecturers to be present throughout the
whole session of the Academy. If it is possible for a lecturer to stay only part of
a session, we recommend his lecture be given at the beginning of his arrival at
the session, so he can be spoken with informally before he leaves.
We suggest more top athletes are invited to the Academy Session. If these
athletes are popular in their own country, then it is easier for such a person to
spread Olympism with the aid of the media. It is also essential that such
athletes realise the value of Olympism.
The Academy itself:
a) It would be useful if a list of participants, with a very brief background
and small photograph would be given to each delegate on arrival; the list can
be added to by individuals.
b) We would like to see reports by previous participants in the library. Also,
the indexing of books present in the library is confusing.
c) We would like to see some publications for sale. Also, such items as I.O.A.
T-shirts be made available for retail.
Thank you for listening!
Carol Brown (GB)
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ENGLISH GROUP No 3
These recommendations are mainly directed to N.O.C.'s relative to I.O.A.
1. It is strongly recommended that the I.O.A. ensure that the report of the
proceedings of the 20th Session be printed within 6 months.
2. It is recommended that the most current report of the I.O.A., a copy of
the Olympic Charter, and an updated and complete Participants Handbook,
be forwarded to the N.O.C.'s so that they may properly prepare candidates.
The N.O.C.'s must be further encouraged to thoroughly prepare candidates
well in advance of attending the Academy by distributing detailed information
and planning a meeting involving previous participants.
3. It is recommended that: the N.O.C.'s welcome Alumni of the I.O.A.
into their membership and these Alumni be involved in ongoing Olympic
Education programs in order to share their knowledge. To make further
use of the I.O.A. sessions, information should be distributed to a large
number of concerned groups (i.e., "teachers" training colleges, Regio
nal Sport Associations, etc) in each country by the N.O.C.'s.
4. Because the idea of an Assembly has been proposed at several sessions of
the I.O.A. we recommend that the I.O.A. formalize this "Participants' Assem
bly" by making it an integral part of the Academy's program.
5. Regarding implementations procedures for recommendations arising
from the "Assembly":
That these recommendations be respectfully submitted to the I.O.A. and,
even more importantly, be made known to the respective N.O.C.'s as common
points of agreement of the Academy participants.
Heather Dundas
Secretary
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ENGLISH GROUP IV
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL OLYMPIC ACADEMIES
My thanks' as secretary go to everyone who contributed to this report especially our Malaysian chairman. The group progressed along a definite line of
thought as follows: 1) Aims of a National Olympic Academy and the feasability of their establishment. 2) Financing of a National Olympic Academy. 3)
Manpower and administration of an Academy. 4) Political influences on an
Academy. 5) Recommendations.
1) Aims and feasibility of establishment.
a) The prime aim of a National Academy would be to spread those ideas which
it teaches. The group was unanimous in their opinion that National Academies
were imperative in promoting Olympism at the "grass roots" of young and
upcoming individuals as well as established administrators, b) The present
growth rate of sports necessitates a "guiding light" which the Academy could
fulfill. c) The many different sports federations within countries might become
unified under a common spirit. d) The IOC takes very little notice of this
Academy while the formation of National Academies would work at the
National Committees which would have more of an impact on the IOC. e)
Problems of social conflict were also envisaged in some countries, g) It was
recognized that a National Academy must use tact in its recommendations to
NOC's which were not receptive to any ideas other than its own. This is the
feeling of "Don't try and teach us Olympism, teach the young" which must be
overcome.
2) Manpower and administration
The initial structure of already established Academies came from participants
here but these are now self-perpetuating.
A National Academy was seen as a yearly seminar/conference rotating
within a country already existing educational establishments. Not necessarily
a physical site as it is here. The National Academy should be administered by
one or two permanent employees, possibly as a sub-committee of its NOC and
under its assistance. Assistance should be sought from "new blood" who feel
Olympism and bureaucracy should be avoided as much as possible. We at this
Academy should be given names and addresses of all participants and experts
on Olympism in our respective countries, so as to establish a unified body to
communicate the Olympic spirit.
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3)Finance

A special course could be established in an existing educational establishment
which could help with defraying the cost (i.e. the USNOA). The use of lotteries
was widely discussed with note to their government control and most going to
sport infrastructure and/or social security. National sponsors should also be
approached. Also available was the IOC Solidarity which could be tactfully
asked for through NOC's.
A National Academy could establish itself as a Trust, or non-profit making
organisation, thereby freeing itself from government interference and taxes
etc.
4) Political influences
Politics were seen to be unavoidably involved and therefore should be used to
our best advantage bearing in mind the different political/social structures in
different countries.
5) Recommendations
a) Past/present participants should unify and press for publicity within their
NOC's.
b) National Olympic Academies must be affiliated to this Academy and have
strong reciprocal communications.
c) That Mr. Nissiotis be urged to write to the IOC so that they in turn
recommend to the NOC's the establishment of National Academies.
d) Finally, that each of takes the "bit" in our mouths and returns home with
the sincere decision of working for the formation of our own Academy.
Thank you for listening.
Bill Fraser-Harris (GB)
Secretary
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
LECTURERS

Mr. BANCIULESCU VICTOR (ROM)
Diplômé Universitaire en
Philologie, Licencié es lettres
Journaliste

Rue Stirbei Voda I IOA,
Bucharest, Romania

Prof. em. DIEM LISELOTT Hum. D. (GER)
Prof. at the Deutsche Sporthochschulc Köln (em), President
of the International Association
for Physical Education and Sport
of girls and women.

Blumenallee 24,
5 Köln 40,
Germany

Prof. EYLER MARVIN (USA)
Professor and Dean, Higher
Education

College of Physical Education,
Recreation and Health,
University of Maryland,
College Park, Maryland 20705
623,N.Cherokee, Deland,
FLA 32720, U.S.A.

Prof. JERNIGAN SARA (USA)
Prof. Emeritus of Education,
Lecturer on Sport-Artist,
Stetson University, Deland,
Florida
Prof. Dr. LANDRY FERNAND (CAN)
Professeur Dept, d' Education
Physique, Université Laval,
Québec, Canada

1235 Allard,
STE-FOY, Québec,
Canada GIW — 3G2

Dr. LEIPER JEAN (CAN)
Professor at the University
of Calgary

Faculty of Physical Education,
University of Calgary,
Calgary, Alberta,
Canada T2N IN4 34,
Kapodistriou Str.
Philothei, Athens

Mr. LOMVARDOS EMMANUEL (GRE)
Treasurer of the H.O.C.,
Representative of the H.O.C.
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Prof. Dr. MOLTMANN JURGEN (GER)
Professor at the University of
Tubingen
Mr. MORGAN VERNON (GBR)
O.B.E. : O.D.M.
Retired Journalist
Mr. DE NAVACELLE GEOFFROY (FRA)
Président du Comité Internationa]
Pierre de Coubertin (Lausanne),
Administrateur de la Fondation
de Coubertin (Paris)
Prof. NISSIOTIS NIKOS (GRE)
President of the I.O.A., 1st
Vice-Président of the H.O.C.,
I.O.C. Member in Greece, Prof.
at the University of Athens
Mr. ORTLOFF GEORGE CHRISTI AN(USA)
Chief of Ceremonies and Awards
XIII Olympic Winter Games,
Lake Placid 1980
Mr. PALAEOLOGOS CLEANTHIS (GRE)
1st Vice-President of the Ephoria
of the I.O.A., Hon. Director of
the National Academy of Physical
Education, Bronze Medal of the
Olympic Order
Dr. POWELL JOHN (CAN)
Professor of Human Kinetics

Prof. STOLIAROV VIATCHESLAV (URS)
Professor in Philosophy at the
Central Institute of Physical
Culture, Moscow.
Mr. SZYMICZEK OTTO (GRE)
Dean of the I.O.A., President
of the International Track and
Field Coaches Association.
Bronze Medal of the Olympic
Order

Biesingerst. 25, D-Tübingen,
Germany
The Timbers,
Felbridge, East Grinstead,
Sussex, England
6, Place Laboulaye
78000 Versailles
France

5, rue Achilleos,
Pal. Phaliron, Athens

4 Essex St., Lake Placid,
N.Y. 12946, U.S.A.

4 Minoos Str.,
Athens 406

School of Human Biology,
College of Biological Science,
University of Guelph, Guelph,
Ontario, Canada NIG 2WI
c/o USSR Olympic Committee
Skatertny Per 4b
Moscow

4, Kapsali Str.,
Athens 138
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GUESTS
Mrs. KETSEA DORA (GRE)
Mrs. E. LOMVARDOS (GRE)
Mrs. E. MOLTMANN (GER)
Mrs. DE NAVACELLE (FRA)
Mrs. M. NISSIOTIS (GRE) Mrs.
A. PALAEOLOGOS (GRE)
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Dionyssiou Aeropagitou 15,
Athens, Greece
Kapodistriou 34, Filothei,
Athens, Greece
Biesingerst. 25, D-Tiibingen,
Germany
6. Place Laboulaye,
78000 Versailles, France
5, Achilleos str., P. Phaliron
Athens, Greece
4, Minoos str., Athens 406,
Greece

PARTICIPANTS

ALGERIA

Mr. AIT-AISSA BACHIR
Teacher, Member of Relations
Committee of NOC of Algeria

Bat. 3, Le Nouveau Paradis — Hydra
Alger, Algérie

ARGENTINA

Mrs. TALENI DE GUELFAND ANA M ARIA Angel J. Carranza 2305 20 "A" 1425
Professor of Physical Education
Mr. GlJELFAND EDUARDO MARIO
Lawyer of Argentina's Olympic
Committee

Capital Federal, Buenos Aires
Angel J. Carranza 2305 Piso 20 "A"
(1425) Capital Federal Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires

AUSTRIA

Mr. BERCHTOLD WOLFGANG
Student
Mr. EGGER STEFAN
Student
Mr. GUERTLER RUPERT
Student
Mr. KAISERSEDER GUNTHER
Student
Miss KOBLMULLER MARIANNE
Student

Egerdachstr. 1/1. A-6020
Innsbruck
A-8734, Kleinlobming 65
A-8992, Altauss.ee 151
Stadlerstr. 1 A, 4020 Linz
Fisehbachstr. 61 A-5020
Salzburg

BAHRAIN

Mr. Al-MAAWDH MOHAMAD
Officer
Mr. BIN HINDI SALIH
Officer

Manama, P.O. Box 13
B.D.F. P.O. Box 245

BRAZIL

Mrs. LENK MARIA
Prof, of Physical Education

Rua Cupertino Durao 16 apt. 302
Leblon, Rio de Janeiro
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Mr. VENTURA CARLOS GOMES
Prof, of Physical Education
and Coach of Track and Field

Rua Major Prado 83, Sao Paulo
CEP 04517

BULGARIA

Miss BOITCHEVA RUMIANA
Studentbno 6
Mr. DESPOTOV GHEORGHI
Student
Mr. ZAYAKOV VALENTIN
Student

Sofia 1606, str. Br. Pashovi
Sofia 1000, str. Venelin no 24
Sofia 12—02, str. Pordim 8

CAMEROUN

Mr. KAYO DAVID
Administrative Secretary of
N.O.C. of Cameroun

B.P. 528, Yaounde

CANADA

Miss KIM ALLETSON
Figure Skating Coach
Miss DUNDAS HEATHER
Technical Director
Alberta Games Council
Mr. LABELLE PIERRE
Librarian — Secretary l.C.A.
C.O.A. Committee
Miss NAPP KENDA
Adult Fitness Coach
Mr. PLUMMER REGINALD
Student
Mr. PRUD'HOMME DENIS
Student

35 Southview Cres, Nepean,
Ontario, Canada KZE 5R4
24 — 528 Cedar Cres SW.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T3C 2Y8
2140 Villeneuve — 3, Longueuil,
Quebec, Canada J4.J 4V7
362 Hamilton Ave., St. John's,
Newfoundland
1880 Knox Rd., Vancouver V6T IS3
124 Mucht More, Hull P.Q.,
Canada, J8Y 3T7

CENTRAL AFRICA

Mr. FAYANGA - BAYAMA
Teacher, Sub-Secretary General
of Central African National
Olympic Committee
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Bangui, Central African
Republic

CHILE
Mr. BENKO GUSTAVO
1st Vice President of National
Olympic Committee of Chile,
President of Technical Commis
sion of N.O.C. of Chile
Vice-Président Nat. Council of
Sports

Vicuna Mackenna 44, Santiago

CONGO
Mr. LOUBASSOU CHARLES
Agent, Vice President of Congo's
Football Federation

C.F.C.O. - Ex., B.P. 651,
Pointe Noire, R.P. du Congo

CYPRUS
Mr. CONSTANTINOU VASSOS
Teacher of Physical Education
Mr. CONSTANTINOU TASSOS
Prof, of Physical Education
Mrs. PAPADOPOULOU-SHIAKALLI
APHROD1TI
Teacher of Physical Education
Mr. PAPADOPOULOS GEORGE
Teacher
Miss SOTEROPOULOU ELENI
Teacher of Physical Education

Higher Technical Institute,
Nicosia
Pano Theftera, Nicosia, Cyprus
Kykko 2nd Gymnasium, Nicosia

Miaouli 4, Agios Dhometios
Theofanous Theodotou 34, Nicosia,
T.T. 118

DENMARK
Mr. FREDERIKSEN POUL
Teacher
Miss MADSEN SOLVEIG
Secretary

Gladsaxevej 105, 2860 Soeborg
Strandvejen 201 5, 2900 Hellorup

EGYPT
Mr. ELDIEN AHMED SAAD
Officer

Egyptian police officer club
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ETHIOPIA

Mr. BELLEHOU ZEGEJU
Coordinator of Sports Activities
Mr. KEBEDE SEYFU
Section-Head of International
Dept. and permanent Secretary
of the Ethiopian Olympic
Committee.

P.O. Box 3241, Addis Abeba
Sports Commission, P.O. Box 3241
Addis-Abeba

FINLAND

Mr. VASALA PEKKA
Economic Manager

Finnish Sport Institute,
19120 Vierumaki 2

FRANCE

Miss DELTOUR SYLVAINE
Professor of Physical Education
Mr. ETCHART ERIC
Student
Miss HERNU CAROLE
Médecin
Mr. POZZO THIERRY
Prof, of Physical Education
Mr. RABALNIC GREGOIRE
Lawyer
Mr. SILVAIN JEAN MARC
Prof, of Physical Education

Le Panorama C7, 16B Bid.
Citadelle, 21240 Talant
159 Chemin de Suzon, Res. "Parc
Suzon", 33400 Talence
48bis Avenue Anatole France,
54000 Nancy
Chemin des Gatines 58200 .
Cours Cosne sur Loire
62, rue de Turenne,
75003 Paris
32, Grand Rue, Baralle 62860

GERMANY

Mr. JENNICHES VOLKER
Student
Mr. KAMMERMEIER HELMUT
Instructor of Physical Education
Mr. KUHULE HELMUT
Student
Mr. MARAHRENS AXEL
Student
Mr. MAUER THOMAS
Teacher of sports
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Dr. Rau-Allee 25, 4410
Warendorf
65 Mainz, Erfurter Str. 45
Christophstr. 3, D-7450
Tubingen
3216 Salzhemmendorf 8 (OT
Wallensen), Menwall 104
Limburger Str. 6, D-5000,
Köln 1

There are always some brilliant athletes among the participants.

Lecturers are also present at the social evenings. Here we have Dr. John Powell and Dr. Pernand
Landry (CAN} performing in a comic sketch.

During the social evenigs organized at the IOA groups present songs from their country. Above the
China-Taipei group.

"Vasos" Constantinoy (Cyprus) in the soul of the social evenings. Here he is dancing the "syrtaki".

GREAT BRITAIN

Miss BROWN CAROL ELISABETH
Student
Mr. FRASER-HARRIS WILLIAM
Sports Director
Mr. HAHN MARTIN
University Athletic Union
Chairman
Mr. SNOWDON GEOFFREY
University Administrator

8, Bryanston Road, Bitterne
Southampton 502 7AP, Hampshire
University College Swansea
Swansea, S. Wales
56 Westbourne Grove, Hessle
Nr. Hull, N. Humberside
12, Alnwickhill Loan,
Edinburgh, EH 16 6YB, Scotland

HONG KONG

Miss HO WINNIE
Chairman of Hong Kong Amateur
Gymnastic Association

130 Blue Pool Road 3rd Floor
Hong-Kong

HUNGARY

Mr. PRINTZ JANOS
Economist
Mr. ROZSA MIHALY
Professor

H-9027 Györ, Ipar U. 92 1/6
1055 Budapest, Kossuth Lajos
Ter. 13—I5

INDIA

Colonel JUDGE A.IEET SINGH

84 Sector 9A, Chandigarh

INDONESIA
Mr. HARSONO SON
Teacher of Physical Education
Mr. WAHJUDI BAMBANG
Track and field coach
INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
Mr. HAUSER MARC-ANDRE
Business Employee
Miss RICHARDS MARINA
Secretary

Jalan Van Deventer 12,
Bandung
GG Langgar IV /I2 Keboyoran
Lama, Jakarta
Le Cret Neuf, CH-I26I Chéserex
Suisse
Av. des Jordils 13,
CH-1006, Lausanne
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IRAQ

Mr. ALJAWAD HASANI
Mr. SAILH M. AL-KINANI
Mr. MOHAMAD MAHDI SALIH
Mr. AL-SHAWK ABBAS OSAM
Goverment officer

Iraqi National Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 441, Baghdad
Iraqi National Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 441, Baghdad
Iraqi National Olympic Committee
P.O. Box441, Baghdad
Iraqi National Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 441, Baghdad

ISRAEL

Mr. DROR SHMUEL
Sport Director, Supervisor and
Organisator in the Center
District of Israel, Member of the
Track and Field Committee Sports
Federation of Israel
Mr. MAIMON RAMBAM
Basketball Coach

12 Beleinson Sir., Keab-Saaba

4 Zahal St. — Zichron Yaacov

JAPAN

Mr. KAWAGUCHI YUKIO
Student

Tucholskyweg 63, D-6500,
Mainz Lerchenberg, Germany .

KOREA

Miss CHOI EUN-JOO
Staff Member of Korean Olympic
Committee
Miss LEE YOUNGHYE
Graduate Student
Mr. NAM JIM GHO
Highschool Teacher
Mr. YOO SUNG HWAN
Member of K.O.G.
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19, Choongku, Mookyodong,
Seoul
Mapo-gu Kongduk-dong 110-61,
Seoul
Boo Amoclong isn-I, Chong Ro-Ku,
Seoul
Korean Olympic Committee
C.P.O. Box 1106, Seoul

KUWAIT

Mr. AL FAHED KHALED
Army Officer
Mr. HUSAIN ABDUL HAMEID
Army Officer
Mr. AL-MUTAWA HISHAM
Teacher of Physical Education
and Head of the Students Activities Division in the Technical
and Vocation Dept. of the
Ministry of Education
Mr. ALOTHMAN OTHMAN
Head of the Physical Education
Division in Kuwait University
Mr. SALEM SALEH HABEEB

Athletic Federation, Kuwait
P.O. Box 6494, Hawally P.O.
Box 22680, Safat

Qadsia Sporting Club, Kuwait

State of Kuwait, Ahmadi,
Kuwait Oil Company

LIBYA

Mr. AZIZ MOHAMMED IHSAN
Employee
Mr. BASHOUN AHMED
Member of the Libyan Olympic
Committee
Mr. EL BAH ABDUL MONIEM ATJA
Member of N.O.C. of Libya

P.O. Box 4545, Tripoli
Libyan Olympic Committee,
P.O. Box 879, Tripoli
Libyan Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 879, Tripoli

MALAYSIA

Mr. CHEAH HAI SU
Deputy President of the Malaysian
Gymnastics Federation and Senior
Organiser of Physical Education
and Sports
Mr. CHOONG TUCK YEW
Hon. Secretary of National
Shooting Association of Malaysia

Ministry of Education of Malaysia
Federal House. Kuala Lumpur

12 Jalan SS 3/48, University
Gardens, Petaling Jaya, Selangor
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MALTA

Mr. JUSCAT BERTIE
Civil Servant
Vice-Président NOC of Malta

293 Dormi Rd., Marsa

NIGERIA

Prince ADECOGBE ADENUGA ADETOLA
Physical Educationist, Sports
Administration
Mr. ADESINA JOSEPH ADSWALE
Sports Administration
Mr. ATAKPA IME OBONG
Acting Director of Sports
Mr. BODAM GREGORY MAGATI
Physical Education Specialist
Secretary of Sports
Dr. EMIOLA LASUN
Lecturer in Exercise Physiology
University of Ife
Mr. NZERIBE TONY
Deputy Director of Sports

Ogun State Sports Council,
Private Mail Bag 2050, Abeokuta
Ogun State Sports Council,
Private Mail Bag 2050, Abeokuta
Cross River State Sports Council
P.O. Box 18, Calabar
Kaduna State Sports Council,
P.M.B. 2129, Kaduna
Institute of Physical Education
University of Ife, Ile-Ife
IMO State Sports Council,
Owerri

POLAND

Magister KILKA GRAZYNA
Academic Teacherbcka 377
Magister NOWICKA EWA
Teacher

40 773 Katowice, Street Panewni
Warszawa O1-923, ul. Bogustawskiego 20 m 45

PORTUGAL

Mr. HOMEM FRANCISCO
Prof, of Physical Education
Mr. GONCALVES JOSE
Student and merchant

Estrada da Serra -46-R/C,
6290 Gouveia
Rua Gago Coutinho, BIoco A20 ESQ., 8375 S.B. Messines

ROMANIA

Miss TRUSKA GABRIELA
Prof, of Physical Education
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Bacau Romania, Rue Aviatorilor,
Bloc Y, Scara A, Ap. 5

Mr. VIDU ALEXANDRU-OCTAVIAN
Prof, of Physical Education

Cluj - Napoca - Romania,
Rue Borhanci No 58

SAUDI ARABIA

Mr. ALSHAMMARIKAHIDIEN KAYED
Captain SHARAF ABDULFATTAH
Member of Bicycle Feder. in
Saudi Arabia
Mr. ELSHOIBY ABDULAZIZ
Manager of the branch youth
welfare in Hofuf

Saudi Arabia, Ryadh,
National Guard Commander
Saudi Arabia, Riyadh,
Nasriy St. Traffic Dept.
Saudi Arabia, Hofuf P.O. Box 755

SOMALIA

Mr. ADDOW MOHAMED ALI
Teacher of Physical Education
Miss WASSAMA MARIAM YOUSUF
Teacher of Physical Education

Somali National Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 523, Mogadiscio
Somali National Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 523, Mogadiscio

SPAIN

Mr. FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ LUCIANO
Prof, of Physical Education
Miss RUIZ ELENA
Teacher of Physical Education

Vadillo de la Sierra,
Avila
ElPinar21 -30-B, Irun,
Guipuzcoa

SUDAN

Mr. ABU SAMRA AHMED
Officer
Mr. KHAIRY AHMED
General Secretary
Colonel KHALID ALI HASSAN ALI
Military officer

c/o Prisons HQs
Khartoum
Sudanese Weight Lifting Ass.,
Dept. of Sports, Khartoum
P.O. Box 1547, Khartoum

SWITZERLAND

Miss GEISSMANN GHRISTA
Student

Fluxstr. 356, FL-9492,
Eschen
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Mr. HAESSIG WALTER
StudentbCH-7310, Bad Ragaz
Miss HUEGLI MARIANNE
Student
Miss KRENICKY LUDMILLA
Student
Miss TSCHIEMER ELISABETH
Student

Churfirstenstr. 8,
Hausmattstrasse 50,
4900 Langenthal
Weihermatt 10,
5452 Oberrohrdorf
Gemsenstrasse 10,
CH-8006 Zurich

TAIWAN

Mr. HUANG PETER
Prof, of Physical Education
Mr. KO WEI-SHIN
Senior specialist of the China
Youth Corps
Mr. SU JING TANG
Chinese Wrestling T.A.
Mr. YEH SHYR CHANG
Physical Education Teacher
Miss YU CHARLENE

4th FL N07, Alley 2, Lane 203,
Sec. 2, Hsing Lung RD,
Ching Mei Dist., Taipei
30 Shin-Hai Road, Sec. 3,
Taipei
Central Police Collège
Toayuan
18, 76 Alley, Ta Ya Road,
Taichung
261 Chia Hsing St., Taipei

TUNISIA
Mr. BEN SALAH MOHAMED
Attaché de Cabinet, Ministère
de la Jeunesse et des Sports

89 Av. Hedi Chaker, Tunis

U. S. A.
Mr. MATTHEWS GEORGE
Prof, of Physical Education
and Sport History
Miss WALZ KATHI
College and Associate Prof, of
Health Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance.
Dr. WILLIS JOSEPH
Prof, of Physical Education and
Department Head, Georgia State
University
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473 G. Street, Salt Lake City,
UTAH 84I03
5885, Canterbury N.W.,
Canton, Ohio

2839 Sylvan Ramble Rd. Ν.S.
Atlanta, Georgia 30345

Miss WRIGHT KATY
Assistant Director Sports and
Venues, Los Angeles Olympic ·
Organizing Committee 1984 Olympics
Mr. ZELL ALAN
Member United States Olympic
Committee, State Chairman,
State of Oregon.

10100 Santa Monica Bl. 630
Los Angeles, CA 90067

3333 S.W. Heather Lane
Portland Oregon 97201

GREECE

Miss KAKRIDI FANNY
Guide, Student in Archeology
Miss KOUVARA KOULA
Physical Therapist

Anagnostopoulou 41, Athens 136
Rank Xerox (U.K.), Gymnasium,
Oxford Rd, Uxbridge, Middx.
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ASSISTANTS

Miss ARGIRI HELEN
Mr. HADJISTEFANOU STEFANOS
Teacher Physical Education
Mr. KINEZOS CHRISTOS
Teacher Physical Education
Miss LEMBESSI TONIA
Mr. LYKETSOS KOSTAS
University Student
Mr. OTHONEOS CONSTANTINOS
Student
Mr. SALESSIOTIS ANASTASSIOS
Student
Miss STEFANIDOU POLYXENI
Tourist Guide
Miss XYLA KATERINA
Student
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Ad. Korai 24, N. Pagrati,
Athens
59 Makariou Ave., Nicosia,
Cyprus

Lykourgou 9, Acropolis,
Nicosia, Cyprus
Pendelis 59, Kifissia,
Athens
16 Academy St., Athens 134
Nazianzou 4-6, Pagrati,
Athens
75, Evrou Str., Ambelokipi,
Athens
24, Lykoudi Str., Athens 903
Thiseos 2, P. Faliro, Athens
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